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From the Editor
Food for thought
It is a pleasure to introduce myself as editor in chief at Group Tour
Media. After five years with our editorial team, I’m eager to move into
this new role. I wish my predecessor, Mary Lu Laﬀey, all the best in her
next endeavors.
I’m delighted that my first publication is our Get Cookin’ issue. As
associate editors Cortney Erndt and Kelsey Smith reveal on page 12,
“The best part about exploring a new destination is the food.” Their
story covers foodie cravings across the Southeast and West. Full
disclosure: This issue will make you hungry!
This month’s Port City feature takes you to Mobile, Alabama. On
page 108, Tara Zieman, marketing and communications manager for
Visit Mobile, shares the ways groups can celebrate a day or two, preor post-cruise in the charming port city.
Publisher Elly DeVries’ story about Warsaw, Poland, will leave you
ready to book a flight to the youngest old town in Europe. Follow her
journey through Warsaw’s historic and cultural hot spots on page 104.
As always, thank you for reading Group Tour magazine.

«

Courtney Birchmeier

«

Until next time,

Courtney Birchmeier
courtney@grouptour.com
Twitter: @courtneygtm

Group Tour Media
is a proud member of:
American Bus Association
California Travel Association
Circle Michigan
Destinations International
Florida Attractions Association
Louisiana Travel Promotions
Association

Elly DeVries

National Tour Association
New Mexico Hospitality Association
Ohio Travel Association
Ontario Motor Coach Association
Southeast Tourism Society
Student & Youth Travel Association

Up next: In June, our cover story explores how tour operators and
travel suppliers help today’s travelers give back. Don’t miss features
on Howard County, Maryland, and Stratford, Ontario, Canada. We’ll
also share our incredible experience with A Closer Look Tours at the
Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve in Michoacán, Mexico.
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Virginia Motorcoach Association

Cover:

Long Provincial Vietnamese,
Savor Seattle Food Tours,
Seattle, Wash.
Photo: Jackie Donnelly of
Spice & Ink Photography

news & notes

Created and produced by
DreamWorks Animation and
Universal Creative, “Kung Fu
Panda: The Emperor’s Quest”
recounts a plot-filled story
whereby on the morning of
The Emperor’s Great Feast
of Heroes, dragon warrior
Po embarks on a wild and
perilous mission to deliver
the rare and precious Liquid
of Limitless Power to the
Palace, while enlisting guests
to join him on the exciting
adventure filled with raging
rapids, river pirates, awesome magic and Kung Fu.
With cutting-edge technology at the forefront of the
multi-sensory attraction,
“Kung Fu Panda: The Emperor’s Quest” will introduce
the first-ever integration of
interior projection mapping
designed to engulf guests in
180 degrees of immersive
adventure.
800-959-9688
universalstudioshollywood.com

«

Universal Studios
Hollywood debuts
DreamWorks Theatre
On the heels of the recent
acquisition of DreamWorks
Animation, Universal Studios
Hollywood in Universal City,
California, is setting the stage
this summer with the debut
of an all-new DreamWorks
Theatre.
Inspired by a global blockbuster franchise, “Kung Fu
Panda: The Emperor’s Quest”
will take guests on a thrilling
journey that fuses captivating
storytelling with state-of-the
art visual eﬀects.

Photo: Titanic Pigeon Forge

Tennessee Williams
Museum established
in Key West
An exhibit in Key West, Florida,
memorializing iconic playwright
Tennessee Williams, who called
the island home from the late
1940s until his death in 1983,
has expanded to become the
Tennessee Williams Museum.
The new museum evolved
from a recent merger between
the Tennessee Williams Key
West Exhibit and Key West
Art & Historical Society.
Highlights on display include
personal photographs of Williams at home with his partner
Frank Merlo and friends,
first-edition plays and books,
a typewriter used by Williams
when he lived in Key West
and an artist-crafted model of
his island home. Among new
elements is a photographic
representation of a painting of
Merlo by Williams.
305-204-4527
kwahs.org

«

Titanic LEGO ship
docks in Pigeon Forge
On view in 2018 at the
Titanic Museum Attraction
in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee,
is the world’s largest replica
of the RMS Titanic built with
56,000 LEGO bricks.
A 10-year-old autistic
boy from Iceland conceived
and constructed the 26-foot
replica, said the attraction’s
owner, Mary Kellogg-Joslyn.
“The world calls him LEGO
BOY and that’s just fine with
Brynjar Karl Birgisson, after
all, he had spent a good part
of his young life surrounded
by thousands of LEGO bricks
— the building blocks of his
monumental tribute to the
2,208 men, women and children who sailed on Titanic,”
said Kellogg-Joslyn. “Upon
completion, it is the largest
Titanic LEGO ship model
ever made and we’re proud
that the Titanic Museum
Attraction in Pigeon Forge,
Tennessee, will be the first
and only place in the United
States where it can be seen.
We’ve brought it all the way
from Iceland to showcase
as one of our major 2018
exhibits.”
800-381-7670
titanicpigeonforge.com

Newport Aquarium
opens ‘Ring of Fire’
“Ring of Fire,” a new immersive exhibit, is now open at
Newport Aquarium in Covington,
Kentucky. The exhibit highlights
the mysterious creatures that
make their home along The Ring
of Fire where towering volcanoes
and deep ocean trenches line
the Pacific Ocean rim.
Guests explore the space
filled with giant Pacific
octopus, moon jellyfish and
Japanese spider crabs. They
will discover their amazing
shape-shifting, color-changing,
exoskeleton-shedding behaviors that take place in the constantly changing ecosystem.
“The ecology and the biology around the Ring of Fire
is one of the most intriguing
elements of the oceans,” said
Eric Rose, the aquarium’s
executive director. “It’s fascinating how awesome Mother
Nature and the ocean are to
have animals that thrive in that
turbulent environment.”
800-406-3474
newportaquarium.com

GroupTour.com
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allows for the return of large
animals to the show.
“Our Magic Beyond Belief
show is bigger, better and
brighter this year,” said David
Fee, president and chief executive oﬃcer of Fee/Hedrick
Family Entertainment Group.
“This year’s show will be more
family friendly and we have
some new elements in the
show including a live magical
unicorn and a mermaid who
swims among coral reefs and
a sunken pirate ship. We also
have the return of our serval
cat and our amazing beloved
white tiger named Hollywood.”
865-428-7469
pigeonforgemagic.com

«

‘Magic Beyond Belief’
reopens with live magical
unicorn
“Magic Beyond Belief,” starring internationally acclaimed
magician Darren Romeo,
reopened in Pigeon Forge,
Tennessee, for a fourth season
in February.
The show was closed for a
four-month production hiatus.
This newly revamped Fee/
Hedrick Family Entertainment
show is playing in The Smoky
Mountain Opry Theater in
Pigeon Forge six days a week.
The show includes about
$250,000 in upgrades, most
of which are in production elements. The move back to the
Smoky Mountain Opry is to enable Romeo to perform larger
illusions on a bigger stage and

Photo: Fee/Hedrick Family Entertainment

Asian art on view
in Texas
On view through Aug. 19
at the Kimbell Art Museum in
Fort Worth, Texas, is “From the
Lands of Asia: The Sam and
Myrna Myers Collection.”
After Americans Samuel and
Myrna Myers moved to Paris
in the mid-1960s, they started
collecting Asian art. Over the
course of 50 years, they built
an extraordinary collection of
some 5,000 works.
The exhibition presents over
400 objects from the collection. Works represent key
periods in the art of China,
Japan, Tibet, Mongolia, Korea

and Vietnam. A broad historical range is covered, from the
Neolithic era to modern times,
as well as a wide variety of
materials, from porcelain, ivory
and jade to Buddhist statuary
and costumes from Central
Asia, Tibet, China and Japan.
817-332-8451, ext. 249
kimbellart.org

«

«
«
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Strategic Air Command &
Aerospace Museum opens
Tuskegee Airmen exhibit
“Tuskegee Airmen of WWII,”
a new exhibit, is now open
and part of the permanent
collection at Strategic Air Command & Aerospace Museum in
Ashland, Nebraska.
Corporal Robert Holtz, a
member of the 477th Bombardment Group and an original member of the Tuskegee
Airmen, cut the ribbon to open
the exhibit. Holtz is one of the
last living Tuskegee Airmen.
The exhibit includes artifacts
from Tuskegee Airman Paul
Adams of Lincoln, Nebraska.
Adams’ group flew 1,500
missions in Europe and North
Africa. He served in nine major
campaigns and was presented
the Commendation Medal with
three Oak Leaf Clusters, each
of which signifies subsequent
bestowals of the same honor.
He also received a Congressional Bronze Medal for his
contribution as a “guardian
angel.”
402-944-3100
sacmuseum.org

Georgia Revolutionary
War battlefield protected
Conservation groups have
preserved more of a key
Revolutionary War battlefield in
northeast Georgia.
U.S. Rep. Jody Hice, University of Georgia football legend
Coach Vince Dooley, the Civil
War Trust’s Campaign 1776
initiative and the Kettle Creek
Battlefield Association made

the announcement in February.
The acquisition of 180 acres
triples the size of the battlefield
park marking a crucial but
often-overlooked Revolutionary
War struggle in 1779.
Civil War Trust President
James Lighthizer announced
that Campaign 1776, the
trust’s national initiative to
preserve battlegrounds of the
Revolutionary War and War
of 1812, will add the newly
acquired land to the 77-acre
Kettle Creek Battlefield Park in
Wilkes County near Washington, Georgia. The acquisition
will enlarge the park by more
than 233 percent and preserve
the ground where combat
between Patriots and the British began.
Walker Chewning, president of the battlefield association, said it is finishing an
interpretive trail at War Hill.
Earlier, it found and marked
Revolutionary War soldiers’
graves and discovered Battle
of Kettle Creek artifacts on
the newly preserved land and
commissioned a University of
Georgia study on preserving
and interpreting the battlefield’s evocative landscape.
The group hopes to build a
second, longer trail on the
now-saved tract.
campaign1776.org

Photo: Campaign 1776
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Grand Canyon West
adds zip lines
Grand Canyon West in
Arizona continues to add new
experiences for the more than
1 million guests who annually visit the West Rim of the
Grand Canyon.
The latest addition is a pair
of zip lines that let adrenalinseeking adventurers soar
nearly 1,000 feet above the
floor of a side canyon located
amid the West Rim’s matchless scenery. The Zipline at
Grand Canyon West, which
opened in January, consists
of two “quad ziplines,” each
with four steel cables running
side-by-side in parallel formation, to allow groups to soar

together at speeds approaching 50 mph. The attraction will
accommodate an estimated
350,000 visitors a year.
928-769-2636
grandcanyonwest.com
Tourism not aﬀected
by Grand StaircaseEscalante National
Monument changes
A presidential proclamation
in December 2017 modified the boundaries of Grand
Staircase-Escalante National
Monument in Utah.
Kane County and Garfield
County oﬃces of tourism and
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), which administers
the monument, want to assure
the public that these changes
should not aﬀect their overall
outdoor experience in southern Utah. The area’s tourist
attractions and sites continue
to be accessible.
Harry Barber, acting monument manager, said the lands
excluded from the monument’s

boundaries continue to be
managed by the BLM’s Kanab
Field Oﬃce and will remain
accessible to the public in
accordance with the existing
BLM management plan.
“We are optimistic these
changes won’t impact the outdoor experience in southern
Utah,” said Camille Johnson,
executive director of Kane
County Oﬃce of Tourism.
“The hikes, destinations and
viewpoints that make southern
Utah and Grand StaircaseEscalante National Monument
so beautiful and worth exploring are not going anywhere.
Visitors still have access to all
the iconic sites and attractions.
The only diﬀerence is that
some areas will be managed
by a diﬀerent BLM oﬃce.”
Popular destinations — such
as Inchworm Arch, Peek-aBoo and Spooky Gulch slot
canyons, Lick Wash, Devils
Garden and Cottonwood Narrows — are available and open
to the public. In addition, outfit-

ters and guides will continue
to oﬀer services in the area.
brycecanyoncountry.com
visitsouthernutah.com
blm.gov/Utah

«

The Mob Museum opens
new permanent exhibition
Located in Las Vegas, Nevada, The Mob Museum, the
National Museum of Organized
Crime and Law Enforcement,
has opened its major first-floor
renovation, which includes a
brand-new exhibition space:
“Organized Crime Today.”
The space focuses on the
modernization and evolution
of organized crime in the
present day. Two new experiential spaces include the Use
of Force Training Experience
and Crime Lab, which focus
on methods employed by law
enforcement to apprehend and
prosecute criminals and their
organizations.
The exhibition and experiential spaces represent the
museum’s largest capital improvement project since opening in 2012. The final phase of
the museum’s renovation and
expansion was completed in
April with the opening of an
enhanced Prohibition history
exhibition, The Underground,
which includes a working
speakeasy and distillery.
702-229-2734
themobmuseum.org

Hard Rock
International
expands into
French Quarter
Hard Rock International
plans to bring its legendary
vibe to the French Quarter and
New Orleans Theater District in
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Hard Rock Hotel New
Orleans and the Residences
at the Hard Rock Hotel New
Orleans are slated to open in
the spring of 2019.
Working in collaboration
with local developer, Kailas
Companies, the 18-story
building in the heart of New
Orleans will oﬀer 350 rooms
for hotel guests, as well as 62
one-, two- and three-bedroom
units available for purchase
this spring.
hardrockhotels.com
Continued on page 10

Photo: Grand Canyon West
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Jeﬀerson National
Expansion Memorial
has been renamed
The National Park Service
has announced that Jeﬀerson
National Expansion Memorial
in St. Louis, Missouri, is now
renamed to Gateway Arch
National Park, better communicating its status as a national
park and home of the widely
recognized Gateway Arch.
“Gateway Arch National
Park helps visitors connect
the Arch to the National Park
Service,” said Mike Ward,
superintendent at the Gateway Arch National Park. “The
mission of the park remains
the same regardless of the
park’s name. The stories of
Thomas Jeﬀerson and his
vision of westward expansion
are woven throughout the new

Photo: Missouri Division of Tourism

Museum at the Gateway Arch,
which celebrates its grand
opening on July 3, while Dred
Scott and his freedom suit are
showcased at the Old Courthouse.”
Legislation to change the
park’s name was introduced in
the U.S. Senate in the summer

of 2017. It was passed by
the U.S. Senate on Dec. 21,
2017, and by the U.S. House
of Representatives on Feb. 7,
2018. President Trump signed
the bill into law in February of
this year.
877-982-1410
gatewayarch.com

Tampa Bay History Center
reveals new ‘Treasure
Seekers’ expansion
The first expansion of the
Tampa Bay History Center
since opening in 2009, the
8,500-square-foot permanent
addition, “Treasure Seekers: Conquistadors, Pirates
and Shipwrecks,” features a
60-foot, 18th-century pirate
ship as its centerpiece, and
introduces visitors to explorers who landed in “La Florida”
more than 500 years ago as
well as little-known pirates like
“Calico” Jack Rackham and
Anne Bonny, who prowled
Florida’s coasts in the 1700s.
The Treasure Seekers
gallery also dives into the
science and technology of
shipwreck recovery, showing
how centuries-old vessels are

«

Thank you for reading
Group Tour magazine!
Each issue of Group Tour
magazine is crafted with tour
planners in mind.

To help you plan better,
each issue features:
• Exciting destinations
• Thrilling itineraries
• Latest travel trends
• Group-friendly restaurants
and lodging

Never miss an issue!
Subscribe for FREE online at
grouptour.com/subscribe.
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recovered from the ocean’s
floor.
The new addition to the
History Center includes the
Touchton Map Library/Florida
Center for Cartographic Education, a partnership with the
University of South Florida
that will feature 6,000 maps
of Florida and the Caribbean dating back to the 15th
century.
“We’re telling a Florida
story,” said C.J. Roberts,
president and CEO of Tampa
Bay History Center. “Conquistadors, pirates and privateers,
shipwreck recovery — many
of these things were happening not just in the Tampa Bay
area, but across the state.
The new gallery expands our
focus and gives visitors a
broader, Florida-wide view of
history.”
813-228-0097
tampabayhistorycenter.org
Photo: Tampa Bay History Center

Bosket explained the new
name does not replace the
organization’s historic identity;
Virginia Historical Society will
live on as the name of the parent organization under which
membership will remain as well
as its premier research library,
newly named museum and
renowned 9-million-item history
collection.
The Virginia Museum of
History & Culture is intended
to create a fresh and eﬀective
means of fulfilling the mission:
connecting people to America’s
past through the unparalleled
story of Virginia.
804-358-4901
virginiahistory.org

«

Virginia Historical Society
shares new name
The Virginia Historical Society in Richmond, Virginia, was
established in 1831 and has
operated as such for the past
187 years. But, this year marks
a big change for one of the
Commonwealth’s oldest cultural
institutions. Moving forward, its
Boulevard headquarters will be
called the Virginia Museum of
History & Culture.
“We may be the Commonwealth’s oldest cultural
institution, and one of the most
distinguished history organizations in the country, but we are
ready for meaningful change
and progress — to do more
and be more for the people
of Virginia and beyond,” said
Jamie O. Bosket, president and
CEO of the Virginia Museum of
History & Culture. “We believe
our new museum name will
encourage visitation, be more
welcoming and better articulate
our chief purpose.”

Ruby Falls announces
new light and show
experience
This year holds new adventures at Ruby Falls in Chattanooga, Tennessee, starting

with a new light and sound
show at the waterfall.
“This large investment
brings a multi-sensory experience,” said Kara Van Brunt,
senior director of operations
and strategic development at
Ruby Falls. “The show draws
attention to distinctive aspects
of the waterfall and surrounding rock previously unseen.
Light and shadows, cues,
color changes and choreographed music highlight the
power of thousands of years of
water flow in the cave.”
Ruby Falls remains 60
degrees year-round and is the
country’s deepest commercial
cave and tallest underground
waterfall open to the public. It
features a 145-foot waterfall
located 1,120 feet beneath the
surface of Lookout Mountain in
Chattanooga.
“Our goal with the new
show is for guests to feel a

newfound appreciation for the
natural wonder of Ruby Falls,”
said Chad Kuney with Ghost
Light Studios. “We sought
to heighten the waterfall’s
visual and emotional impact by
creating this new experience.
By emphasizing not only the
waterfall, but also the entirety
of the waterfall room, we want
guests to appreciate the enormity and beauty of the space.
Returning guests will experience the waterfall and cave in
an entirely new fashion.”
Ghost Light Studios has
increased the length of the
show, developing a rich, musical score and doubling the
number of LED color-changing
fixtures. The augmented
lighting has the capability
to project millions of colors,
showcasing the dimensional
stone textures and waterfall.
423-821-2544
rubyfalls.com
GroupTour.com
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Get cookin’
INDULGE IN FOODIE CRAVINGS ACROSS THE SOUTHEAST & WEST

BY CORTNEY ERNDT & KELSEY SMITH

l

et’s put it all on the table; the best
part about exploring a new destination is the food. From cultural
dishes to authentic local bites,
savoring cuisines is one of the

most fun ways to become familiar with
a city’s traditions, as well as its agricultural and ethnic diversity.
When the group gets hungry, grab
some napkins and turn toward the

foodie professionals. The following five
experiences explore some of the most
appetizing and palate-pleasing hot
spots in the Southeast and West.
Bon appétit!

Guests reaching for food, Long Provincial Vietnamese, Savor Seattle Food Tours, Seattle, Wash. Photo: Jackie Donnelly of Spice & Ink Photography
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CAJUN FOOD TOURS

LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA

d

own south, groups can grab a
taste of some of the freshest
and most colorful cuisine with
Cajun Food Tours based out of
Lafayette, Louisiana.
“They (groups) will be treated like
guests in our home by a local, and be regaled with the stories and history of the
area and of the food as they travel to restaurants and meat markets to try local
treasures like boudin, cracklin, gumbo,
smoked meats, seafood court-bouillon
and boiled crawfish,” said Marie Ducote,
owner of Cajun Food Tours.
On tours, groups are introduced
to the flavor and rich history behind
Cajun culture by visiting locally owned,
one-of-a-kind eateries. Groups of 14 or
less can board Cajun Food Tours’ party
bus, and for groups of 15 or more, tour
guides can board motorcoaches and
offer the same tour.

A popular
option is the
Original Cajun
Food Tour,
which offers
at least five
tasting stops,
giving groups
the opportunity to
try Cajun specialties including king
cake, etouffee, gumbo
and fried seafood. Tour
reservations should be made
at least six weeks in advance
for large groups. Motorcoach
parking is plentiful and can be
arranged.
Cajun Food Tours
337-230-6169
cajunfoodtours.com

TASTE OF KANSAS CITY FOOD TOURS

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

0

verflowing with detailed history, a mouthwatering barbecue scene and diverse culture,
Kansas City is a must-visit for
foodies. Taste of Kansas City
Food Tours takes groups off the beaten
path and to some of Kansas City’s most
beloved local eateries.
The most popular tour is the Prohibition Tour, which explores Kansas City’s
famed past as one of the wettest cities in
the country. The 3 ½-hour tour includes
four Prohibition-era cocktails, a private
distillery tour and small bites.
“Other tours will take guests by
either bus or streetcar into some of the
most historic neighborhoods of Kansas
City, and the goal is to expose people,

whether a guest or a local, to our city,
to the mom and pops of Kansas City,”
said Rebekah Bloom, owner of Taste
of Kansas City Food Tours. “These are
tours that combine history, culture and
cuisine, and ultimately, give you a ‘Taste
of Kansas City.’ Guests may meet chefs,
restauranteurs and owners while on the
tour, and hear how they got started in
the industry.”
Motorcoach parking is available,
and guides can run tours on coaches for
larger groups.
Taste of Kansas City Food Tours
913-634-0444
tasteofkansascityfoodtours.com

Top right to bottom left: Crawfish, Cajun Food Tours, Lafayette, La., Photo: Cajun Food Tours/Marie Ducote;
Lifted Spirits Distillery, Kansas City, Mo., Photo: Taste of Kansas City Food Tours
GroupTour.com
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WALK EAT NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

M

usic isn’t the only thing Tennessee’s capital city is known
for. With such a distinct
blend of cultures, Nashville’s
creativity runs over from its
entertainment scene and into its wellknown, vibrant cuisine.
Walk Eat Nashville highlights the
city’s well-loved restaurants and dishes.
“Groups experience a wide range of
tastes, sights and scents at a variety of
Nashville restaurants and specialty food
shops,” said Karen-Lee Ryan, owner of
Walk Eat Nashville. “They also have the
chance to enjoy behind-the-scenes interactions with chefs, owners and manag-

ers. While walking between stops,
guests will learn the
history of a Nashville
neighborhood, including
local landmarks and lore.”
Ryan offers tours in three neighborhoods: downtown, east Nashville and
midtown. Destinations rotate, and include
five or six savory and sweet stops.
Street tacos, barbecue, buttermilk biscuits, hot chicken and pizza are just a few
of the delectable plates groups can sample.
“Food is a uniting force that helps us
understand the culture of a new place,”
Ryan said. “Tasting some of the dishes

that have made Nashville a culinary
destination gives guests a memorable
connection to our city.”
Motorcoach parking is available
nearby tour starting points.
Walk Eat Nashville
615-587-6138
walkeatnashville.com

SANTA FE SCHOOL OF COOKING

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

A

family-owned and -operated
recreational cooking school, Santa
Fe School of Cooking has been
specializing in foods of the Southwest for more than 28 years.
“Our talented chefs have written
cookbooks, won prestigious competitions and appeared in the pages of
glossy magazines,” said Nicole Curtis Ammerman, director of Santa Fe
School of Cooking. “They share one
important attribute: they know how to
have fun in the kitchen.”
Classes are offered several times
a week and might include traditional
New Mexican, Native American or
contemporary Southwestern cuisine.
In addition to demonstration classes
and hands-on classes, the school also
offers a three-day intensive Southwest
Culinary Bootcamp, a five-day New
Mexico Culture and Cuisine Tour,

restaurant walking tours and personalized events.
“We hope our guests enjoy a
delicious meal, a fun and informative
presentation, and we hope they leave
excited to go home and try the dishes

Top to bottom: Sausage and pepper tasting, Lockeland Table, Nashville, Tenn., Photo: Walk Eat Nashville/Karen-Lee Ryan;
Restaurant walking tour, Santa Fe School of Cooking, Santa Fe, N.M., Photo: Santa Fe School of Cooking
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out for their friends and family,” Curtis
Ammerman said.
Santa Fe School of Cooking
505-983-4511
santafeschoolofcooking.com

SAVOR SEATTLE FOOD TOUR

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

e

xclusive partnerships give
groups an insider’s look at some
of the city’s best restaurants
while exploring with Savor
Seattle Food Tours. In just two
hours, groups can taste 16-plus items
from six establishments.
“Our story starts with food,” said
Terry Rice, managing director of Savor
Seattle Food Tours. “Then, we add
adventure and a peek at Seattle unlike
any other view in town. Our fun-loving
guides know food. And they know
Seattle like only a local resident can.”
For first-time visitors to Seattle,
Rice recommends Savor Seattle’s
signature food tour of Pike Place
Market. Visitors become market insiders on this behind-the-scenes adventure, when groups experience the

sights, sounds and flavors of Seattle’s
110-year-old landmark.
Visitors meet the market’s lively
characters and hear their memorable
stories, as well as see fish fly, cheese being
made and the original Starbucks store.
“Our tour guides are past and present members of the Pike Place Market
community,” Rice said. “These intimate
friendships with market merchants
ensure you will always receive special
treatment. We hope groups leave with
full stomachs, engaged minds, and a
love and appreciation for the history
and culture that make Seattle a worldrenowned foodie town.” n
Savor Seattle Food Tours
206-209-5485
savorseattletours.com

Top photo: Loulay Restaurant & Bar, Savor Seattle Food Tours, Seattle, Wash., Photo: Jackie Donnelly of Spice & Ink Photography

GroupTour.com
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Alabama

Gulf Shores and Orange Beach
Covering 32 miles of white-sand beaches, Gulf Shores
and Orange Beach oﬀer both thrilling adventures and
relaxing vacations.
“There is so much to see and do along the Alabama
Gulf Coast from simply soaking up the sun on the beach or
relaxing on a sunset cruise, to more active adventures like
hiking, kayaking and zip line tours,” said Beth Gendler, vice
president of sales for Gulf Shores & Orange Beach Tourism.
“After a full day of exploring, groups can get their fill of
scrumptious seafood straight from the Gulf of Mexico at locally
owned and operated eateries, ranging from delicious dives to
resort-casual fine dining.”
Gulf Shores & Orange Beach Tourism
800-745-7263
gulfshores.com

EXPLORE

Gulf State Park is home
to 6,150 acres of stunning
wildlife and natural habitats
with one of the largest fishing
piers on the Gulf Coast.
Segway tours and kayak and
paddleboard rentals within
the park help groups capture
a true sense of place, and
allow them to take in all of the
flora and fauna of Alabama’s
Gulf Coast.
Gulf State Park
251-948-7275
alapark.com/gulf-statepark

DO

A multiuse entertainment
district located along the
Intracoastal Waterway
in Orange Beach, The
Wharf features a marina,
event center, 10,000seat amphitheater, shops,
restaurants, a hotel, condos
and a new zip line course.
The Gulf Adventure Center
gives adrenaline-seekers a
speedy ride along eight zip
lines overlooking the complex
and waterway.
The Wharf
251-224-1000
alwharf.com

SEE

With a stunning new
gallery and gift shop, the
Coastal Arts Center of
Orange Beach showcases
and sells artwork from over
120 local artists. Guests view
the works of potters, painters,
sculptors, and glass and
textile artists for free. Home to
a glassblowing studio and a
pottery workshop, the center
provides a variety of classes.
Coastal Arts Center of
Orange Beach
251-981-2787
orangebeachal.gov/
facilities/art-center/about

SAVOR

Located on the
Intracoastal Waterway in
Gulf Shores, Jimmy Buﬀett’s
sister’s restaurant, LuLu’s,
serves up fresh seafood,
burgers and signature
cocktails in a high-energy
atmosphere. LuLu’s is a onestop shop for fun experiences
with a large gift shop, outdoor
bars, an arcade, a ropes
course and plenty of upbeat,
live music.
Lucy Buﬀett’s LuLu’s
251-967-5858
lulubuﬀett.com/gulf-shores

From top to bottom, left to right: Gulf Shores, Ala., Photo: Gulf Shores & Orange Beach Tourism; Paddle boarding, Gulf Shores, Ala., Photo: Gulf Shores & Orange Beach Tourism;
The Wharf, Orange Beach, Ala., Photo: Gulf Shores & Orange Beach Tourism; The Hot Shop, Coastal Arts Center of Orange Beach, Orange Beach, Ala., Photo: Gulf Shores & Orange
Beach Tourism; Shrimp basket, Lucy Buﬀett’s LuLu’s, Gulf Shores, Ala., Photo: Gulf Shores & Orange Beach Tourism
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SOME HISTORY IS
WRITTEN IN BOOKS.
OURS IS FORGED IN STEEL.
Visiting Birmingham lets you experience a city on the rise
while seeing first-hand the foundation upon which it was built.
The Industrial Heritage Tour that features Sloss Furnaces and
Vulcan Park offers a glimpse into a steel industry past that’s
still on display today. Book your next tour in a place rich with
history. Book your next tour in Birmingham.
inbirmingham.com | # INB irmingham | 800 - 458 - 8085

Reader Service Card #108

GroupTour.com
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Celebrate Southern cooking
with Red Clay Tours
Take a bite out of the South with
Red Clay Tours in Birmingham and
Tuscaloosa.
“It’s the best way to learn about the
city of Birmingham, try the local food,
drink the local beer, and experience
the local culture, all with a local guide,”
said Clay Cornelius, owner of Red Clay
Tours. “Every private tour is different
because each guest has different needs
and wants. I don’t pull an itinerary off
the shelf. I start from scratch each time
to ensure every tour is special.”
Red Clay Tours offers the option for
a private group tour to match what a
client wants to eat or drink in the location of their choosing.

Cornelius said one of the more popular tours is a combination of Civil Rights
or a historical tour, mixed with a brewery
or barbecue tour. This combo provides an
immersive all-day experience.
“I hope the groups are able to experience more than what they expected,”
Cornelius said. “People on the barbecue
tours are always surprised at what they are
able to sample. For the brewery tours, I
always want people to come away saying
they found a beer style they didn’t know or
didn’t think they would like. It’s all about
expanding your horizons when traveling
and beer shouldn’t be any different.”
On a barbecue tour, groups will get
the opportunity to try dishes that are

only available on a Red Clay tour. Two
special food samples available during
a tour are pork ‘n greens and a white
barbecue sauce, which has become
more popular in the Southeast over the
last decade.
Discounts are available for food and
drinks tours based on the groups size.
Groups should make reservations three
to six months in advance to ensure they
get the date they want.
Free parking is available throughout
Birmingham. n
Red Clay Tours
205-240-3829
redclaytourism.com

Left to right: Red Clay Tours, Birmingham and Tuscaloosa, Ala., Photo: Red Clay Tours/Clay Cornelius; Barbecue stop, Red Clay Tours, Birmingham and Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
Photo: Red Clay Tours/Clay Cornelius
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ALABAMA 200 announces
its ‘passport to the past’

Covering every corner of Alabama in
celebration of the state’s 200th birthday,
the Alabama Bicentennial PastPort
guides groups through all 67 counties,
highlighting the state’s historic sites,
museums and landmarks.
The “passport to the past” divides
Alabama into geographical regions,
with each region having its own section. Each county has at least one site
for people to visit.
“We hope the PastPort will allow visitors of all ages to experience Alabama’s
rich history firsthand in a stimulating
and exciting way,” said Graydon Rust, operations specialist with ALABAMA 200.
“Travelers can get their PastPort stamped
at destinations of all sizes, from iconic
sites such as the USS Alabama Battleship
Memorial Park and the Alabama State
Capitol to unique, lesser-known places
like the newly opened City of Lineville
Museum and the Howard Weeden House
Museum in Huntsville.”
The printed PastPort includes 174
pages that spotlight over 300 locations
in Alabama. There also is an app for the
PastPort, which includes links to the
online Encyclopedia of Alabama and
content from the Alabama NewsCenter.
The app allows groups to make virtual
visits to Alabama’s historic sites and
landmarks.
PastPorts are available at welcome
centers, the Alabama Department of Archives and History and other commercial outlets. For out-of-towners, groups
can purchase the printed PastPort by

visiting the Alabama 200 website.
The PastPort campaign officially
kicked off in February, and will remain
active through December of 2019. The
PastPort is sponsored by Mercedes-Benz
U.S. International, Inc., Airbus, Alabama
NewsCenter and Verizon.
“We hope the PastPort will highlight
historical destinations big and small
across Alabama while fostering education about the state’s complex and important history in an engaging manner,”
Rust said. n
ALABAMA 200
334-242-4537
alabama200.org
Left to right: Logo: ALABAMA 200; Alabama 200 PastPort, Photo: Alabama 200

Showcase
Our State

®

ALABAMA200
It’s Alabama’s 200th birthday. The perfect time to celebrate our
state and create memorable adventures highlighting activities and
events from the Shoals to the shores. Visit Alabama200.org for
all the exciting information and start planning your tours today.

#AL200 #ALABAMA200

Reader Service Card #172
GroupTour.com
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Find tranquility at
Huntsville Botanical Garden
Boasting 112 acres of lush greenery
and flowers, the Huntsville Botanical
Garden is a place of beauty and peace.
“The garden is a wonderful experience and it’s even better when shared
with a group,” said Carol Casey, vice
president of communications and programming at the garden. “Many friendships have begun on tours that were part
of our tour groups.”
Groups can find an aquatic garden,
a wildflower and nature trail, plant
collections and specialty gardens when
touring. The garden also contains the
nation’s largest seasonal butterfly house
– a popular stop on group tours.
“The flower and the beautiful butterflies in our Butterfly House are favorites
of everyone,” Casey said.
At the Damson Aquatic Garden,
20
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there is a 110-foot-wide semi-circle
filled with Victoria and tropical lilies
and other tropical water plants, such as
papyrus.
The 9,000-square-foot Purdy Butterfly House is home to thousands of
native frogs, tadpoles, butterflies, turtles
and other animals. Waterfalls, ponds,
streams and vibrant vegetation also can
be found in the house.
With a smaller staff, the nonprofit
garden operates with a strong volunteer
base.
“Our garden is truly the community’s
garden and with a base of over 2,000
active volunteers, we not only get much
needed ‘hands’ to help us keep up the
garden, but we also provide a muchneeded outlet for so many wonderful
people who need somewhere to give

Damson Aquatic Garden, Huntsville Botanical Garden,
Huntsville, Ala., Photo: Huntsville Botanical Garden

back,” Casey said.
Tours of the garden can either be
self-led or guided. Specialized tours
include the Galaxy of Lights Tour — a
bus tour featuring holiday lights and
animated displays — a Butterfly Tour
(May–September) and a Birding Tour.
In September, the Butterfly House
winds down by the end of the month,
however the Scarecrow Trail is open and
runs through Oct. 31.
Group rates are offered for 10 or
more guests and reservations must be
made at least two weeks in advance.
Lunch options and motorcoach parking
are available. n
Huntsville Botanical Garden
256-830-4447, ext. 223
hsvbg.org

SO%MANY%REASONS%TO%CELEBRATE%IN%MOBILE!
Bay City Tours

Carnival Cruises

Gulf Coast Ducks

Gulf Coast Tours

Shopping, Restaurants
and Nightlife

Mardi Gras

GulfQuest Maritime
Museum

Historic Home Tours

Mobile Carnival Museum

...AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
VISIT%MOBILE%%%|%%%+-,---.-MOBILE%%%|%%%+%SOUTH%WATER%STREET﹐%MOBILE﹐%AL%566-7%%%|%%%WWW﹒MOBILE﹒ORG

I-10 to Exit 15A
20 Miles SW of Mobile, Alabama

Group Tour Office 251.459.8986
12401 Bellingrath Gardens Road • Theodore, AL
bellingrath.org • 251.973.2217

Reader Service Card #121
GroupTour.com
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Arkansas
Fayetteville

Tucked in the Boston Mountain range of the Ozarks,
Fayetteville is a hot spot for outdoor and nature lovers.
The best visits to Fayetteville are the ones where groups
fully “experience” Fayetteville. Group tours customized by Julie
Pennington, director of sales at Experience Fayetteville, allow
groups to fully immerse themselves in the culture of Fayetteville
and northwest Arkansas. Tours include the arts, food and craft
beer scenes, history, outdoor activities, shopping and nightlife.
Visitors are there to not only see what the city has to oﬀer,
but to become a part of it. Groups decide their places of
interest, and Experience Fayetteville will take it from there.
Experience Fayetteville
479-521-5776
experiencefayetteville.com

SIP

EXPLORE

Organized by Experience
Fayetteville, the Fayetteville
Ale Trail gives groups
a glimpse into the craft
beer culture of northwest
Arkansas. There are 12 stops
to choose from, including a
cidery. Along with sampling
the finest, award-winning
craft beer in the state,
brewmeisters give groups a
behind-the-scenes look and
walk them through brewing
processes.

See the beauty of the
Ozark Mountains on the
Arkansas & Missouri
Railroad. This opportunity
to travel in the style of a
bygone era allows guests to
enjoy the leisurely elegance
of real train travel through
the mountains and valleys
of northwest Arkansas,
while relaxing in refurbished
antique passenger or parlor
coaches.

Fayetteville Ale Trail
479-521-5776
fayettevillealetrail.com

Arkansas & Missouri
Railroad
479-751-8600
amrailroad.com

SEE

EAT

The Walton Arts
Center hosts unforgettable
performances. The
facility oﬀers diversified
programming, large-scale
touring productions and
unparalleled performing-arts
opportunities. The center
has played host to comedian
Steve Martin and touring
productions of Broadway’s
greatest, including Les
Misérables and The Book of
Mormon.

Rated the best catfish in
all of northwest Arkansas,
the Catfish Hole has been
a local favorite since 1994.
After a full day of touring the
area, a down-home meal
is sure to hit the spot, and
the Catfish Hole welcomes
groups of all sizes with open
arms. One bite into its famous
hush puppies, and groups
will instantly understand why
it’s continually featured on
ESPN.

Walton Arts Center
479-443-5600
waltonartscenter.org

Catfish Hole
479-521-7008
thecatfishhole.com

From top to bottom, left to right: Dickinson Street, Fayetteville, Ark., Photo: Experience Fayetteville; Beer flight, Fayetteville Ale Trail, Fayetteville, Ark., Photo: Experience Fayetteville;
Finding Neverland, Walton Arts Center, Fayetteville, Ark., Photo: Carol Rosegg; Catfish Hole, Fayetteville, Ark., Photo: Experience Fayetteville
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Left to right: Dessert tasting, BiteSeeing Food Tours, Bentonville, Ark., Photo: Bentonville Love/Regina Barnes; BiteSeeing Food Tours, Bentonville, Ark., Photo: Bentonville Love/Regina Barnes

BiteSeeing Food Tours spices up sightseeing
Groups can discover why Bentonville
has become a growing culinary destination with BiteSeeing Food Tours.
“It’s a great way to experience a lot of
downtown Bentonville in a little bit of
time,” said Regina Barnes, owner of BiteSeeing Food Tours. “They’ll get to eat
delectable food and discover a historical
and cultural side of Bentonville. They’ll
get to walk through lovely downtown
Bentonville, seeing things that they
would likely miss while driving through.
And the best part is, it’s all carefully and
thoughtfully planned for them.”
A food tour with BiteSeeing Food
Tours is a well-rounded culinary experience that showcases a variety of eateries
in the area. Tour-goers can expect to
walk 2 miles while strolling through the
charming downtown area of Bentonville,
with stops at several places. They also
will learn about the history and culture
of the town, as well as see beautiful
architecture.
“Tour groups visit a variety of five
locally owned locations in downtown
Bentonville,” Barnes said. “Guests will

learn about the history and inspiration
of the chefs and owners and then get to
try their amazing food with pre-selected
tastings planned specially for the tours.”
Foods that could be sampled on the
tour include wood-fired pizzas, olive
oils and balsamic vinegars, Italian-style
cuisine and Latin cuisine.
BiteSeeing Food Tours will provide
alternative tastings for those who eat
gluten-free or have a vegetarian diet;
advance notice is needed.
Since it is a walking tour, wearing
comfortable shoes is recommended.
Tours last three hours.
If groups are interested in a private
tour, a minimum of eight adults is required. Barnes recommends scheduling
a tour at least a week in advance. Meeting location will be provided once tour
tickets are purchased.
Free public parking is available
throughout Bentonville. n
BiteSeeing Food Tours
479-689-7174
biteseeingfoodtours.com

G
SINCE 1817

Our history ain’t the only
thing that’s colorful...

AN UNEXPECTED UNION OF INTERNATIONAL ART
& LIVING HISTORY. ONLY EXPERIENCED ON THE
HISTORIC STREETS OF DOWNTOWN FORT SMITH!
EXPERIENCE
@ FORT
SMITH

@ EXPFORTSMITH

Carolyn Joyce . 800.637.1477 . Tourism@FortSmith.org

TOURFORTSMITH.COM
Reader Service Card #164
GroupTour.com
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Garvan Woodland Gardens offers
a tranquil escape
Boasting 210 acres, Garvan Woodland Gardens gives groups an unparalleled, eye-opening view of landscaping,
plants and flowers while tucked in the
Ouachita Mountains.
Located in Hot Springs, the botanical
garden preserves and enhances a part
of the Ouachita Mountain environment
and provides people with learning,
research and serenity.
“Groups take away a new appreciation for the beautiful Ouachita Mountains in central Arkansas,” said Sherre
Freeman, marketing director. “Our tours
offer an unparalleled outdoor experience
that focuses on the beauty of ‘The Natural State,’ and features native flora as well
as beautifully manicured seasonal plantings in the gardens.”
Garvan Woodland Gardens is the

botanical garden of the University of
Arkansas. Docent-led, self-guided and
golf cart tours are options for groups.
Some favorite group stops are the Bridge
of the Full Moon, the Garden of the Pine
Wind and Anthony Chapel.
The Bridge of the Full Moon is one
of the most photographed features of
the gardens. The 11-foot high structure
reflects stone bridges in western China.
The Garden of the Pine Wind is a
4-acre rock and stream garden. It was
voted the fifth-best Asian garden in
North America in 2012 by the Journal of
Japanese Gardening. Approximately 300
varieties of Asian ornamental plants can
be viewed.
The 160-seat Anthony Chapel is
nearly six stories tall, and is a popular
site for concerts, events and about 175

Garvan Pavilion, Garvan Woodland Gardens, Hot Springs, Ark., Photo: Garvan Woodland Gardens
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weddings every year. The chapel lies
under a thick canopy of pines and oak
trees and offers views of the changing
seasons with floor-to-ceiling glass walls
and multiple skylights.
For dining options, the Chipmunk
Café on-site offers freshly made sandwiches, wraps, snacks, salads and desserts. Groups may also pre-order lunch
boxes for tours.
Special ticket pricing is available
for groups of 20 or more and must be
arranged at least two weeks in advance.
Motorcoach parking is available at the
welcome plaza entrance to the gardens. n
Garvan Woodland Gardens
501-262-9603
groups@garvangardens.org
garvangardens.org

arkansas

Left to right: Salsa and cocktail tasting, A Bite of Hot Springs, Hot Springs, Ark., Photo: Ben McElmurray Photography; Dessert tasting, A Bite of Hot Springs, Hot Springs, Ark.
Photo: Ben McElmurray Photography

Sample diverse cuisine with A Bite of Hot Springs
A tour with A Bite of Hot Springs is
packed full of savory eats, entertainment
and history.
“The focus of our tour is the food of
course, but Hot Springs has a rich history that we share as well,” said Tammy
Martin, owner of A Bite of Hot Springs.
The company will tailor a tour to
match the interests of the group, including customizing the stops or making a
tour longer or shorter. A general food
tour lasts for about three hours and will
cover about 1½ miles of walking.
“Our tour gives each guest a good
variety of cuisines that are in downtown,” Martin said. “I have tried to keep
the samples diverse enough to showcase
the depth of what our town has to offer.
Besides, it’s the best way to experience
Hot Springs’ history, town and food. To
top it off, it’s just plain fun.”
With a private tour, members of the
group will walk away with a mini cupcake, food-scented soap samples, and
extra food and drink samples at some
of the locations. A stop for shopping is
included as a part of a food tour.
One tour stop is The Ohio Club, the
oldest bar still operating in Arkansas,
where the chef will give groups a special
tour that’s not available to the general
public. Two other popular stops on the
tour include Steinhaus Keller and Spa
City Tropical Winery & Gifts.
“Above all, my hope is to open a
person’s eyes to the abundance of food
in the world,” Martin said. “So often we

get stuck in eating the same old thing
— we do not want to step out of our
comfort zones. Our tour gives our guests
a chance to be more adventurous with
food by trying dishes they may not have
otherwise eaten.”
A private group tour should be
scheduled at least two weeks in advance,

but more notice is appreciated.
There is a parking lot designated for
motorcoaches in Hot Springs. n
A Bite of Hot Springs
501-547-9484
abiteofhotsprings.com

The Hear t of Historic Hot Springs

www.ArlingtonHotel.com

Contact our Sales Professionals at 800-626-9768
Reader Service Card #189
GroupTour.com
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Florida

Fort Myers and Sanibel
On the beaches of Fort Myers and Sanibel, islandology is a
way of life. It’s historical and cultural itineraries, eco-adventures
and guided tours. It’s vivid arts and entertainment experiences,
shopping and festivals. This natural paradise oﬀers adventures on
land and sea, where groups will never run out of things to do.
“This is an ideal destination for creating authentic
memories,” said Candice Cocco, tourism group sales manager
at the Lee County Visitor & Convention Bureau. “Our whitesand beaches, dolphin cruises and historical Edison and Ford
Winter Estates oﬀer a wide array of experiences. There is always
something to do to keep everyone happy, which makes planning
group itineraries easy and fun.”
The Beaches of Fort Myers & Sanibel/Lee County Visitor
& Convention Bureau
239-338-3500
fortmyers-sanibel.com

TOUR

Stop in at the Edison
and Ford Winter Estates,
the winter homes of inventor
Thomas Edison and
automobile industrialist Henry
Ford. Take a tour of Edison’s
14-acre estate, laboratory and
experimental gardens. The
3-acre winter home of Ford,
nicknamed “The Mangoes,”
features a display of Ford
vehicles dating to 1914.
Edison and Ford
Winter Estates
239-334-7419
edisonford
winterestates.org

EXPLORE

Just minutes from the
Edison and Ford Winter
Estates, groups can head
over to the Fort Myers
River District for a fresh,
filling lunch. Enjoy a variety
of outdoor cafes, shopping
and art galleries, or a guided
historic tour of downtown with
True Tours. Thanks to the
preservation of many historic
structures in the district, it’s
easy to picture the River
District’s past and relive its
history.
Fort Myers River District
myriverdistrict.com

SEE

Head to Sanibel Island for
a tour of J.N. “Ding” Darling
National Wildlife Refuge.
The refuge consists of over
6,400 preserved acres,
constituting one of the largest
undeveloped mangrove
ecosystems in the country.
It is world-famous for its
migratory bird populations but
is also home to a diversity of
wildlife species.
J.N. “Ding” Darling
National Wildlife Refuge
239-472-1100
fws.gov/refuge/jn_ding_
darling

DO

Visit the only museum
in the United States solely
devoted to shells and the
mollusks that create them.
The Bailey-Matthews
National Shell Museum on
Sanibel Island displays shells
from around the world with
a focus on the southwest
Florida region. Groups can
join a scientist for a beach
walk and learn about shells
that wash ashore.
Bailey-Matthews National
Shell Museum
239-395-2233
shellmuseum.org

Top to bottom, left to right: Sanibel Island Lighthouse, Sanibel Island, Fla.; Edison and Ford Winter Estates, Fort Myers, Fla.; Fort Myers River District, Fort Myers, Fla.; White pelicans,
J.N. “Ding” Darling National Wildlife Refuge, Sanibel, Fla.; Shell, Sanibel, Fla.; All photos: Courtesy of The Beaches of Fort Myers & Sanibel
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NO 45

Good friends make even
better neighbors.

EDISON & FORD WINTER ESTATES
The winter retreat of iconic inventors
Thomas Edison and Henry Ford.

Islandology is our way of life. It’s historical and cultural itineraries, eco-adventures
and guided tours. It’s vivid arts and entertainment experiences, shopping and
festivals. It’s knowing a good idea for your next group tour when you see it.
Plan your trip at FortMyers-Sanibel.com, or contact Candice at CCocco@Leegov.com.
Reader Service Card #184
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Revel in Florida’s culture with
Miami Culinary Tours
Taking a tour with Miami Culinary
Tours will not only let groups taste great
food, but will allow them the chance to
learn about local history and culture.
“They (groups) will see Miami in just
a few hours and learn about the many cultures we have in Miami,” said Grace Della,
director of operations for Miami Culinary
Tours. “Our expert guides are very well
versed on art, history and architecture,
and our organizational skills make the
experience one that is always flawless.”
Tours are offered for groups with
six to 100 people, but larger groups will
have to be divided into smaller groups
for tours. All tours last between two to
three hours with about 1 mile of walking
required.
28
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The Miami City Food Tour is the
most popular tour option for private
groups, but there are others available
including a tour of food and culture in
Little Havana, or the South Beach Food
& Art Deco Tour. The Miami City Food
Tour is a bus tour that visits a handful of
restaurants in South Beach, the Wynwood Art District and Little Havana.
“We focus on having guests learn
about the culture of each dish they try
and the stories that come with it,” Della
said. “There are fascinating historical
stories about ceviche, empanadas, refajo,
tostones, etc. Most folks have never tried
these types of foods, and they comment
on how much they love to learn about
the diversity of food and cultures we of-

Miami Culinary Tours, Miami, Fla.
Photo: Miami Culinary Tours

fer at our tours.”
Miami Culinary Tours can customize
a tour to match a vegetarian diet or for
those who eat gluten-free. At this time,
they cannot cater to additional food
allergies due to cross contamination at
restaurants.
The company books up to a year in
advance because tours typically sell out
quickly. Group discounts are available,
depending on the date and time of the
tour, and the number of people.
Motorcoach parking is available
nearby. n
Miami Culinary Tours
786-942-8856
miamiculinarytours.com

ACT NATURALLY.

When in Jacksonville, you are just a short ride away from everything. Affordable tours,
amazing beaches, a vibrant artist scene, year-round sporting events, nationally recognized
festivals, and interactive museums all in one of the coolest cities in America. Tour in Jax!
For complimentary assistance with itinerary planning, booking hotels, attractions, and restaurants for
your group, contact Lorrie Allen at 904-421-9182 or email lallen@visitjacksonville.com
Reader Service Card #181
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Georgia
Savannah

Welcome to Savannah. One of the South’s most eccentric
cities is a charming escape, where quirkiness materializes
through art, period architecture houses trendy boutiques, ghost
stories are set under a veil of Spanish moss, and where local
cuisine comes straight from Georgia’s coast.
“Savannah has been enticing visitors for centuries, and as
the quintessential Southern city, tour groups are welcomed with
open arms,” said Mindy Shea, director of tour & travel sales at
Visit Savannah. “They’ll experience not only the city’s top tours
and attractions, but through special programming, (groups) will
have unique opportunities to be immersed in the history that is
uniquely Savannah’s.”
Visit Savannah
912-644-6423
visitsavannah.com

SAVOR

Food writers and visitors
alike can’t stop talking about
Savannah’s vibrant and
burgeoning culinary scene.
Groups can eat their fill at an
avant-garde new eatery, or at
a classic dining experience
like The Olde Pink House
or The Pirates’ House.
Savannah is widely known
for its warm hospitality, so
be sure to settle in and get
ready to fill up on fresh, local
cuisine.
The Pirates’ House
912-233-5757
thepirateshouse.com

TOUR

Downtown Savannah has
22 lush historic squares,
each one diﬀerent from the
rest, while telling its own
distinct story. Get the group
its bearings with a fun,
historic trolley ride through
town with Old Savannah
Tours or Old Town Trolleys.
Or, take in the serenity of
the riverfront with a delicious
meal on a Savannah
Riverboat cruise.
Savannah Riverboat
Cruises
912-232-6404
savannahriverboat.com

SEE

Savannah’s newest
attraction is the American
Prohibition Museum in
the City Market district,
and it is the only museum
of its kind in the country.
The historical venue shares
over 20 exhibits, ranging
from gangsters to rum
runners, and it includes a
period-authentic speakeasy
accessible nearby.
American Prohibition
Museum
912-220-1249
americanprohibition
museum.com

EXPLORE

Savannah is home to
Telfair Museums, the oldest
public art museum in the
entire South. The Telfair’s
sister properties include
the Owens-Thomas House,
which shares a look into early
19th-century low country
life, and the Jepson Center
for the Arts, an architectural
masterpiece featuring a
variety of revolving exhibits
of fine arts, photographs and
technology.
Telfair Museums
912-790-8800
telfair.org

Top to bottom, left to right: Savannah, Ga.; The Pirates’ House, Savannah, Ga.; Savannah Riverboat Cruises, Savannah, Ga.; American Prohibition Museum, Savannah, Ga.; Jepson
Center for the Arts, Savannah, Ga.; All photos: Courtesy of Visit Savannah
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Savor a taste of Athens’ culinary scene
Athens brims with an incredibly
rich and diverse culture, which creates
an unparalleled food and dining scene.
“Designated as one of the South’s
most underrated food cities by USA
Today, Athens is a rising star on the
food scene,” said Aimee Cheek, public
relations coordinator for Athens
Convention & Visitors Bureau. “Blending traditional Southern staples with
contemporary fare, this city’s awardwinning restaurants have contributed
to Athens’ burgeoning foodie culture.”
With most restaurants being locally
owned, groups exploring Athens can
truly “live like a local,” and get a taste of
Athens’ distinct flavors.
“With a strong entrepreneurial
spirit that distinguishes our town, chefs
can create and mix styles to create

completely unique tastes and flavor
pairings,” Cheek said. “It all depends
on what fare you are in the mood
for. Craving a juicy burger with fresh
grilled meat with unusual pairings
(like blackberry bacon jam or jalapeno cream cheese)? Be sure to visit
Clocked! Want to be transported to
London? Order the fish and chips and
watch the Premier League on the big
screen at The Royal Peasant.”
Aside from eclectic, handcrafted
cuisines, Athens is known for its craft
brews. A hot spot in Athens, Creature
Comforts Brewing Co. was one of the
top 10 winners for Best New Brewery
2016 by USA Today. There, groups can
take guided tours while sipping on its
famed beers.
“We have an incredible beer scene,

multiple coffee roasters and craft cocktails that rival any big city — all with an
affordable price tag, and you don’t have
to wait for months to get on a guest
list,” Cheek said. “You can walk right
in and experience for yourself what
everyone is talking about.”
For dessert, groups should visit
Condor Chocolates, a bean-to-bar Ecuadorian chocolate shop and cafe that
uses cacao from Ecuador and products local to Athens. Try the sea-salt
caramel brownies, milk chocolate and
Georgia pecan bar, or the house-made
truffles. n
Athens Convention & Visitors Bureau
706-357-4430
visitathensga.com
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Top to bottom: Creature Comforts Brewing Co., Athens, Ga., Photo: Creature Comforts Brewing Co.; Tasting room,
Creature Comforts Brewing Co., Athens, Ga., Photo: Creature Comforts Brewing Co.

Go behind the scenes of
Creature Comforts Brewing Co.
Grains, hops, yeast and water aren’t
the only ingredients behind Creature
Comforts Brewing Co.’s signature brews
— passion and curiosity fuel each and every pour, hoping to inspire those sipping.
“Creature Comforts was founded
by a group of people whose passion
for quality, curiosity and craft beer
led them to the aspiration of one day
opening their own brewery,” said Chris
Herron, CEO of the brewery. “We
have a tagline we use, ‘crave curiosity,’
because we think that when you are
curious about the world around you,
it will lead to uncovering your passion
and if you follow that passion you will
find happiness, which will allow you
to enjoy the creature comforts of life.
When people visit our tasting room,

connect with our brand, taste our
world-class beer and interact with our
staff, we hope they will leave feeling
inspired by our journey to go out and
follow their own passion.”
The Athens, Georgia-based brewery offers free guided tours on the
hour when open, and they explain
the brewing process, as well as detail
on the Creature Comforts brand.
The brewery’s year-round core beers
include Bibo, a pilsner; Tropicalia,
an American IPA; Reclaimed Rye, a
rye amber aged on French oak; and
Athena, a Berliner weisse.
“Tropicalia, our year-round IPA, is
very popular in addition to our other
year-rounds,” Herron said. “Our seasonal and limited offerings have also

been well-received by consumers.”
Some of the brewery’s seasonal
releases include Automatic, a pale ale;
Cosmik Debris, a double IPA; and
Koko Buni, a milk porter with toasted
coconut, coffee and cocoa nibs.
“Our priority has always been on
making finely balanced beers and operating professionally with a huge focus on
our community and consumer experience,” Herron said. “Our goal has never
really been to stand out against other
breweries, but rather to just operate in a
way that feels authentic to ourselves.”
Motorcoach parking is available
at the Classic Center in downtown
Athens, and additional parking can be
arranged in advance with the Athens
Convention & Visitors Bureau. n
Creature Comforts Brewing Co.
706-410-1043
creaturecomfortsbeer.com
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Food Tours Atlanta shows off
Georgia’s decadent foodie culture
Eat and feel like a local in Atlanta with
Food Tours Atlanta, where it is much
more than just a tour of Georgia’s most
populous city — it’s an intimate experience that connects visitors to Atlanta.
“Our tours feature locally owned and
operated restaurants,” said Cristy Lenz,
founder and CEO of Food Tours Atlanta.
“Food Tours Atlanta features more chefs
honored by the James Beard Awards
than any other food tour in the state. The
overall experience of the history, art and
food create a custom and unique experience for guests. Guests should come on
our tour to eat like a local and experience
Atlanta from local guides who are passionate about their city.”
Groups will take a walking tour
through different neighborhoods, see
interesting architecture and the city’s

street art culture, all while hearing history and facts.
There are two tour options available
that include award-winning food samplings from restaurants that serve quality, locally sourced meat and produce.
The Inman Park Food Tour is done
in Atlanta’s first garden suburb that has
been voted as the “best foodie neighborhood in Atlanta.” This tour lasts 3½
hours, with 2 ½ miles of walking and six
tasting options.
The Ponce City Market Tour gives
groups the chance to experience a food
hall set inside an old Sears & Roebuck
store. Walk on the Beltline, hear history
of baseball, see street art and try America’s favorite burger. The tour lasts 2½
hours and covers 1 mile of walking. Eight
tasting stops are included on this tour.

Motorcoach parking is available for
both tour spots. n
Food Tours Atlanta
404-800-5796
foodtoursatlanta.com

Tasting, Ponce City Market, Atlanta, Ga.
Photo: Betsy McPherson Photography

Discover
Over 10
Different
Group Tours
of Rome

Photo: Jason Blalock

Georgia’s Rome is centrally located between Atlanta, Birmingham & Chattanooga.

Georgia‘s

Rome

Call for Free Group Tour Planning: 800.444.1834
Learn More: RomeGeorgia.org/Groups
Reader Service Card #188
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Kentucky
Louisville

A plethora of Louisville’s iconic group-friendly favorites are
being renovated. From Churchill Downs and the Kentucky Derby
Museum to the Frazier History Museum, and the Muhammad Ali
Center to the Speed Art Museum, Louisville is sure to surprise
groups whether it’s their first time or 10th.
“Louisville is a city reignited,” said Saundra Robertson,
tourism sales manager with the Louisville Convention &
Visitors Bureau. “With our completely renovated and expanded
downtown convention center, the new Omni Hotel, and
revamped attractions all over town, our motorcoach product is
better than ever. We are thrilled at the opportunity to showcase
this new product to the whole industry as a host to ABA in
2019.”
Louisville Convention & Visitors Bureau
888-568-4784
gotolouisville.com

TOUR

Get a behind-the-scenes
look of Churchill Downs, the
home of the “most exciting
two minutes in sports,” with
a Backstretch Breakfast
Tour. Enjoy a hearty Southern
breakfast in the jockey’s track
kitchen while groups watch
thoroughbreds warm up on
the racetrack. Afterward,
head into the Kentucky Derby
Museum for a tour and an
in-depth look into the worldrenowned event.
Kentucky Derby Museum
502-637-1111
derbymuseum.org

CRUISE

Celebrating over 100
years of history, the Belle
of Louisville is the oldest
Mississippi-style steamboat
still in operation in the world.
The boat has three decks
and can carry over 600
passengers. Consider a lunch
or dinner cruise on the Belle
of Louisville and experience
fine, Southern cuisine while
taking in expansive, scenic
views on the Ohio River.
Belle of Louisville
502-574-2992
belleoflouisville.org

SHOP

SAVOR

Visit Butchertown
Market, a large, eclectic
indoor market, home to
Cellar Door Chocolates,
Bourbon Barrel Foods and
an extensive retail selection
from local artisans. Watch
the process from bean to bar
at Cellar Door Chocolates
followed by a cooking-withbourbon class at Bourbon
Barrel Foods, where groups
can purchase barrel-aged
spices afterward.

Mint Julep Tours oﬀers
custom-designed guided
tours, transportation services
and a step-on guide service
for groups. From chocolate
tasting flights to paired
dinners with famed local
chefs, Mint Julep Tours can
incorporate plenty of foodie
fun into the day. Either have
them plan the whole day, or
add on a breakfast, lunch,
dinner or late-night culinary
experience.

Butchertown Market
502-584-2841
thebutchertownmarket.com

Mint Julep Tours
502-583-1433
mintjuleptours.com

Top to bottom, left to right: Louisville, Ky., Photo: Louisville CVB; Backstretch Breakfast Tour, Churchill Downs, Louisville, Ky., Photo: Louisville CVB; Belle of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.,
Photo: Louisville CVB; Butchertown Market, Louisville, Ky., Photo: Wendy Pramik for USA Today; Step-on guide, Mint Julep Tours, Louisville, Ky., Photo: Louisville CVB
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Goebel Park, Riverside Food Tours, Covington, Ky., Photo: Laura Noyes

Reflect on Kentucky’s heritage
with Riverside Food Tours
Feel like a VIP with every bite on
a tour with Riverside Food Tours in
Covington.
“We offer a variety of three different
neighborhood tours for private groups,”
said Laura Noyes, owner of Riverside
Food Tours. “The tours are the Mainstrasse Village Tour, the Roebling Point
Food Tour and the Madison Avenue
Food Tour. We can offer more food
tastings or less, or more alcohol tastings.
We can alter the length of the tour and
the time period. It's important that all
groups feel special, regardless of size,
and that all their expectations are not
just met, but exceeded.”
A food tour with Riverside Food
Tour starts with the group meeting at a
restaurant or public landmark, then they
head out to explore different neighborhoods and hear about the culture of the
area, all while eating regional cuisine.
The most popular tour is the Mainstrasse Food Tour. This tour includes
sampling craft beer, wine and bourbon,
and eating foods like Bavarian pretzels

with beer cheese, pizzas and handmade
pastries. This tour goes through a town
that is reminiscent of a European village
with 19th-century Italianate homes.
A food tour will last for three hours
and will require group members to walk
for roughly 1¼ to 1½ miles. Wearing
comfortable shoes is recommended.
“My hope is that for three hours,
they can escape into another world and
be entertained by stories and photos of
the past that makes history come alive,”
Noyes said. “They gain a newfound
appreciation of the work of a restaurant
owner by chatting with the various
owners on the tour.”
A private tour can have up to 35
members. Group tours should be scheduled six to eight weeks in advance, and a
group discount of 10 percent is available.
Motorcoach parking is available
nearby. n
Riverside Food Tours
513-289-0035
riversidefoodtours.com

Fun
Right Off
The
Bat
TM

We Cover All the Bases
Watch wood chips fly as we create
bats for baseball’s best, enjoy
engaging exhibits and take home
free mini-bats! We can customize
your tour based on your interests
and are proud to partner with other
local favorites to offer dining and
attraction packages.

Team Up and Save
Discount group tour rates
Custom group tours
Package tours also available

“The Past with a Presence”

Adsmore Museum

Restored to its late
Victorian grandeur,
Adsmore welcomes you
for a visit. Come enjoy
the home, not only for
architectural charm, but
also for its past with a
presence that changes
with the seasons.

Book Your Group
groupsales@sluggermuseum.com
502.588.7227

304 North Jefferson St. • Princeton, KY 42445 • 270-365-3114 • adsmore.org
Reader Service Card #127
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Liberty Hall, Frankfort, Ky., Photo: Group Tour Media/David Hoekman

Liberty Hall reveals Kentucky history
Frankfort was a tiny frontier settlement when John Brown built his home
there between 1796 and 1803.
Known as Liberty Hall, the home is
the finest example of early Federal-era
architecture in Kentucky. One notable
feature is the Palladian window on the
second floor.
Brown is considered the state’s
founding father. He led Kentucky’s
separation from Virginia to become the
15th U.S. state in 1792. He was selected
as Kentucky’s first U.S. senator and
moved to Frankfort.
At the time it was built, Liberty
Hall was at the western edge of the
United States.
“Louisville was very much just a
settlement,” said Becky Shipp, tour

guide. “There were just a few cabins.
It was a place to ford the Kentucky
River.”
The brick Liberty Hall was an outpost of elegance and sophistication in
the rough-hewn town.
Visitors explore early Kentucky
through the stately homes, gardens and
belongings of Brown, his wife Margaretta and their family.
The Browns were leaders in politics,
education and business. They were
also interested in what was happening
outside the United States.
The private family library, a collection of more than 4,000 books, reveals
the family’s many interests.
“Both John Brown and his wife were
committed to the ideals of the new

country,” Shipp said. “Certainly, they
were good partners for each other.”
Liberty Hall recently completed
a $1.2 million renovation to install
historically accurate carpets, wallpaper,
draperies, upholstery and other essential improvements.
The 4-acre site includes Liberty Hall,
the Orlando Brown House and historic
gardens.
Liberty Hall is open from midMarch through late November.
Several group tour options are
available, and tours can be customized.
Motorcoach parking is available. n
Liberty Hall Historic Site
502-227-2560
libertyhall.org

Experience
Frankfort Kentucky!

We are the essence of everything
that makes Kentucky special.
Visitfrankfort.com

Frankfort/Franklin County Tourist Commission
800-960-7200 • salesdirector@visitfrankfort.com

20 min. from Lexington • 45 min. from Louisville
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Discover a town
like no other...
Berea, KY
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Meet Georgetown’s horses and horsepower
Horses and horsepower characterize
Georgetown, located at the crossroads of
Interstate 75 and Interstate 64.
Horse-related attractions include Old
Friends Thoroughbred Retirement Farm
and the 1,200-acre Kentucky Horse Park
in nearby Lexington.
Kentucky Horse Park includes the
International Museum of the Horse, a
Parade of Breeds, working farm tour,
horse-drawn trolley tours and trail rides.
Michael Blowen established the
nonprofit Old Friends facility in 2003 to
provide a safe haven and permanent retirement home for thoroughbred horses
whose racing and breeding careers had
come to an end.
“Michael had the idea that thoroughbreds in general and stallions in particular were getting short shrift later in life,”
said Cindy Grisolia, board chair.
Groups are able to get close to the

former stars of the track — and nonstars — during a tour.
Horsepower in Georgetown and Scott
County comes in the form of a free guided
tram tour of Toyota Motor Manufacturing Kentucky. The facility produces the
Camry, Camry Hybrid, Avalon and Lexus
ES 350. The motorized tram takes groups
around the 7.5-million-square-foot factory
to watch team members craft each car,
from stamping to final inspection.
“There’s nothing we enjoy more than
sharing our destination with groups
from all over the world,” said Lori Saunders, executive director of Georgetown/
Scott County Tourism. “Our hospitality
staff believes in crafting a personalized
experience with itineraries and accommodations suitable for any type of
group. Georgetown is the perfect place
to begin or end a Kentucky adventure
and our team is here to prove it.”

Visitors can browse the shops and
boutiques in Georgetown’s Victorianera streetscape. History buffs will want
to tour Ward Hall, a circa 1857 Greek
Revival house undergoing restoration.
“This was a party house,” said guide
Ron Bryant. “If you got an invitation to
Ward Hall, you knew you had arrived
socially.” n
Georgetown/Scott County Tourism
888-863-8600
georgetownky.com

Tour, Old Friends Thoroughbred Retirement Farm, Georgetown, Ky., Photo: Group Tour Media/David Hoekman

S

avor ...

THE SIGHTS & SOUNDS OF GEORGETOWN.

PURE SMALL TOWN CHARM.
– Equine Activities –

• Minutes from the Kentucky Horse Park
• Old Friends Retired Thoroughbred Farm
• Group Horseback Riding

– Picturesque Downtown –
• Specialty Shops • Antiques

• Scott County Arts and Cultural Center
• Cafes and One-of-a-kind Restaurants
• Georgetown and Scott County Museum

– Other Charming Attractions –

• Toyota Motor Manufacturing, KY, Inc. Tour
• Nearby Wineries and Bourbon Distilleries
• Golf • Country Boy Brewing
• Bourbon 30 Spirits • Ward Hall
• Yuko-En Japanese Friendship Garden

• Close proximity to the Ark Encounter

and Keeneland Race Course

14 hotels + over 70 Restaurants
Right Off 64 + 75
INTERSTATE

INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE

www.GeorgetownKy.com • 888.863.8600
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Louisiana
New Orleans

In New Orleans, there’s something amazing for groups
around every cobblestone corner.
“We invite you to visit and enjoy the magic of the Crescent
City,” said Maria Manzella, director of tourism at the New
Orleans Convention and Visitors Bureau. “Celebrating its 300th
birthday in 2018, New Orleans is rolling out the red carpet and
creating special experiences around its past while nourishing
the soul of guests through wonderful Creole food and live
music. As one of the most vibrant destinations in the country,
New Orleans oﬀers activity options for every interest and every
budget. These suggestions will inspire your group itineraries.”
New Orleans Convention and Visitors Bureau
800-672-6124
neworleans.com/groups

DINE

The Palm Court Jazz
Café is housed in a fully
restored, early 19th-century
historic building on Decatur
Street in the French Quarter
of New Orleans. Nina Buck
opened the cafe back
in 1989 to provide an
enjoyable and interesting
atmosphere where groups
can listen to live, traditional
jazz and enjoy company
while dining on fine Creole
cuisine unique to Louisiana.
The Palm Court Jazz Café
504-525-0200
palmcourtjazzcafe.com

LEARN

Take a class with
New Orleans School
of Cooking. The school
teaches groups the basics of
Louisiana cooking in a way
they will never forget. Fun is
the primary ingredient. Cajun/
Creole experts teach New
Orleans specialties such
as gumbo, jambalaya and
pralines, while seasoning
them with history and trivia.
New Orleans School
of Cooking
800-237-4841
neworleansschool
ofcooking.com

SEE

TOUR

Watch show-stopping
carnival floats being made
at the famous Mardi
Gras World. Mardi Gras
World gives an authentic
experience throughout the
entire year. Groups will
learn the history of this
distinct and festive tradition,
allowing for a deeper
understanding of Mardi
Gras. Bonus: Group tours
also come with a big slice
of king cake on the side.

Consider an adventurous
tour through one of America’s
most distinct ecosystems with
Airboat Adventures. Groups
will glide through gator
territory on a flat-bottomed
boat and hear all about
the swamp and its natural
inhabitants from local expert
captains. For a real Cajun
experience, arrange a private,
on-site crawfish boil with
local live music following the
airboat ride.

Mardi Gras World
504-361-7821
mardigrasworld.com

Airboat Adventures
1-888-467-9267
airboatadventures.com

Top to bottom, left to right: French Quarter, New Orleans, La., Photo: Paul Broussard; Seafood gumbo, The Palm Court Jazz Café, New Orleans, La., Photo: Todd Coleman; Cooking
class, New Orleans School of Cooking, New Orleans, La., Photo: Contiki; Mardi Gras float, Mardi Gras World, New Orleans, La., Photo: Gourmet Reise; Swamp tour, New Orleans, La.,
Photo: Contiki
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Café Du Monde serves up a New Orleans
classic with a side of history
It’s nearly impossible to think of
New Orleans without Café Du Monde
coming to mind. Serving the French
Quarter district for over 150 years,
Café Du Monde is a legendary New
Orleans icon packed with rich, extensive history.
“When people visit the Café Du
Monde, I hope they come away with
a smile across their face,” said Burt
Benrud, vice president of the cafe. “The
Café Du Monde is easily approachable,
and requires only a small commitment
to enjoy.”
Opened in 1862, the cafe is familyowned and -operated by the Fernandez
family, and it’s currently managed by
the fourth generation of the family.
“My favorite part of working at the
Café Du Monde is observing the people
who stop by the cafe,” Benrud said.
“There are all walks of life that stop by
for coffee and beignets.”
At the cafe, piping hot beignets are
served under a snowfall of sugar, and
the best way to enjoy them is with a
side of café au lait. Beignets, the fluffy,
French-style doughnuts, are deep-fried
and served fresh in orders of three.
Beignets were brought to Louisiana
from early French settlers in the 18th
century, and they were originally filled
with either fruit, savory meats, cheese
or potatoes. Café Du Monde’s famous
dark-roasted coffee is blended with
chicory, giving it some sweetness and a
hint of chocolate.
“Our coffee is a blend of coffee and
chicory, served mixed half and half

with hot milk,” Benrud said. “Chicory
is the root of the endive plant. The root
is roasted, ground and blended with a
carefully selected blend of coffee.”
Café Du Monde is open seven days
a week, 24 hours a day — only closing

on Christmas Day and in the event of a
hurricane. n
Café Du Monde
800-772-2927
cafedumonde.com

Café Du Monde, New Orleans, La., Photo: Paul
Broussard/New Orleans CVB
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Spice things up with a TABASCO Factory Tour
On Avery Island, groups can get an
insider’s look into the inspiration, history and process behind McIlhenny’s
famed TABASCO pepper sauce.
“When visiting Avery Island,
groups are able to view artifacts from
TABASCO Sauce's founding family;
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witness the growing process of the
pepper plants from seedlings to fullgrown plants; visit the mash warehouse
for a peek at the TABASCO aging
process; view and smell the aromas of
the stirring vats; and learn about our
company's bottling and shipping processes around the world,” said Katlyn
Stanford, visitors center coordinator at
TABASCO. “Our branded merchandise
along with samplings of new spicy food
products are available at the TABASCO
Country Store Gift Shop. Restaurant
1868, located next to the TABASCO
Country Store, offers local cuisine
seasoned perfectly with TABASCO
Original Red and other pepper sauce
flavors. Also located on Avery Island is
Jungle Gardens, a beautifully preserved
nature sanctuary.”
New to Avery Island, groups can
rent bikes at Jungle Gardens and explore
the island on two wheels. A TABASCO
Factory Tour highlight is the Flavor
Lab, an interactive experience for guests
where they can learn about a particular

kiosks alon
g the Myths
& Legends
Byway.

Vernon Parish Tourism
800.349.6287

LouisianaLegendCountry.com

TABSCO Country Store, Avery Island, La., Photo: TABASCO
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TABASCO flavor profile and how it’s
used in a variety of foods.
“Visitors seem to most enjoy our
Barrel Warehouse, where TABASCO
Pepper Mash is aged in white oak barrels for up to three years before being
mixed with vinegar,” Stanford said.
“Another fan favorite would be our
sample bar in the TABASCO Country
Store, where visitors can taste an unlimited number of unique TABASCO
brand sauces and snacks, including TABASCO Coke and jalapeno ice cream.”
Guided tours should be made at least
one week in advance, and discounts are
offered for groups of 25 or more visitors.
Self-led tours do not have to be reserved;
however, a 24-hour notice is suggested
for larger groups.
Ample motorcoach parking is
available. n
TABASCO
337-373-6132
tabasco.com

louisiana

Relive maritime history at
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Maritime Museum
At the beginning of a tour at the Lake
Pontchartrain Basin Maritime Museum,
there may be a bottleneck. As groups approach the entrance to the 12,000-squarefoot facility in Madisonville, it is easy
to be distracted by crews building or
repairing wooden boats. The volunteer
shipbuilders are more than happy to
share what’s going on; it could be a class
or preparation for the annual Wooden
Boat Festival held in October.
Once inside, a large, tabletop, handcarved diorama also brings crowds to
a halt. Created by noted local carver
Nelson Plaisance, the intricacy of Rural
Life on the Bayou depicts the day-to-day
life of residents in the 1800s. Each building and accent piece is carved from local
and found wood pieces.
According to Trixie LeBlanc, education coordinator at the museum, as

groups move beyond the diorama, they
step into local maritime history and the
lives of people that lived on the Tchefuncte River and the lake. The journey
begins with the story of the Native
Americans who discovered the Northshore and continues to present day.
Bringing Louisiana’s maritime history to life is the driving force behind
the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Maritime
Museum. Along the walk through,
groups will see pirogues, sailing ships,
mementoes of times past and even an
interactive station to tie nautical knots.
“A tour of the museum provides a
maritime history of life on this side of
Lake Pontchartrain,” LeBlanc said. “We
have a prototype of a submarine in the
large event room. With advance notice,
we can schedule a lunch inside or outside on the dock by the river. Tours can

be customized to meet the interests of
the group.”
The museum is located on the Tchefuncte River on the site of the Jahncke
Shipyard, which served in World War I
to build 300-foot long wooden ships for
the United States Navy. The Tchefuncte
River Light Station is managed by the
museum and is under restoration.
On-site motorcoach parking is
available. n
Lake Pontchartrain Basin
Maritime Museum
985-845-9200
lpbmm.org
St. Tammany Parish Tourist
& Convention Commission
800-634-9443
louisianaNorthshore.com

PL AY A N D GE T AWAY ON T H E

NORTHSHORE

Visit St. Tammany Parish and bring your appetite
for great Louisiana cooking, and for living.
Come paddle the bayou, tour Honey Island
Swamp, do the Dew Drop, toast the town at
Abita Brewery or Pontchartrain Vineyards, and
sample sweets at The Candy Bank.
Less than an hour from
New Orleans,
Baton Rouge and the
Mississippi Gulf Coast.
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Mississippi
Oxford

Nestled in the hills of North Mississippi, Oxford flows with
brilliance and creativity. The lifelong home of Nobel Prizewinning author William Faulkner (and his leaning inspiration),
Oxford is a history-rich hub of learning, home to the University
of Mississippi, and a haven for nationally known writers and
creative artists.
“There’s actually a lot more we could tell you — about history,
arts, culture and superb hospitality — but why not discover it for
yourself? We look forward to seeing you in Oxford, Mississippi,”
said Kinney Ferris, deputy director of Visit Oxford MS. “This hub
of Southern culture will keep you entertained and amazed.”
Visit Oxford MS
662-232-2477
visitoxfordms.com

TOUR

SAVOR

EXPLORE

Get comfortable and
familiar with Oxford by taking
an in-depth, hourlong driving
tour of the city with a local
historian on one of Visit
Oxford’s Public Double
Decker Bus Tours. This
exciting and informative trip
takes groups through the
city’s historic downtown
square, the campus of the
University of Mississippi
and other points of interest
throughout Oxford.

One of quarterback
Eli Manning’s favorite
restaurants, the eclectic and
vibrant Ajax Diner holds
many local titles in Oxford,
such as “Best Burger,”
“Best Cornbread” and “Best
Plate Lunch,” just to name
a few. Groups can refuel
with fresh, down-home soul
food, including Southern fried
catfish, country fried steak,
red beans and rice, and hot
tamale pie.

Visit the primitive Greek
Revival home of Noble
Prize-winning author William
Faulkner at Rowan Oak. The
home was originally built in
the1840s, and it sits on over
29 acres of land. Rowan Oak
was Faulkner’s inspiration
for over 40 years, as he
was fascinated by its rich,
detailed history, and the local
stories of runaway slaves,
old colonels and Native
Americans.

Visit Oxford
662-232-2477
visitoxfordms.com

Ajax Diner
662-232-8880
ajaxdiner.net

Rowan Oak
662-234-3284
rowanoak.com

SHOP

Stroll through the
downtown square and stop
at a variety of shops, including
elegant boutiques, an
independent bookstore and an
art gallery. Spend some time
at Village Tailor, an upscale
women’s clothing store
featuring designer apparel and
accessories, or Square Books,
an independent bookstore
housed in three separate
buildings.
Downtown square
662-232-2477
visitoxfordms.com/aboutoxford/the-square

Top to bottom, left to right: Oxford, Miss.; Double decker bus tour, Oxford, Miss.; Ajax Diner, Oxford, Miss.; Rowan Oak, Oxford, Miss.; Village Tailor, Oxford, Miss.
All photos: Visit Oxford MS
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Discover native species at
The Crosby Arboretum
While dedicated to protecting and
preserving the environment, The Crosby
Arboretum in Picayune shares 64 acres
of Mississippi native plants to educate
the public and to research the Pearl
River Basin ecosystem.
“The Crosby Arboretum is unique
in the world of public gardens,” said Pat
Drackett, director and assistant extension professor of landscape architecture at The Crosby Arboretum. “Since
opening in 1986, The Crosby Arboretum
has been called the premier native plant
conservatory in the Southeast, and has
been the recipient of numerous national
top awards and honors.”
The Crosby Arboretum has three
different habitats for groups to visit: a
Savanna, Woodland and Aquatic exhibit.
The arboretum also is home to the Pinecote Pavilion, a Mississippi Landmark.
The pavilion is an open, geometric building used for events, exhibits, performances and a variety of social gatherings.
“The seasonal change of our native
plant exhibits serves to connect our visitors to the landscape, and stirs in them
a sense of anticipation for future visits,”
Drackett said. “The Pinecote Pavilion,
our central architectural feature designed by Arkansas architect Fay Jones,

Pinecote Pavilion, The Crosby Arboretum, Picayune, Miss.,
Photo: The Crosby Arboretum

never takes the same photograph twice,
and as the seasons change, no two visits
to our public garden will ever be the
same.”
Guided tours last about one hour and
include the history and overview of the
arboretum, an interpretive walk of all
three exhibits, and highlight the native
plants in the arboretum.
“We do not feature a static, unchanging landscape as is often experienced at
a typical public garden,” Drackett said.
“Here, native plants are arranged in their
natural communities, and our exhibits
are constantly changing. In particular, the
Savanna exhibit is a continually evolving
tapestry of color, pattern and texture.”
Groups should book visits at least two
weeks in advance, and motorcoach parking can be arranged prior to visiting.
“We hope that what visitors experience at The Crosby Arboretum will
result in them leaving transformed in
some way, in having learned something
they will take home with them — an
understanding of these plants and their
communities,” Drackett said. n
The Crosby Arboretum
601-799-2311
crosbyarboretum.msstate.edu
Reader Service Card #180
GroupTour.com
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Missouri
Jefferson City

Jeﬀerson City, centrally located in the heart of the country,
captivates visitors with its historic heritage and scenic views
overlooking the Missouri River. Groups won’t want to miss the
significant landmarks, fine dining and one-of-a-kind attractions.
“Perfectly aligned in the middle of the state, Jeﬀerson
City is the ideal destination for groups,” said Marianne Thies,
group sales manager at the Jeﬀerson City Convention and
Visitors Bureau. “Its close proximity to many Missouri cities
allows travelers the opportunity to visit the historic city as a
quick getaway or a hub-and-spoke destination. We oﬀer groups
unique and exciting itineraries that can be customized to their
interests, and will work with other cities to ensure an enjoyable
and stress-free experience.”
Jeﬀerson City Convention and Visitors Bureau
573-632-2820
visitjeﬀersoncity.com

TOUR

Tour the oldest continually
operating prison west of the
Mississippi. The Missouri
State Penitentiary was
decommissioned in 2004
and now serves as a historic
landmark. On history tours,
groups can learn about the
168-year history of the prison.
Ghost tours and paranormal
investigations allow groups to
hear about ghostly sightings
and hunt for supernatural
activity.
Missouri State Penitentiary
573-632-2820
missouripentours.com

EXPLORE

The Missouri Governor’s
Mansion is one of the oldest
and most beautiful governors’
homes in the United States,
and the public can enjoy
the rich, detailed history
showcased within its walls.
Groups have the opportunity
to step back in time and learn
about Missouri’s history from
docents dressed in period
costume.
Missouri Governor’s
Mansion
573-751-4141
mansion.mo.gov

TASTE

SEE

For a refreshing break
at any time of the day, stop
by Central Dairy for its
legendary, frosty ice cream
treats. With its unique vintage
decor and old-fashioned
atmosphere, groups won’t
want to miss out on this
historic, yet tasty attraction.
The ice cream shop is
known as a longtime favorite
among Jeﬀerson City locals
and visitors throughout the
Midwest region.

While in Jeﬀerson City,
groups can’t forget to visit
the Missouri State Capitol.
Chosen as the “Most
Beautiful Interior” by USA
Today, the capitol building
features stunning architecture
and a magnificent rotunda
that will leave groups in
awe. Artwork in the capitol
includes pieces by notable
artists like Thomas Hart
Benton and Sir Frank
Brangwyn.

Central Dairy
573-635-6148
centraldairy.biz

Missouri State Capitol
573-751-2854
sos.mo.gov/symbol/capitol

Top to bottom, left to right: Jeﬀerson City, Mo., Photo: Tyler Beck; Missouri State Penitentiary, Jeﬀerson City, Mo., Photo: Jeﬀerson City Convention and Visitors Bureau; Missouri
Governor’s Mansion, Jeﬀerson City, Mo., Photo: Jeﬀerson City Convention and Visitors Bureau; Central Dairy, Jeﬀerson City, Mo., Photo: Jeﬀerson City Convention and Visitors Bureau/
Lindsey Pantaleo; Missouri State Capitol, Jeﬀerson City, Mo., Photo: Jeﬀerson City Convention and Visitors Bureau
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College of the
Ozarks welcomes
groups back to
school
Called “Hard Work U” by The Wall
Street Journal, College of the Ozarks
offers its students an education from a
fully accredited, four-year university,
with a caveat. They earn tuition costs
by working at the school.
Located in Point Lookout, only
minutes from Branson, the college
provides free student-guided tours on
weekdays for motorcoach groups.
“We are happy to provide students
as guides on your bus tour of campus,”
said Valorie Coleman, public relations
director.
Coleman’s office arranges motorcoach tours of the campus, which take
approximately one hour and can be
customized to meet groups’ needs.
“The tour makes several stops
through campus, and our student
guides are knowledgeable about all
aspects of the campus,” she said. “They
make the tours fun and memorable for
groups.”
Coleman’s office arranges motorcoach tours of the campus. The
tour includes visiting the Williams
Memorial Chapel, Edwards Mill, the
Fruitcake and Jelly Kitchen, and the
greenhouses, including the Hoge
Greenhouses.
The Hoge Greenhouses are home to
the Clint McDade Orchid Collection,
which features more than 7,000 plants.
The modern glass confines nurture
more than prize-winning orchids.
When the college sought ways to
provide fresh produce for its students,
staff and guests, it turned to the greenhouses to grow their own. Today, the
greenhouses produce vegetables and
herbs vertically.
The vertical trend in horticulture is
one that is used throughout the world
as a more efficient way to provide food

Warm welcome for groups, The Keeter Center, College of the Ozarks, Point Lookout, Mo., Photo: College of the Ozarks

for growing populations.
Campus-grown and prepared food
— like bread made from grains ground
at the Edwards Mill — makes its way
to the menu at The Keeter Center.
The Keeter Center is an on-campus, award-winning lodge, restaurant and conference facility. Casual
lunches, dinner and Sunday brunch
are offered in Dobyns Dining Room or

private rooms can be arranged.
Coleman’s office can customize
a group tour to visit other parts of
the campus, including a meal at The
Keeter Center. Motorcoach parking is
available. n
College of the Ozarks
417-690-2212
cofo.edu

Reader Service Card #128
GroupTour.com
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North Carolina
Durham

Perhaps groups have heard about Durham’s nationally
celebrated food scene, festivals or startup culture. Maybe
they’ve heard that it’s a Southern city with a cosmopolitan streak
— cool, cultured, but a little rough around the edges. Durham
is that and more. Durham is barbecue and biscuits; locally
sourced small plates and craft cocktails.
“Durham’s always moving, daring to be diﬀerent and
welcoming to all,” said April Ellerbe, director of sales and
services at the Durham Convention & Visitors Bureau. “And, as
the ‘Tastiest Town in the South,’ I can assure you that you won’t
leave hungry.”
Durham Convention & Visitors Bureau
919-687-0288
durham-nc.com

DO

Once one of the largest
cigarette factories in the
world, American Tobacco
Campus has been updated
and revitalized into a oneof-a-kind entertainment
destination for groups to
explore. Enjoy live music
under the iconic Lucky Strike
Water Tower, stroll along
rushing waterfalls and grab a
bite to eat at a variety of local
celebrated eateries.
American Tobacco Campus
919-433-1566
americantobacco
campus.com

SIP

TOUR

STAY

Fullsteam Brewery
crafts beer that celebrates
the farm traditions of the
American South. With a
variety of games and plenty
of wide, open space, the
tavern is perfect for large
groups, conveniently located
in the Central Park district.
Don’t miss Fullsteam’s new
food menu highlighting local
flavors and specialties, with
choices like blue crab fritters
and spicy pimento cheese.

The nationally renowned
Sarah P. Duke Gardens is
a stunning 55-acre public
garden on the campus of
Duke University. Named
one of USA Today’s top
10 attractions in North
Carolina, Sarah P. Duke
Gardens includes an Asiatic
arboretum, a garden of native
plants, arched bridges and
water features. Duke Gardens
also has a cafe and visitor
center.

The Durham Hotel
is a boutique hotel in a
renovated mid-century bank
building. It’s home to The
Restaurant, a concept from
James Beard Award-winning
chef Andrea Reusing that
serves Southern-influenced
American fare. Groups can
also visit The Roof, a rooftop
bar at the hotel specializing
in handcrafted cocktails while
oﬀering sweeping views of
downtown.

Fullsteam Brewery
919-682-2337
fullsteam.ag

Sarah P. Duke Gardens
919-684-3698
gardens.duke.edu

The Durham Hotel
919-768-8830
thedurham.com

Top to bottom, left to right: Durham, N.C., Photo: Estlin Haiss; American Tobacco Campus, Durham, N.C., Photo: Estlin Haiss; Fullsteam Brewery, Durham, N.C., Photo: Durham
Convention & Visitors Bureau; Sarah P. Duke Gardens, Durham, N.C., Photo: Durham Convention & Visitors Bureau; The Durham Hotel, Durham, N.C., Photo: Spencer Lowell
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North Carolina Museum of Art
fuses creativity with nature
Nestled between lush fields, woodland and creeks, the North Carolina
Museum of Art (NCMA) seamlessly
blends artistry with environment. The
164-acre museum is located a few miles
outside of Raleigh.
There are two buildings on the
campus, which previously was a working
farm and then a state prison.
The older East Building houses collections, education studios and special exhibition areas. The newer West
Building is the home of the permanent
collection, exhibit areas, restaurant, gift
shop and the modern collection. It also
contains the largest holding of Auguste
Rodin sculptures in the Southeast.

North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, N.C., Photo: Visit Raleigh

The size and scope of Rodin's works
make them hard to miss. The western
sky and a reflection pool inhabited by
water lilies in an open gallery backlight
most of the 30-piece collection.
In 2009, the Iris and B. Gerald
Cantor Foundation donated the 30
sculptures to the NCMA. The collection features work from all phases of
Rodin's career.
The Museum Park's trail system invites groups through natural areas near
14 art stops of commissioned work. The
trails are so popular, four different loops
were developed that clock distances
from 1 to 4.6 miles.
Many of the installations in Museum

Park rotate, so there is always something
new to experience among the swaths of
green prairie and forest.
Admission to the museum’s permanent collection and Museum Park is
free. There is a charge for some special
exhibitions and programs.
Group tours of the museum’s permanent collection and special exhibitions
are available. Choose from one of the
museum’s themed tours, and consider
pairing the gallery experience with a
meal catered by Iris restaurant. n
North Carolina Museum of Art
919-664-6785
ncartmuseum.org
GroupTour.com
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Bite into North Carolina’s food scene
For groups looking to explore the ins
and outs of North Carolina like a local,
Taste Carolina Gourmet Food Tours has
them covered.
Since 2009, Taste Carolina has
connected thousands of visitors to
North Carolina’s best local restaurants
throughout the state, by offering tours in
Raleigh, Durham, Wilmington, Asheville, Charlotte, Greensboro, WinstonSalem, Chapel Hill/Carrboro and
Hillsborough.
“Taste Carolina tours are a fun and
social experience, and they also give an
insider view of North Carolina's most
innovative and delicious restaurants and
cuisine,” said Lesley Stracks-Mullem,
owner of Taste Carolina Gourmet Food
Tours. “Our private tours are highly customized for each group, and we take care
of everything they need to have a great
time. Tours are intended to be walking
tours, so people learn a lot about the city
as they go from place to place.”
A majority of the tours are held in
sit-down restaurants; however, some
include mixology demonstrations and
tastings at speakeasy craft cocktail bars.
Farmers market tours are offered as well.

On tours, groups can learn about a city’s
architecture and history, and sit down
with chefs to get an insider’s look into its
dynamic food scene.
“North Carolina's downtown dining
scenes are changing quickly, and we are
on the forefront of what's best in each
city,” Stracks-Mullem said. “We also
hope they (groups) have lots of fun with
each other and with their tour guides.”
On the Durham downtown tour,
groups can try North Carolina pastureraised beef burgers with made-fromscratch toppings and wood-fired pizza,
to local craft beers and specialty sweets.
Stracks-Mullem suggests booking
tours sooner rather than later, however;
most tours can be accommodated, she
said. Private group tours are customizable and can be tailored to fit specific
interests of the group.
Taste Carolina Gourmet Food Tours
can host groups of eight up to 200-plus,
and also helps arrange motorcoach
parking in advance. n
Taste Carolina Gourmet Food Tours
919-237-2254
tastecarolina.net

Left to right: Shrimp, Taste Carolina Gourmet Food Tours, N.C., Photo: Stacey Sprenz; Group tour, Taste Carolina
Gourmet Food Tours, N.C., Photo: Stacey Sprenz
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South Carolina
Charleston

While exploring the historic streets and beautifully preserved
landmarks of Charleston, groups have the firsthand opportunity
to meet the friendly people who call the area home. Prepare to
be immersed in the culture and cuisine. What groups see and
experience in Charleston is genuine. Just like its hospitality.
“Having the opportunity to showcase the low country to tour
operators is one we take seriously,” said Jennifer Cecil, sales
manager with the Charleston Area Convention & Visitors Bureau.
“Charleston has been welcoming guests for over 300 years and
the history you see in Charleston is real and alive.”
Charleston Area Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-774-0006
charlestoncvb.com

DINE

SpiritLine Cruises oﬀers
the only true waterfront
dining experience in all of
Charleston. Aboard the
Spirit of Carolina, groups will
enjoy a three- or four-course
dinner, made-to-order from
local seasonal ingredients.
The Spirit of Carolina will
cruise through the Charleston
Harbor, past Fort Sumter,
along the Battery and
beneath the Ravenel Bridge,
revealing expansive views.
SpiritLine Cruises
843-722-2628
spiritlinecruises.com

TOUR

SEE

If groups haven’t eaten
their way through Charleston
before, they are in for a treat.
Bulldog Tours promotes
local artisan growers
and producers and helps
preserve South Carolina’s
culinary heritage with its
Charleston food tours. Take
a Savor the Flavors tour,
where groups will experience
South Carolina’s cuisine and
hospitality.

The Charleston Tea
Plantation, America’s own
tea garden, oﬀers groups
an experience that is not
only educational, but more
importantly, one-of-a-kind.
Groups will learn firsthand
how tea is made during
an informative factory tour.
Guests can also take a trolley
ride through the tea fields,
which makes a stop at a
state-of-the-art greenhouse.

Bulldog Tours
843-722-8687
bulldogtours.com/
food-tours

Charleston Tea Plantation
843-559-0383
charlestontea
plantation.com

STAY

Andell Inn is Kiawah
Island’s boutique hotel
nestled within Freshfields
Village. Studio, one- and
two-bedroom plans feature
full kitchens, living rooms
and some of the finest luxury
accommodations. Freshfields
Village is a true town center,
oﬀering a distinct mix of
dining, service and shopping
establishments all shaped by
the low country tradition and
style.
Andell Inn
843-793-6050
andellinn.com

Top to bottom, left to right: Charleston, S.C., Photo: Charleston Area Convention & Visitors Bureau; SpiritLine Cruises, Charleston, S.C., Photo: SpiritLine Cruises; Savor the Flavors
tour, Charleston, S.C., Photo: Bulldog Tours; Trolley ride, Charleston Tea Plantation, Charleston, S.C., Photo: Charleston Tea Plantation; Andell Inn, Kiawah Island, S.C., Photo: Andell Inn

GroupTour.com
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Dive into Columbia’s emerging food scene
South Carolina’s capital city pairs its
history with a growing food scene, and Columbia Food Tours gives groups an insider’s
look into its charming Southern culture
and its standout restaurants and bars.
“Our Main Street food tour offers
sampling of cuisine at some of the best
restaurants in Columbia, as well as
learning about the history of Columbia,”
said Brian Cole, owner of Columbia
Food Tours. “We get many people from
Columbia who say they have lived here
their whole life, and have never tried

these restaurants. Locals and tourists
alike benefit from this wonderful afternoon of learning about and tasting the
best Columbia has to offer.”
The Main Street food tour is a walking
tour lasting up to three hours, and includes either five or seven different restaurants in the Main Street area of downtown
Columbia. Samplings from each of the
restaurants add up to a full meal, so Cole
suggests that groups come hungry.
Some locations on the Main Street
food tour include Blue Flour Bakery,

Lula Drake, Publico Kitchen & Tap, Persona Pizza, Villa Tronco, The Oak Table,
Bourbon, and Pawleys Front Porch.
“Columbia is emerging as a foodie
city and our tour showcases that as we
give guests a sample from locally owned
restaurants,” Cole said. “We hope the
groups have a wonderful time experiencing Columbia, one bite at a time.” n
Columbia Food Tours
803-760-2618
columbiafoodtours.com

Left to right: Pork belly, peach jam and scallions, The Oak Table, Columbia, S.C.; Sweet potato soup with spicy lamb sausage and fried sage leaf, The Oak Table, Columbia, S.C.;
Italian eggrolls, Villa Tronco, Columbia, S.C., All Photos: Columbia Food Tours

Experience
Newberry Opera House

EdVenture Children’s Museum

Dinner Cruises

Purple Martin Phenomenon

the Jewel of South Carolina
Food Tours

LakeMurrayCountry.com
Groups love us! Call (803) 781-5940

Columbia, Lake Murray, Lexington, Newberry, Richland, Saluda
Reader Service Card #156
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Request your Meeting and Group Planner Guide
Call 800.488.8998 or visit MyrtleBeachGroups.com

Award Winning

170
ITEM
SEAFOOD BUFFET

PASTA STATION | HIBACHI GRILL | FULL SERVICE BAR

3 miles from Alabama Theater &
7 miles from Broadway At The Beach
MOTORCOACH PARKING • MEET & GREET PROGRAM
re To
Be Su ello To
Say H y Crab!
Tomm

FOR INFORMATION OR
RESERVATIONS CALL:

843.839.2292
www.GiantCrab.com

9597 N. Kings Hwy. • Myrtle Beach, SC

Reader Service Card #119
GroupTour.com
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Tennessee
Nashville

Nashville is a city built on music, and one that is known
today for its authentic, creative and friendly environment. Groups
visiting Nashville can experience the city’s rich musical heritage,
various attractions and award-winning food scene.
“Nashville has always been a popular group destination,
and we attribute that to our welcoming environment and unique
oﬀerings,” said Laurel Bennett, vice president of tourism sales
at the Nashville Convention & Visitors Corporation. “Visitors
can take in a historical attraction or music museum, dine at
a delicious restaurant and enjoy incredible live music all in a
day’s time. Nashville has an unmatched music scene, where
groups can enjoy live music 365 days a year at over 160 music
venues.”
Nashville Convention & Visitors Corp.
615-259-4730
visitmusiccity.com

DO

The Country Music Hall
of Fame and Museum,
often referred to as the
“Smithsonian of country
music” is home to state-ofthe-art galleries showcasing
many of country music’s
great talents. Take a group
tour of the museum paired
with a stop at Historic RCA
Studio B, where artists
like Elvis and Dolly Parton
recorded.
Country Music Hall of
Fame and Museum
615-416-2001
countrymusichalloﬀame.org

TOUR

EAT

SEE

A backstage tour at
the Grand Ole Opry is a
must-see in Music City. Get
an insider’s look and tour
the place where famous,
celebrated musicians prepare
to perform and hear stories
on the detailed history of the
Opry. Every winter season,
the Grand Ole Opry returns
to its former home at the
historic Ryman Auditorium for
performances from a variety
of artists.

Nashville is home to the
Goo Goo Cluster, the world’s
first combination candy bar.
At the downtown Nashville
Goo Goo Shop, groups can
learn the history of the Goo
Goo Cluster while creating
their own unique tasty treat.
Groups can create designer
chocolate bark, make
ganache and truﬄes, and
even get their hands on a
top-secret Goo Goo Cluster
recipe.

Housed in the same
building, the Johnny
Cash Museum and Patsy
Cline Museum honor the
respective namesakes.
Groups can view a collection
of Johnny Cash artifacts and
memorabilia, and personal
belongings and never-beforeseen relics of Patsy Cline.

Grand Ole Opry
615-871-6779
opry.com/groups

Goo Goo Shop
615-490-6685
googoo.com

Patsy Cline Museum
615-454-4722
patsymuseum.com

Johnny Cash Museum
615-256-1777
johnnycashmuseum.com

Top to bottom, left to right: Nashville, Tenn.; Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum, Nashville, Tenn.; Grand Ole Opry, Nashville, Tenn.; Goo Goo Shop, Nashville, Tenn.;
Johnny Cash Museum and Patsy Cline Museum, Nashville, Tenn.; All photos: Nashville Convention & Visitors Corp.
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Country Music
Hall of Fame
announces
exhibitions
Exhibitions this year at the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum
in Nashville feature Little Big Town,
Ralph Stanley, the Judds and Emmylou
Harris.
In addition to examining the stories
of individual artists, the museum
opened the exhibition “American Currents: The Music of 2017,” in March.
The exhibit provides a behind-thescenes look at the major country music
happenings last year.
“Outlaws & Armadillos: Country
Music’s Roaring ’70s” explores the outlaws of country music in the 1970s and
the era of cultural and artistic exchange
between Nashville and Austin, Texas.
The exhibit opens May 25 and will be
on view through Feb. 14, 2021.
In addition to touring the museum,
groups can choose from a variety of
one-of-a-kind experiences that include
Nashville's most legendary recording
studio, or time with Music City performers and songwriters. n

Waylon’s Way is your group’s backstage look at those defiant years,
with stories and songs from Carter and Barny Robertson, who played
and sang alongside Waylon Jennings—the country music pacesetter,
dreamer, and singer who fronted the Waylors. From the tour bus
to the studio and stage, this program transports audiences to the
1970s, to the Outlaw scene in Tennessee, Texas, and in-between.
Presented in support of the feature exhibit Outlaws & Armadillos:
Country’s Roaring ‘70s.

DO IT WAYLON’S WAY. BOOK YOUR GROUP TODAY.

Country Music Hall of Fame
800-852-6437
countrymusichalloﬀame.org
#PressPlayRecord • @CountryMusicHOF • Downtown Nashville
CountryMusicHallofFame.org/Groups • 800.852.6437

Reader Service Card #120

discover

Cheekwood
Only eight miles west of downtown Nashville, Tennessee, let
Cheekwood transport your group to another time and place.
With 55-acres of majestic botanical gardens, world-class art
exhibitions, and the historic Cheek family home there is
something for everyone to enjoy.

BOOKING GROUP TOURS NOW
To learn more about Cheekwood's year-round events,
exhibition and activities, please visit cheekwood.org.
Special rates available or groups of 15 or more.
615-353-6971 | tours@cheekwood.org
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Taste the flavors of East Tennessee
with Knoxville Food Tours
Enhance a group’s visit to Knoxville
with an award-winning food tour. Knoxville Food Tours, established in 2010,
gives groups the chance to learn the history of the city, including local culture,
art and architecture, while savoring
multiple food tastings from local, iconic
restaurants.
“My goal is to help guests learn details about Knoxville that they were not

familiar with, and to facilitate a positive
experience in the city,” said Paula Johnson, owner of Knoxville Food Tours.
In addition to running Knoxville
Food Tours, Johnson is a local historian and author of Lost Restaurants of
Knoxville.
Groups can get their hands on
authentic Southern and Appalachian
cuisine, and can also add pairings with

Welcome Home
Celebration

Frances Manzito, CTIS

frances@visitclarksvilletn.com
1-800-530-2487 ext. 321 | 931-245-4345

welcomehomeveteranscelebration.com
Reader Service Card #122
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Left to right: Entree, Bistro at the Bijou, Knoxville, Tenn.,
Strawberry salad, Bistro at the Bijou, Knoxville, Tenn.,
Sandwich, Bistro at the Bijou, Knoxville, Tenn.,; All
photos: Bistro at the Bijou

wine flights, handcrafted cocktails, Tennessee whiskey, bourbons, moonshine
and local craft beer.
Johnson offers four options for private tours: Original Food Tour, Lunch
& Learn Guided History Tour, Lunch &
Learn Lost Restaurants of Knoxville, and
Bus tours. Tours can be customized to fit
each groups’ needs.
The most popular tour is the Original
Food Tour, which includes a guided history tour throughout Knoxville, along
with food tastings at different restaurants. The walking tour is about 1 mile
in length.
The Lunch & Learn Lost Restaurants
of Knoxville tour includes a presentation
on Johnson’s new book, Lost Restaurants
of Knoxville, a copy of the book for each
guest and a lunch at one location.
“A favorite stop on my tours is Bistro
at the Bijou, which opened in 1980 and
is currently the oldest restaurant in our
downtown, and is located in the fourtholdest building in Knoxville,” Johnson
said. “Also, the Oliver Royale and Tupelo
Honey are popular, which are both located in a historic building built in 1875
by a Civil War veteran.”
Tours can be customized to fit a
group’s needs. Two weeks’ notice is
preferred for larger groups, and motorcoach parking can be arranged prior to
tours. n
Knoxville Food Tours
865-201-7270
knoxvillefoodtours.com

tennessee

Tennessee Whiskey Trail
shares state’s historic spirits
Groups can sip their way through
Tennessee while embracing its Southern and Appalachian culture with the
Tennessee Whiskey Trail.
Founded last year by the Tennessee
Distillers Guild, the Tennessee Whiskey
Trail comprises 26 distilleries throughout the state.
“Most of the trail distilleries offer
tours of their distillery, giving visitors a
behind-the-scenes look at their spiritmaking process, the story behind their
distillery and the history of Tennessee whiskey as a whole,” said Mariko
Hickerson, marketing manager for the
Tennessee Whiskey Trail. “All 26 trail
distilleries offer tastings as part of the
distillery experience where visitors can
sample everything from whiskey and
moonshine to rum, vodka and gin.

Cocktails are also available at many
distilleries. Additionally, visitors can
enjoy gift shops and cafes or restaurants
at some distillery locations.”
The trail comes with a passport, and
groups can pick up a printed copy at
a participating distillery, or download
the official Tennessee Whiskey Trail
app to access the digital passport. Once
groups have their passports, they can
stamp them at each stop on the trail,
and receive a completion souvenir
when finishing the trail.
Some of the participating distilleries include: Jack Daniel’s Distillery,
Leiper’s Fork Distillery, Old Forge
Distillery, Ole Smoky Distillery, Sugarlands Distilling Co. and Nashville
Craft Distillery.
“Most visitors — whether novices or

connoisseurs — will leave trail distilleries with a greater understanding and
appreciation for whiskey,” Hickerson
said. “Because many of the distilleries
are small operations, distillers themselves are often on-hand to provide
tours. Many visitors also discover new
flavors and favorites on the trail that
stay with them for a lifetime.”
Reservations are requested for
groups of six or more at most locations, and a 24-hour notice is
preferred. All trail distilleries have
motorcoach parking; however, some
areas may be off-site or require a short
walk to the distillery. n
Tennessee Whiskey Trail
629-888-2951
tnwhiskeytrail.com

SEE THE BEST OF NASHVILLE
Catch the new stars, superstars, and legends of country music at
the world longest running radio show, the Grand Ole Opry. Shows
every Friday & Saturday, plus Tuesdays March through December.
Tour the Opry House and go behind the scenes of the show
that made country music famous. Tours available daily.
Tour the Ryman, known as The Mother Church of Country Music.
The history of this National Historic Landmark comes to life as
never before with the state-of-the-art Soul of Nashville pre-tour
experience and new multi-media exhibits. Tours available daily.
If your group is itchin’ to have a little fun, come experience
downtown Nashville’s newest entertainment and dining
destination! Inspired by Blake Shelton’s hit song of the same
name, Ole Red features four floors of fun, including dedicated
event space and a rooftop with the best views of the city.

call today to book your Nashville EXPERIENCE!
JAMIE LYNN THOMPSON

GOOEG_GroupTourAd_2018.indd 1

SANDY JUSTICE

MIKE MOLLOY

SENIOR TOURISM SALES MANAGER

TOURISM SALES MANAGER

TOURISM SALES MANAGER

615.882.5439 | jthompson@opry.com

615.882.5345 | sjustice@opry.com

615.882.5344 | mmolloy@opry.com
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Pigeon Forge
T E N N E S S E E

UNCOVER THE SOUTH’S CHARMING APPALACHIAN CULTURE
BY KELSEY SMITH

t

ucked within awe-inspiring peaks that
overflow with lush greenery, rushing waterfalls and diverse forests, Pigeon Forge
has become a hot destination for outdoor
enthusiasts and adventure seekers.
In addition to outdoor thrills, the
mountain resort city is known for its
bursting entertainment scene, Southern hospitality and its
favorite daughter, country music star Dolly Parton.
“Pigeon Forge prides itself on family-friendly entertainment,
from attractions and museums to restaurants and Broadwaystyle shows,” said Joy McNealy, senior sales manager with the
Pigeon Forge Department of Tourism. “With the backdrop of
the spectacular Great Smoky Mountains National Park, which
is just 5 miles up the road, Pigeon Forge is truly one of the most
unique destinations you’ll find. We take great pride in making it
easy for groups to get here, but hard to leave.”

CHASE AN ADVENTURE
Home to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and
robust Pigeon River, Pigeon Forge has earned some serious
bragging rights.

Straddling the border between North Carolina and Tennessee, the Great Smoky Mountains National Park boasts over
2,100 miles of streams and rivers, is America’s most-visited national park, and is world-renowned for its diversity of wildlife
and Southern Appalachian culture.
There are over 800 miles of hiking trails in the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park, including over 71 miles
of the Appalachian Trail. Hiking season spans across all 12
months, with each season offering its own distinct views and
experiences, from waterfalls and endless vistas to spruce-fir
forests and mountain streams.
Popular hikes include the Rainbow Falls Trail, Chimney
Tops Trail and Laurel Falls Trail.
The most popular attraction in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park is Cades Cove, a broad, isolated valley that
was once home to numerous settlers before the establishment
of the park in 1934. Cades Cove shares the widest variety of
historic buildings in the park.
An 11-mile loop circles the cove, and groups have the
chance to view white-tailed deer, black bears, coyotes, turkeys,
raccoons and other wildlife while riding through.
Another wildly popular activity in the area is whitewater

Great Smoky Mountains National Park, near Pigeon Forge, Tenn., Photo: Pigeon Forge Department of Tourism
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rafting. Groups can experience thrills and natural scenic
beauty along the rushing Pigeon River with Rafting in the
Smokies, an outfitter located nearby in Hartford.
With rapids on the Pigeon River ranging from Class I–IV,
groups can choose between a leisurely float or a heart-pounding adventure. The river is dam-controlled, allowing for a
guaranteed rafting season May through September.
The Pigeon River borders the Cherokee National Forest,
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Appalachian Trail
and the Martha Sundquist State Forest, sharing some of the
most jaw-dropping views in the entire state.

ENDLESS
ENTERTAINMENT
Over 40 attractions and dozens of restaurants line the
Parkway in Pigeon Forge — there’s no running out of things
to do in this East Tennessee town. Spreading over 23 acres,
The Island in Pigeon Forge is a vibrant entertainment complex housing attractions, dancing fountains, retail shops,
restaurants and rides — just to name a few.
There, groups can get a taste of Southern comfort at Paula
Deen’s Family Kitchen, soar to new heights on The Great
Smoky Mountain Wheel, and shop ’til they drop with over 60
specialty and retail stores. Customized dining and entertainment packages are also offered for groups.
Other notable stops along the Parkway include: The
Comedy Barn Theater, Titanic Museum, Alcatraz East Crime
Museum, Hollywood Wax Museum and WonderWorks.
Honoring her hometown of Sevier County, Dolly Parton
opened Dollywood, one of the world’s premier theme parks,
in 1986. Dollywood shares the rich heritage and artistry of
the Smokies with live artists performing country, Southern

gospel and Appalachian music,
and craftsmen who
present glassblowing and blacksmithing.
At Dollywood, groups can ride the world’s fastest wooden
roller coaster, “Lightning Rod,” try the world-famous cinnamon bread at The Grist Mill, and experience over 40 rides
and attractions.

HOOCH HISTORY
Legend has it, the word “moonshine” derived from the illegal,
secretive operations of Appalachian distillers who created and
distributed whiskey during the night to avoid discovery. Due to
tough economic times, producing and selling moonshine supported many East Tennessee families in the early 20th century.
Moonshine is now legal in Sevier County, with Ole Smoky
Distillery being the first federally licensed distillery in East
Tennessee. Just down the Parkway, Old Forge Distillery in
Pigeon Forge gives groups a behind-the-scenes look at the
distilling process on guided tours. There’s a chance to sample
its award-winning spirits.
Packed with rich history, Old Forge Distillery is housed in
a century-old building that was once a farm supply store. The
distillery sits next to and uses freshly ground grain from The
Old Mill, which is listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, and still grinds corn, rye, wheat and buckwheat. n
Pigeon Forge Department of Tourism
865-453-8574
mypigeonforge.com/group-tours

WonderWorks, Pigeon Forge, Tenn., Photo: Pigeon Forge Department of Tourism; Wild Eagle roller coaster, Dollywood, Pigeon Forge, Tenn., Photo: Dollywood Publicity
GroupTour.com
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Go behind the scenes
at Bush’s Visitor Center

Bush’s Visitor Center, Chestnut Hill, Tenn., Photo: Bush’s Visitor Center

At Bush’s Visitor Center, no one gives
away the secret family recipe for Bush’s
Baked Beans, but groups may request
the recipe for Pinto Pie.
“We were looking for country-style
bean recipes from the 1930s that we
might be able to serve in our restaurant,”
said Susan Merrell, store manager. “We
tried the Pinto Pie recipe in our kitchen
first and it has become a visitor favorite.”

VISIT

GRACELAND

®

IN MEMPHIS

GROUP
RATES
AVAILABLE

NOW OPEN
12 NEW EXHIBITS AND
ATTRACTIONS AT THE ALL-NEW
ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

GRACELAND.COM/GROUPS • 800-238-2010
© EPE. Graceland and its marks are trademarks of EPE. All Rights Reserved. Elvis Presley™ © 2017 ABG EPE IP LLC
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Pinto Pie is sweet, not savory. Thrifty
country folk modified the basic pecan
pie recipe by using a few pinto beans in
the filling, so few that most diners need
to hunt for them. It has the rich taste of
regular pecan pie, but with less guilt because of the added nutrition. Groups can
order little tartlets in advance for lunch
or to pack for later on the motorcoach.
The Bush’s Visitor Center is a
complex of buildings in Chestnut Hill
in the rolling farmlands of Tennessee.
The original general store, owned by
A. J. Bush, has shelves stocked with
Bush’s Best products and a variety of
items. Attached is a small museum and
the restaurant, which serves chili and
sandwiches.
“We handle many bus tours coming in from I-40, from Gatlinburg and
Sevierville,” Merrell said. “Our restaurant is not large, but (it) can handle bus
tour groups with advance notice and in
warmer weather, the picnic pavilion is
an option.”
There is no admission charge for the
museum, and groups can watch a video
on Bush’s family history and take a look
inside the modern plant across the road.
There are a number of interactive exhibits, including a chance to find out just
how “full of beans” groups are, or have a
free photo taken in front of a mural with
a photo likeness of Duke, the official
spokesdog for Bush’s Baked Beans. n
Bush’s Visitor Center
865-509-3077
bushbeans.com

tennessee

Soar through Tennessee’s
paradise at Anakeesta
Amid the rolling peaks of the Great
Smoky Mountains lies Anakeesta, a
Gatlinburg-based theme park that
shares spectacular views of downtown
and Mount LeConte.
“Our guests begin with a scenic
ride from downtown Gatlinburg to the
summit of Anakeesta Mountain on the
chondola’s quad chairs or enclosed sixperson gondola cabins, where they arrive
at Firefly Village, a whimsical treehousethemed village,” said Michele Canney,
marketing director for Anakeesta.
Adrenaline junkies can fill their fix
by strolling through a 16-bridge canopy
walk and flying down Gatlinburg’s fastest dual-racing zip lines, which sit 125
feet above the forest floor, stretching
over 1,000 feet in length.
For activities more on the mild side,

groups can follow the Memorial Forest
Walk and learn about the November 2016
fire and how it impacted the mountain
community, relax and take in the views,
and shop at a variety of retail stores.
“It’s a great destination for groups
because it appeals to so many different
types of people,” Canney said.
For meals, savory barbecue and
Southern dishes are offered at the Anakeesta Smokehouse BBQ food truck.
As for dessert, Pearl’s Pie in the Sky, a
1940s-inspired bakery, offers an assortment of treats and pastries.
Set to open this summer, Anakeesta’s
new single-rail mountain coaster will be
the first in the country. Being a singlerail line, riders are lower to the ground
on a single track, creating a thrilling experience while racing through the trees

and down the mountain. The coaster
also allows riders to control their own
speed, hitting up to 25 mph. n
Anakeesta
865-325-2400
anakeesta.com

Anakeesta Adventure Outpost, Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Photo: Anakeesta
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Virginia
Alexandria

Located minutes from Washington, D.C., on the Potomac
River waterfront, Alexandria hums with a cosmopolitan feel
and a walkable lifestyle. A nationally designated historic district
founded in 1749, Old Town Alexandria is home to more than
200 independent restaurants and boutiques alongside intimate
historic museums and new happenings at the waterfront.
“Groups visiting Alexandria love our historic backdrop
juxtaposed with new oﬀerings like chef-driven restaurants and
attractions like the Torpedo Factory Art Center,” said Lorraine
Lloyd, senior vice president of sales for Visit Alexandria. “From
walking tours to river cruises, we have something for groups of
all sizes.”
Visit Alexandria
703-746-3301
visitalexandriava.com

SIP

Taste award-winning
brews at Port City Brewing
Company, named America’s
Best Small Brewery in 2015
by The Washington Post.
Stop by the tasting room,
open seven days a week,
for guided brewery tours
and a variety of beer-centric
programming, including
beer yoga, Pedals and
Pints, trivia and exciting live
entertainment.
Port City Brewing
Company
703-797-2739
portcitybrewing.com

DO

Learn about 18th-century
life in Alexandria by visiting
historic museums in Market
Square. Carlyle House
is a Georgian Palladian
manor house built in 1753.
The Stabler-Leadbeater
Apothecary Museum is
a historic apothecary that
once prescribed medications
to Martha Washington.
Gadsby’s Tavern Museum
is a tavern that served the
first five presidents.
Visit Alexandria
703-746-3301
visitalexandriava.com

CRUISE

Groups looking for a
distinct experience can set
sail with Potomac Riverboat
Company. Departing
from Old Town Alexandria,
groups can enjoy cruises to
Washington, D.C.’s historic
landmarks or to George
Washington’s Mount Vernon,
the most visited historic
estate in the country. Groups
can customize cruises, from
the meals to entertainment.
Potomac Riverboat
Company
877-511-2628
potomacriverboatco.com

EAT

Join DC Metro Food
Tours for an Old Town
Alexandria Food Tour.
Explore Alexandria, a city
rich in history, architecture
and culinary delights. Join
a professional guide for a
three-hour tour as groups
stroll through the cobblestone
streets enjoying samples
of local specialty dishes
from Old Town’s distinctive
family-owned and -operated
restaurants.
DC Metro Food Tours
202-851-2268
dcmetrofoodtours.com

Top to bottom, left to right: King Street, Alexandria, Va., Photo: K. Summerer for Visit Alexandria; Port City Brewing Company, Alexandria, Va., Photo: Sarah Hauser for VTC; StablerLeadbeater Apothecary Museum, Alexandria, Va., Photo: Todd Wright for VTC; Riverboat cruise, Alexandria, Va., Photo: K. Summerer for Visit Alexandria; Food tour, Alexandria, Va.,
Photo: Visit Alexandria
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River City Food Tours shares
Richmond’s thriving food scene
galleries and view Richmond’s historic
architecture. On this tour, groups can
snack on Hawaiian fare, Southern cuisine and a variety of baked goods.
“Our guests leave us with full
stomachs and the feeling of being an
insider for a few hours,” said Paverick
Nicolas, tour guide with River City
Food Tours. “A food tour should be
like having a friend who knows every-

one show you around their favorite
neighborhood.”
Beard suggests booking tours a few
weeks in advance, and motorcoach
parking is available throughout Richmond. n
River City Food Tours
804-479-8929
rivercityfoodtours.com

An Elegantly English getaway in Staunton, VA...
no passport required!

Blythe Coons, Patrick Midgley, and Miriam Donald
Burrows in The Importance of Being Earnest.

Get to know Richmond like a true
local with River City Food Tours. Exploring new restaurants, foods and historic neighborhoods, River City Food
Tours gives groups the inside scoop on
all things Richmond.
“We want every tour to include a
few things,” said Brian Beard, founder
of River City Food Tours. “First, it’s a
food tour, so you know there is going to
be delicious food. Second, groups will
get to know each of the establishments
providing that delicious tasting, and
even have a chance to meet the chef or
proprietor if they are available that day.
Third, groups will learn a bit about the
neighborhood they’re touring. Finally,
we’re about having fun, so groups
should come prepared to laugh and
have a good time.”
River City offers two tours for
groups: the Carytown Food Tour and
the Arts District Food Tour. The Carytown Food Tour shares bites from up to
six different restaurants and cafes, and
groups can learn about one of Richmond’s most vibrant neighborhoods.
Carytown is also known as “The
Mile of Style” — it shares an eclectic
mix of boutiques and eateries, and the
oldest outdoor shopping center on the
East Coast. On the Carytown tour,
groups can try cuisine ranging from
authentic French fare and world-renowned tacos to specialty cupcakes.
The Arts District Food Tour gives
groups the chance to dine at under-theradar restaurants, wander through art

Left to right: River City Food Tours, Richmond, Va.
Photo: Heather Michelle Deadrick

visitstaunton.com/english

groupsales@americanshakespearecenter.com
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and Park
(757) 596-2222

Newport News, VA
I-64, Exit 258-A
Just 20 minutes from
Williamsburg, VA

MarinersMuseum.org
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West Virginia
Charleston

Nestled in the Appalachian Mountains on the banks of two
scenic rivers, Charleston is a capital city with small-town charm.
Charleston is strategically located at the confluence of three
interstates and is within a day’s drive of more than two-thirds of
the United States’ population. The downtown is famous for its
walkability.
“Charleston, West Virginia, is an amazing city for any size
group,” said Lauren Hunt, group tour director at the Charleston
Convention & Visitors Bureau. “This capital city with small-town
charm oﬀers free tours and events and is a hub for festivals and
interesting dining and shopping. With more historic amenities
than ever before, we invite you to tour Charleston and enjoy
everything our little city has to oﬀer.”
Charleston Convention & Visitors Bureau
304-344-5075
charlestonwv.com

SEE

Groups will be impressed
with the zero-waste process
at JQ Dickinson Salt-Works
and the fresh, delicious
tasting product that results
from it. Groups can take
a tour of the facility, which
includes insight on the
entire salt-making process,
start to finish, and all of the
historical documents behind
it. Afterward, groups can
enjoy a catered meal on the
beautiful farm.
JQ Dickinson Salt-Works
304-925-7918
jqdsalt.com

TOUR

This must-see Charleston
stop is a two-for-one. First,
groups will tour the West
Virginia State Capitol. This
building is lined with marble
hallways and topped with
a 23.5-carat gold dome.
Across the lawn, groups will
find the West Virginia State
Museum. This interactive,
self-guided museum will walk
groups through the history of
West Virginia.
West Virginia
Capitol Complex
304-558-0220
wvculture.org

DO

The Clay Center for
the Arts & Sciences is
ever-changing, and is one of
Charleston’s crown jewels.
With its recent remodel, the
center now includes new,
extensive science exhibits on
water, music and the human
body. Adventurous groups
that wish to get a better view
of the facility can climb the
Ashton Climbing Sculpture.
Clay Center for the Arts
& Sciences
304-561-3570
theclaycenter.org

EAT

Adelphia Sports Bar &
Grille gives groups classic
comfort-food dishes with a
bold and tasty Greek twist.
Some favorite items across
the vast menu include Greek
nachos, deep-fried feta
cheese, Souvlaki, and a
wide variety of burgers and
sandwiches. Every group
is bound to find something
enticing that will tickle their
taste buds.
Adelphia Sports Bar
& Grille
304-343-5551
adelphiasportsbar.com

Top to bottom, left to right: Charleston, W.Va.; Dinner at JQ Dickinson Salt-Works, Charleston, W.Va.; West Virginia State Museum, Charleston, W.Va.; Ashton Climbing Sculpture, Clay
Center for the Arts & Sciences, Charleston, W.Va.; Deep-fried feta cheese, Adelphia, Charleston, W.Va.; All photos: Charleston CVB/Josh Saul
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Get a taste of Parkersburg’s
diverse foodie culture
Located at the confluence of the
Ohio and Little Kanawha rivers, Parkersburg teems with a diverse culture,
and an especially vibrant food scene. In
addition to being Wood County’s most
populous city, Parkersburg also is the
oldest settlement.
“We have a wide variety of ethnic food
ranging from Chams Lebanese Cuisine
and Mango Latin Bistro, both located
on Market Street, to Fusion Japanese
Steakhouse, daVinci’s and Colombo’s,
both family-owned Italian eateries, or
Philippines Best,” said Hannah Duffield,
marketing coordinator for the Greater
Parkersburg Convention & Visitors Bureau. “There are also plenty of traditional
American food options like Spats at the
Blennerhassett Hotel, The Coffee Bar or
the North End Tavern & Brewery.”
The North End Tavern & Brewery is
famous for its juicy NET Burger. Out-oftowners are encouraged to stop by the
neighborhood pub and pair its legendary burger with a craft beer.
“Groups can experience two cultures
at once, the first being the comfortable small-town atmosphere, and the
second being the unique flavors of each
restaurant that transport you to their
homeland,” Duffield said.
Aside from eateries, Parkersburg is
home to Parkersburg Brewing Co., a local favorite offering a variety of handcrafted brews. Craft beer aficionados
also can visit Marietta Brewing Company in nearby Marietta, Ohio.
Between bites and sips, groups are
able to catch a glimpse of Parkersburg’s
history and heritage with a visit to
Blennerhassett Island Historical State
Park, and the Oil & Gas Museum.
Blennerhassett Island Historical State
Park features a Palladian mansion
and museum, and it is accessible by a
sternwheeler riverboat. Groups can tour
the grounds and take a horse-drawn
carriage ride.
“Groups should come to Parkers-

burg to experience the cuisine and
culture because what we have to offer is
more than food, it is an experience that
can’t be found anywhere else,” Duffield
said. “With our rich history and ethnic
mix, guests will leave with a unique

story to tell.” n
Greater Parkersburg
Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-752-4982
greaterparkersburg.com

WEST VIRGINIA. BY RAIL.
Make MountainRail your next GROUP destination! Customizable Trips - Multiple Trains - Local Attractions
Let us plan your West Virginia getaway. Elkins - Cass Scenic Railroad - Durbin

CALL: 304.636.9477 Ext. 109 • MTN-RAIL.COM
Reader Service Card #152

- O
Stop in and browse handcrafted, West
Virginia-made products. Grab a bite of our
famous all you can eat breakfast buffet, or
stretch your legs in our beautiful courtyard.
Tucked in the hills, yet right off the interstate,
Tamarack is here to be the favorite part of
your journey.
Open Daily
7 a.m - 8 p.m

1. 304. 256. 6843
Exit 45 I-77/I-64
Beckley, WV

Connect with us
www.tamarackwv.com
tamarack_wv
www.facebook.com/TamarackWV
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Journey through time with
Potomac Eagle Scenic Railroad
Revealing sprawling views of some
of the most dramatic scenery in northeast West Virginia, the Potomac Eagle
Scenic Railroad takes groups along
the Potomac River by way of vintage
locomotives.
“Groups enjoy riding behind vintage
diesels along the south branch of the
Potomac River,” said Jodi Burnsworth,
office manager for Potomac Eagle Scenic
Railroad. “The seating areas are enclosed
but passengers can ride in our observation cars, too. One observation car has
a roof but has large open windows; pas-

sengers can ride there anytime during
the trip. The other observation car is our
gondola car. It’s a modified freight car
with no roof. We open it for passengers
while we travel through the Trough,
the 6-mile-long canyon where the bald
eagles nest.”
On the narrated tour, groups will roll
past open pastures and farms that date
to the 1700s and view American bald
eagles in their natural habitat while riding in historic passenger cars. The main
excursion is the Trough Trip, a threehour, 35-mile round trip beginning at

Potomac Eagle Scenic

RAILROAD

potomaceagle.info

304-424-0736
Reader Service Card #183
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Potomac Eagle Scenic Railroad trip, near Romney,
W.Va., Photo: Lance Bell; Bald eagle, near Romney,
W.Va., Photo: Lance Bell

Wappocomo Station, about 1½ miles
north of Romney.
Another option for groups is the
All-Day Trip, an eight-hour round trip
to Petersburg. Two classes of service
are offered for both trips: club car and
coach. The club car offers meal service
and is climate-controlled. The coach car
has comfortable seating that is similar to
a commuter train’s style.
“The main draw is seeing American
bald eagles,” Burnsworth said. “We know
of seven nests in the Trough — two can
be seen from the train. Our entire crew
eagle spots and relays to the narrator
where eagles are seen. We'll even slow
the train down to give passengers more
opportunity to see them.”
Special rates are offered for groups of
20 or more guests. Burnsworth recommends booking trips at least six to 12
months in advance. Ample motorcoach
parking is available, and complimentary tickets are offered for drivers and
escorts. n
Potomac Eagle Scenic Railroad
304-424-0736
potomaceagle.info

itinerary planner

Arizona
Scottsdale

Groups from all over the world return to Scottsdale because
they leave feeling better than when they arrived.
“Scottsdale has a stirring beauty unlike anywhere in
the world,” said Nicole Krekeler, tourism sales manager at
Experience Scottsdale. “People come here from all over to soak
up the sun of the beautiful Sonoran Desert or to lounge next to
one of our luxury resort pools. Groups come here to enjoy our
signature events like spring training, and our outdoor adventures
like hiking or biking through the miles of our Sonoran Desert
preserve.”
To relax and recharge, Experience Scottsdale recommends
the following four stops.
Experience Scottsdale
480-421-1004
experiencescottsdale.com

SEE

RIDE

Taliesin West was built
by Frank Lloyd Wright and
his apprentices by gathering
rocks from the desert floor
in the 1930s, and was
constantly expanded until
his death in 1959. The site,
considered one of Wright’s
greatest masterpieces, was
designed to serve as Wright’s
personal home, studio and
architectural laboratory.

The Sonoran Desert is a
unique and beautiful place
when observed from ground
level, but the view from
above is astounding in its
expansive grandeur. Group
hot air ballooning with Hot
Air Expeditions is a fun
and tranquil experience that
provides magnificent views,
as well as the opportunity to
spot local plant and wildlife.

Taliesin West
480-860-2700
franklloydwright.org/
taliesin-west

Hot Air Expeditions
480-502-6999
hotairexpeditions.com

PLAY

With 51 world-class
golf courses in Scottsdale,
each course has its own
distinct identity, but merges
with the tranquil Sonoran
Desert surroundings. Play a
championship course such
as TPC Scottsdale, where
golf, service and amenities
are served at the highest
level. TPC Scottsdale serves
numerous group golf outings
and tournaments every year.
TPC Scottsdale
480-585-4334
tpc.com/scottsdale

RELAX

Scottsdale has more than
50 day, resort and health
spas — each are sure to
pamper and leave a group
feeling renewed. Many spas
are incorporating ingredients
that are native to the area,
such as aloe vera, clay and
jojoba oil. Well & Being Spa,
which oﬀers everything from
aromatherapy to aerial yoga,
is a group favorite.
Well & Being Spa
480-585-4848
fairmont.com/
scottsdale/spa

Top to bottom, left to right: Canal, Scottsdale, Ariz.; Taliesin West, Scottsdale, Ariz., Photo: Experience Scottsdale; Hot air ballooning, Scottsdale, Ariz., Photo: Experience Scottsdale;
TPC Scottsdale, Scottsdale, Ariz., Photo: Experience Scottsdale; Well & Being Spa, Scottsdale, Ariz., Photo: Experience Scottsdale
GroupTour.com
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Strum some group fun at
Musical Instrument Museum
Mandolins, lutes, yueqins and
guitars will strike a chord with groups
as they develop an appreciation for
the influence of music in shaping a
culture’s heritage.
The Musical Instrument Museum
(MIM) in Phoenix houses more than
6,800 instruments that represent over 200
countries and territories across the globe.
“Guests are introduced to the rich
diversity of instruments in unexpected
ways,” said Ida Jones, MIM’s group
sales specialist.
Guided tours last one hour and are
led by a trained museum guide. Groups
learn about MIM’s Geographic Galleries and the various countries, musical
genres and collection of instruments
on display. This private experience contextualizes the museum before guests
explore the galleries more extensively at
their own pace.
The five Geographic Galleries strike
the notes of diversity in the world of
music. In the United States/Canada
68
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Gallery, instruments are organized by
theme, such as musical genres. Visitors
can see and hear a symphonic timeline
of North America. From the fife and
drum of Colonial days to the drums of
rock and roll, music captured the spirit
— dreams and fears, celebrations and
sorrow — of the continent.
“The museum has an international
scope,” Jones said. “It expresses the universal role of music across all cultures.”
The African and Middle Eastern
Gallery helps visitors appreciate the
overlay of ceremony and song. Unique
instruments are harmoniously placed
alongside the bold ornamental patterns
of traditional clothing.
Recent additions to the Chinese
display invite visitors to the Asia Gallery
to consider the unsung heroes of the
Beijing opera, the orchestra that accompanies each performance from offstage.
The museum offers a feature called
guidePORT that enables guests to
individually hear, see and feel music

Guided tour, Musical Instrument Museum, Phoenix,
Ariz., Photos: MIM

across the globe through automatically
activated displays.
Guests are invited to make a little
music of their own in the Experience
Gallery. Bang a gong, strum a harp and
experience unique instruments from
around the world.
MIM offers guided tours for groups
of 10 to 20. Motorcoach parking is
available. n
Musical Instrument Museum
480-478-6000
mim.org

itinerary planner

California
Sacramento

The only star on a map of California, Sacramento is a city
buzzing with things to taste, see and savor.
“Sacramento is perfect for tour groups looking to experience
the legends of the Wild West set against a modern, thriving
city filled with trees, art, and some of the best food and
wine anywhere,” said Nick Leonti, director of tourism for Visit
Sacramento. “Plus, its location fits seamlessly into any northern
California itinerary.”
Whether a group is looking for gold rush-era attractions or
a scenic ride along the river, Visit Sacramento invites groups to
begin their journey with these four attractions.
Visit Sacramento
916-808-7777
visitsacramento.com

LEARN

SIP

The most visited
interpretive railroad museum
in North America, California
State Railroad Museum
displays an extraordinary
collection of 21 restored
locomotives and cars, as
well as a $1 million toy
train collection. Planning
is underway for the
150th anniversary of the
Transcontinental Railroad in
2019.

Originally built in 1934
as an operating beet sugar
refinery, the Old Sugar Mill
now hosts 15 unique wineries
oﬀering varietals from all
over northern California.
Located just 15 minutes from
downtown Sacramento, the
Old Sugar Mill is the premier
destination for enjoying worldclass wines. The site includes
picnic grounds, available for
group use.

California State
Railroad Museum
916-323-9280
californiarailroad.museum

Old Sugar Mill
916-744-1615
oldsugarmill.com

RIDE

SEE

The Sacramento
RiverTrain rail line spans 14
miles from West Sacramento
to Woodland, through open
farmland, over the Fremont
Bridge and through the Yolo
County Wildlife Refuge. At
a leisurely 10 to 15 mph,
there’s plenty of time for a
cozy dinner, social wine or
beer tasting event, or even an
entertaining show.

Featuring the world’s
foremost display of California
art, Crocker Art Museum is
renowned for its holdings of
European master drawings
and international ceramics.
The museum serves as the
primary regional resource for
the study of fine art. It holds
permanent collections of
Californian, European, Asian,
African and Oceanic art.

Sacramento RiverTrain
800-866-1690
sacramentorivertrain.com

Crocker Art Museum
916-808-7000
crockerart.org

Top to bottom, left to right: California Capitol Building, Sacramento, Calif.; California State Railroad Museum, Sacramento, Calif., Photo: Visit Sacramento; Old Sugar Mill, Clarksburg,
Calif., Photo: Visit Sacramento; Sacramento RiverTrain, Sacramento, Calif., Photo: Visit Sacramento; Crocker Art Museum, Sacramento, Calif., Photo: Visit Sacramento
GroupTour.com
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Holly wo od
California’s Tinseltown delivers
showbiz glitz & movie magic By Cortney Erndt

A trend-setting metropolis, Los
Angeles is an entertainment capital with
more museums and theaters than any
other city in the United States. One
particular neighborhood douses the
lights; visiting groups should prepare to
be star-struck.
Welcome to Hollywood, where stars are
embedded in the sidewalks and starlets
are drawn to big-screen beacons. Yes, the
tinted windows of that stretch limousine
may be hiding a Cruise, Hanks or Aniston.
The neighborhood’s star power
creates tourist-centric fun along
Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards, but
also limelight-friendly art galleries and
quaint farmers markets. Don’t forget
about the hills, where a giant sign
stretches as far as visitors’ red-carpet
dreams.
Los Angeles Tourism & Convention
Board welcomes groups to explore
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Hollywood’s iconic sites filled with traces
of celebrities, like at Dolby Theatre, or
their wax likeness, such as at Madame
Tussauds Hollywood.
“For first-time visitors, a definite
must-see would be the various studios
where the movie magic happens,” said
Tamy Martelli, regional director, U.S.
and Canada, with Los Angeles Tourism
& Convention Board. “Guests can
get a behind-the-scenes look of their
favorite movies and TV shows while on
the best studio tours in L.A., including
Universal Studios Hollywood Studio Tour,
Warner Bros. Studio Tour Hollywood or
Paramount Pictures Studio Tour.”

The Garland
In 1970, legendary Hollywood actress
Beverly Garland and her husband
Fillmore Crank discovered a bucolic
property while planning to create a
hideaway for friends, family and guests.

Together with Las Vegas hotel impresario
John Kell Houssels Jr., they decided to
build one of the most stunning North
Hollywood hotels of the time. The
property became an oasis within the
high-energy excitement of Los Angeles.
In 2000, the hotel was handed down
to their son, James Crank, whose posh
style influenced the expansion of the
hotel into a resort. Many would say the
’70s retro flare is long forgotten, but at
The Garland, the bold, vibrant patterns
are alive and well.
A large portrait of Garland graces one
of the lobby’s textured walls as though
she welcomes groups to the hotel herself.
As Garland would say, “It’s the personal
touch that counts.”
Chic, relaxed and centrally located,
The Garland is close to Hollywood
landmarks, popular attractions and worldrenowned business epicenters.
The hotel hosts urban walks every

Tuesday, with a variety of activities on
other days of the week, like courtyard
games, tai chi yoga, California craft beer
tastings, a personal trainer open house
and “dive-in” movies by the pool.
In addition to The Garland’s regularly
scheduled happenings, the hotel also
hosts Noho Arts District Workshops
taught by Hollywood professionals
exclusively for groups of 20 or more.

Warner Bros. Studio
Tour Hollywood
Less than 10 minutes from The
Garland, Warner Bros. Studio oﬀers a
three-hour visit inside a real working
Hollywood studio. Groups can explore
outdoor sets and soundstages used to
create productions like The Big Bang
Theory, Pretty Little Liars, La La Land,
Argo and Gilmore Girls.
Each tour includes exclusive
access to original props, costumes,
picture cars and sets used in famous
productions. Additionally, studio tour
guests will stop at the DC Universe-DC
Comics Exhibit, the real “Central Perk”
Friends set and the original Batman
Museum-Batmobile Collection.
For the ultimate Hollywood
experience, groups can go on a fivehour Deluxe Tour, designed specifically
for the biggest film and TV fans.
Expert tour guides give guests an
in-depth look behind the lens of how
TV and movie magic is brought to life
on screen, along with visits to Post

Production, the Costume Department,
the Property Department and the
Warner Bros. Commissary Fine Dining
Room for an exquisite lunch.

TCL Chinese Theatre
Actress Norma Talmadge’s career
as a silent star may have faded into
obscurity. But when she accidentally
stepped in wet concrete in 1927, she
unwittingly started a tradition that’s still
running strong over 90 years later.
Her footprint impressions in the
forecourt of what is now the IMAX at
the TCL Chinese Theatre are still there,
along with those of more than 280 of
Tinseltown’s elite — and counting.
The tiny 1935 hand and footprints
of child star Shirley Temple are among
them, along with the much larger
prints of Arnold Schwarzenegger from
his 1994 visit. The star’s Terminator
2 black leather jacket and outfit are
encased in the theater’s lobby.
The VIP Tour is the only tour in
Hollywood where groups can learn the
history of the cinema palace. Visitors learn
stories and fun facts from the theater’s
beginnings through today, ranging
from Hollywood premieres to imprint
ceremonies of visitors’ favorite celebrities.

admire both the skies above and the city
below; it is the best vantage point for
observing the world-famous Hollywood
sign. However, there’s far more for
groups here than just a photo-op.
As the most-visited public observatory
in the world, Griﬃth Observatory is
filled with opportunities to learn and
become inspired. Groups can check
out live programs in the Samuel Oschin
Planetarium, see one of the daily or
monthly programs in the Leonard Nimoy
Event Horizon and even look through a
telescope. n

Los Angeles Tourism
& Convention Board
discoverlosangeles.com
The Garland
800-238-3759
thegarland.com
Warner Bros. Studio
Tour Hollywood
818-977-8687
wbstudiotour.com

Griffith Observatory

TCL Chinese Theatre
323-463-9576
tclchinesetheatres.com

In 1935, the Griﬃth Observatory
opened in Griﬃth Park, located just
above the Los Feliz neighborhood. From
its perch on a promontory, groups can

Griﬃth Observatory
213-473-0800
griﬃthobservatory.org

Left to Right: The Front Yard, The Garland, North Hollywood, Calif., Photo: The Garland, TCL Chinese Theatre exterior and forecourt, Hollywood, Los Angeles, Calif., Photo: Bob Freeman; Associate editor Cortney Erndt on set of Friends, Warner Bros. Studio Tour Hollywood, Hollywood, Calif., Photo: Los Angeles Tourism & Convention Board; James Suite, The
Garland, North Hollywood, Calif., Photo: The Garland; Marilyn Monroe’s prints, TCL Chinese Theatre forecourt, Hollywood, Calif., Photo: Lee Howard; Griﬃth Observatory, Hollywood,
Calif., Photo: Los Angeles Tourism & Convention Board
GroupTour.com
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Follow rangers
off beaten path
at Joshua Tree
National Park
Joshua Tree National Park may
be as famous for its namesake, the
surrealist-shaped Joshua tree, as it
is for its stewardship of two desert
ecosystems. Both the Mojave and the
Colorado deserts merge to form this
vast wilderness of the California Desert near Palm Springs.
A ranger-led program is a great way
for groups to get a behind-the-scenes
experience in the desert. The schedule
for Ranger Programs is updated online
every two weeks; groups are advised to
check the schedule when making plans.
According to posted park information, programs include guided
walks, talks and evening programs.

Sunrise, Joshua Tree National Park, Calif., Photo: NPS/Lian Law

All explore how humans, wildlife and
vegetation have adapted to survive in
the desert, and how geologic forces
have shaped the area.
The Key Ranch Tour is ticketed and
limited to 25 guests. Listed as a National Historic Register Site, the ranch
and grounds are representative of the

hard work and ingenuity that it took
to settle and prosper in the Mojave
Desert. The walking tour is a half-mile
in length and runs 90 minutes.
Joshua Tree National Park is open
24/7 throughout the year. Visitation at
the 1,238-square-mile park increases
as temperatures moderate in the fall,

Continues on page 73

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY & MUSEUM

One of California’s most beautiful and unique destinations!
For information on Ghengis Khan and our other special exhibits visit ReaganLibrary.com

40 Presidential Drive • Simi Valley, CA 93065 • 805.577.2704
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california
peaks during the spring wildflower
season and lessens during the height
of summer.
Annual visitation sees more than 2
million visitors. The park allows guests
an opportunity to escape from urban
pressures and to experience wilderness
solitude. It also protects an ecologically dynamic region of the California
desert.

There are opportunities to birdwatch, hike, horseback ride and rock
climb.
The park is recognized worldwide as
a rock climbing destination with more
than 4,500 established climbing routes
concentrated within approximately
100,000 acres in the western section
of the park. Estimates reveal about
300,000 rock climbers visit each year.

All visitors are advised to bring a
hat, wear sunscreen and carry plenty
of water. For evening programs held
under the night sky, groups are reminded to dress in warm layers and to
carry a flashlight. n
Joshua Tree National Park
760-367-5500
nps.gov/jotr

WELCOME TO

Palm Springs
TOUR-FRIENDLY IN THE HEART OF PALM SPRINGS!

• Footsteps to shops, restaurants, and the casino
• Continental breakfast and motor coach parking
Call today to learn about our exclusive offer for
Group Tour Magazine readers.

palmmountainresort.com 1.800.622.9451
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Explore The Huntington’s
botanical gardens
Founded in 1919 by Henry E. Huntington, The Huntington Library, Art
Collections, and Botanical Gardens in
San Marino is a cultural, research and
educational center. Each year, the institution hosts more than 750,000 visitors

4 HOTELS
NEXT TO
DISNEYLAND®

May 2018

and 1,700 scholars. And for groups of 10
or more, The Huntington offers Estate,
Japanese and Chinese garden tours.
“The Estate Tour is perfect for firsttime visitors,” said Jane Sandmeier,
group sales and tours manager. “It’s an
easy walking, outdoor tour that is both
an overview and orientation to the
myriad features at The Huntington.”
This one-hour tour covers the central
area of the estate, including the worldrenowned galleries and gardens. Visitors
learn how Henry and Arabella Huntington turned their San Marino Ranch into
a world-famous cultural landmark.
On a 90-minute Chinese Garden
Tour, groups are guided by specially
trained docents through the traditional
Suzhou-style garden. The garden features a 1.5-acre lake, pavilions, a can-

800-854-8175

Discover The Huntington

Reader Service Card #187

Reader Service Card #118

STOVALLSHOTELS.COM
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Group tour, The Huntington Library, Art Collections,
and Botanical Gardens, San Marino, Calif.
Photo: The Huntington

Group Tours Available
Pasadena Adjacent | huntington.org

yon waterfall and hand-carved stone
bridges set against a wooded backdrop
of mature oaks, pines, camellias and
blossoming plum trees.
“The Chinese Garden is my favorite
area,” Sandmeier said. “Each feature is
planned to draw you in visually. Every
turn of the bend brings a new visual
delight. Camellias and winter-blooming
trees are at their peak from November through February in this area. My
favorite treat is sitting beside the lake in
the ‘Garden of Flowing Fragrance’ with
a pot of tea and a sweet.”
There is live Chinese instrumental
music every Wednesday afternoon,
Sandmeier said.
Docents also can help groups explore the Japanese Garden’s lush green
canyons, whispering bamboo, bonsai,
a karasansui rock garden, and the new
ceremonial teahouse and tea garden.
The Japanese Garden Tour lasts 90
minutes.
“I’d encourage groups to come
for three to four hours, if possible,”
Sandmeier said. “While no one can
see the entire 207 acres in one visit, it’s
good to take your time. Don’t miss our
special exhibitions.” n
The Huntington Library, Art
Collections, and Botanical Gardens
626-405-2240
huntington.org

california

Western Railway Museum preserves
transportation heritage
In 1946, a group of like-minded individuals learned an old Oakland streetcar
they had used for a day’s outing was to
be scrapped within a week. The group
immediately gathered enough money to
purchase the car on the spot.
In this spirit of preservation, the Bay
Area Electric Railroad Association was
created to foster interest in streetcar, interurban and mainline electric railroad
operations.
With more than 50 historic cars, 22
miles of track and 22 acres, the Western
Railway Museum in Solano County is a
project of the association. The museum
features historic railway exhibits, vintage
streetcar and interurban train rides.
A car house tour and a 10-mile round
trip on restored historic electric cars are
included with admission.

“The Western Railway Museum is a
great place to visit for everyone, whether
a group consists of rail fans or those
interested in the history of electric trains,
this is the place to visit,” said Erika Hunt,
office and events manager. “We have
wonderful events throughout the year, like
our annual Pumpkin Patch in October,
Santa Train in December, Scenic Limited
in April and fun in the summer sun in our
beautifully renovated Laflin Park.”
The museum also offers private train
charters aboard the 1914 Salt Lake and
Utah Railroad parlor observation car
#751. A second car is available to accommodate larger groups. n

Reader Service Card #153

Sweet!
FACTORY TOURS
DAILY 9AM-4PM

• Fun, interactive and
sensory exhibits
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Western Railway Museum
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wrm.org
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Safari West continues
conservation after wildfires
Since opening in 1993, Safari West
in Santa Rosa has pursued three critical goals: conservation, education and
exploration. After last year’s California
wildfires, the site now shines with resiliency. Its owner, Peter Lang, kept the

preserve’s 1,000-plus animals safe from
imminent danger.
“Safari West offers something truly
unique,” said Jared Paddock, marketing
and communications for Safari West.
“While many people may visit a municipal zoo at some point in their lives, few
will experience a wildlife safari. We're
doing all we can to change that.”
With 400 acres and massive,
mixed-species enclosures, Safari West
showcases naturalistic behaviors and
interspecies relationships that many
other facilities cannot.
“Rather than wandering from
one enclosure to the next, our guests
climb aboard a custom safari vehicle
in the company of a specially trained
naturalist,” Paddock said. “We venture
out in search of some of the wildest

creatures around.”
Wine, beer and appetizers can be
added to private safaris. Additional
add-on group options include Keeper
Chats, Bone Presentations and Animal
Presentations. While the overt mission
is to teach guests about animals and
ecosystems, Safari West’s utmost mission is to inspire a love of wildlife and
wild places.
“We firmly believe the importance of
conservation will only grow more acute
as we move into the future,” Paddock
said. “We've reached a point in which we
no longer need to save species for their
sake, but for our own as well.” n
Safari West
707-566-3613
safariwest.com
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Celebrate curiosity at
Luther Burbank Home & Gardens
In California, Arbor Day is celebrated on March 7th in honor of Luther
Burbank’s birthday.
The legendary botanist Luther
Burbank (1849–1926) spent most of
his 50-year career experimenting with
hybridizing plants at his California
home in Santa Rosa. He developed
popular plants including the Russet
potato, Shasta daisy, plum varieties and
Spineless cactus.
Docent-led tours of Luther Burbank
Home & Gardens are available by reservation; there is a fee for private tours.
“Although we have an April to
October tour schedule, we will accommodate groups throughout the year,”
said Kristen Skold, office manager who
handles group tours.
The 1-acre site contains his home,
carriage house, historic gardens and
greenhouse. Burbank designed and
built the greenhouse in 1889. The property has been designated a National
Historic Landmark as well as a California Historical Landmark.
“We recommend scheduling an
hour to an hour and a half to allow
time for the Carriage House Museum &
Gift Shop, and parts of the gardens the
tour doesn’t cover,” Skold said.
The carriage house includes exhibits
relating to Burbank's life and work. The
gardens include many of Burbank's hor-

415.981.PIER

ticultural introductions, with collections
of cactus, fruit trees, ornamental grasses,
medicinal herbs, roses and walnuts.
“We talk about Luther’s life and
times, his work, and we spend time in
the house,” she said. “Guests don’t have
to be gardeners to enjoy the tour. Many
guests don’t realize how many plants
Luther invented: 800 in 50 years.”
The Luther Burbank Home & Gardens is two blocks from the shops and
restaurants of Historic Railroad Square
in downtown Santa Rosa. n
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Luther Burbank Home & Gardens
707-524-5445
tours@lutherburbank.org
lutherburbank.org

sonoma
wine country

Carriage House Museum & Gift Shop, Luther Burbank
Home & Gardens, Santa Rose, Calif., Photo: Wikimedia
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Hilmar Cheese Company takes
groups behind the scenes
Groups traveling between San Francisco and Yosemite on Highway 99 will
want to stop in Hilmar for some savory
samples. With a commitment to innovation and sustainability, Hilmar Cheese
Company converts an abundance of
high-quality milk into a variety of nutritious cheeses.
“For groups that arrive on their own
motorcoach, we offer our behind-thescenes bus tour by reservation,” said Denise Skidmore, director, education and
public relations. “Our tour guide steps
aboard your coach for a 15-minute driving tour of 40 acres of the cheese and
whey processing facility. The bus follows
the route of the incoming milk trucks,
from sampling to unloading to washing. Each step and all of the processing
buildings are highlighted along the way.”

Once inside the visitor center, the
tour continues with a short, “edutaining”
movie about how cheese and whey is
processed. The film demonstrates what
is going on inside of all of the buildings
on the driving tour.
On the second level, hands-on exhibits focus on how dairy farmers care for
cows. There is a full-size cow to demonstrate milking, a model dairy farm, farm
equipment and feeds.
“Hilmar Cheese Visitor Center is
the only place in the world with viewing windows, where guests can watch
employees package the ‘big cheese’ — a
640-pound crate of cheese,” Skidmore
said. “We have plenty of complimentary
cheese samples, gourmet food samples
and fresh cheese curds to taste called
‘squeakers,’ as they squeak when you
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eat them. We hope groups enjoy the
samples and learn about how the dairy
industry is taking care of cows, people
and the environment.”
More than 70 percent of the water
used at Hilmar Cheese Company is
reclaimed and recycled. Information on
new water technology is provided on the
tour.
“It is a fun visit and we look forward
to having groups,” Skidmore said. “We
are the best culinary ag-tourism stop
between San Francisco and Yosemite.
Drop-by buses are welcome. Call ahead
and we’ll set out extra samples.” n
Hilmar Cheese Company
209-656-1196
hilmarcheese.com
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ƑƈƆƍƆƏƕƆƏèƆƋƍƐƆƉƕƐƆ
ƌ
ƌƕƑƏƏƑƗƈƐƈƋƗƐƐƆ
ƍƏƊê&ƔƍƆƏƈƆƅƆzƈƊƆƕƐƓ
MƐƈƋ`ƆƅƏƆƐƈƏƆƓƈƐƇƏƆƆ
ƏƆƏéƋƆƗƊƕƊƈƐƑƏèƏƆƋƔ
ƗƕƄƆƅƑƗƆƏƐƆƑèƏƈƊƆƐ
ƕƇƐƆƌƉƆƐƈƅƓƐƆƏƇƋƋ
ƐƏƑƑƐƐƆƍƏƊê
CƆƈƇƆƏ0ƐÝ1ƏƑƍƏƗƈƐƏ
æǀƢƠçƾƾǀéƿƠơƠ
CƆƈƇƆƏyƈƈƐ`ƆƗƗƈêƅƌ
yƈƈƐ`ƆƗƗƈêƅƌƃ1ƏƑƍƗLƆƆƐƈ
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your mustshop stop
IN CAL I F O RNI A

SAVE UP TO 65% AT OVER
60 BRAND-NAME STORES
MICHAEL KORS • TOMMY HILFIGER • NIKE FACTORY STORE
POTTERY BARN OUTLET • COACH • H&M • CALVIN KLEIN
BROOKS BROTHERS • BANANA REPUBLIC FACTORY STORE
EXPRESS FACTORY OUTLET • LE CREUSET • OSHKOSH B’GOSH
AMERICAN EAGLE OUTFITTERS

TEJONOUTLETS.COM

Located just 40 min. north of Los Angeles, off California’s I-5.
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Colorado
Fort Collins

Fort Collins is where groups can spend the morning
admiring fanciful metal sculptures, the afternoon touring a
brewery and the evening listening to live music in an open-air
amphitheater.
Home to many recreational opportunities and diverse cultural
attractions, Fort Collins is known for craft beer and its bicycling
culture. But it’s also filled to the brim with history, learning
opportunities and wildlife viewing.
Less than an hour from the city, Soapstone Prairie Natural
Area has an extensive and diverse human history exceeding
12,000 years — from Paleo-Indians of the Ice Age to millennia
of American Indian groups, to more than a century of
homesteaders, and cattle and sheep ranchers.
Visit Fort Collins
970-232-3840
visitftcollins.com

SEE

LEARN

DISCOVER

EXPLORE

In 1879, surveyor
Franklin Avery and his wife
Sara built a home on the
corner of Mountain Avenue
and Meldrum Street, where
they raised their children.
Today, docents guide groups
through the Avery House
and tell the story of the family.
Historic costume collection
pieces from the Avery family
and local donors are on
display.

A hands-on history
and science museum,
Fort Collins Museum of
Discovery is filled with
interactive exhibits and
fascinating artifacts that
tell the stories of northern
Colorado. Staﬀ aims to
inspire inquisitive thinkers
and encourage responsible
stewardship of the future.
Several programs and films
are available for groups.

Visit the best sites of Fort
Collins while hearing about
local legends, fun traditions,
ghost tales and crime stories.
Magic Bus Tours oﬀers
several options for groups,
including brew tours, ghost
tours, farm to table tours,
sightseeing and history
tours, and adventure-based
activities. Combination fullday tour packages also are
available.

Soapstone Prairie
Natural Area has more than
28 square miles of wide open
vistas, pristine grasslands,
miles of trails and worldrenowned cultural resources.
Several trails are available
for groups looking to explore
by foot. From the roadway,
groups may observe bison in
their fenced pasture (1,000
acres) from March through
November.

Avery House
970-221-0533
poudrelandmarks.org/
avery-house

Fort Collins Museum
of Discovery
970-221-6738
fcmod.org

Magic Bus Tours
970-420-0662
themagicbustours.com

Soapstone Prairie
Natural Area
970-416-2815
fcgov.com/naturalareas

Top to bottom, left to right: Downtown, Fort Collins, Colo.; Avery House, Fort Collins, Colo., Photo: Andrea Golod/Miles; Fort Collins Museum of Discovery, Fort Collins, Colo., Photo:
Creative Commons; Bus, Magic Bus Tours, Fort Collins, Colo., Photo: Visit Fort Collins; Bison and calf, Soapstone Prairie Natural Area, near Fort Collins, Colo., Photo: John Eisele,
Colorado State University Photography
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Wings Over The Rockies
unlocks dreams of flight
Located in Hangar No. 1 of the
former Lowry Air Force Base in eastern
Denver, Wings Over The Rockies Air
& Space Museum boasts more than
182,000 square feet filled with iconic
aircraft, space vehicles, artifacts and
military uniforms. Visitors can experience thrilling simulators and unlock
dreams of flight through exhibitions,
events and programming.
“Groups will learn the basic science of flight — more advanced for
groups that request it — including four
forces, aircraft control, the main parts of
airplanes and their functions,” said Phil
Steffes, manager of on-site programs and
group tours. “We go through the history
of our exhibits in a timeline fashion. We
also cover specifications and interesting
details of the aircraft.”
Those who stop by the Harrison
Ford Welcome Theater watch a short
film starring Hollywood icon Har-

rison Ford. Groups of 10 or more can
schedule a personalized walk-through,
where they will discover more than
50 aircraft on display. Visitors walk
alongside majestic former warbirds,
a ¾-scale X-Wing Starfighter and a
homemade helicopter.
“We hope groups take away an understanding of how airplanes function
on a basic level and their importance
over the course of the 20th century and
today,” Steffes said. “And, most importantly, we hope they gain an appreciation for aerospace and take away a desire
to learn more.
Each year, the museum welcomes
about 160,000 visitors representing all
50 U.S. states, as well as 28 countries
around the world.
“We can be flexible to accommodate different groups if they would like
more specific content,” Steffes said. “For
example, an aerospace class may want

B-52, Wings Over The Rockies Air & Space Museum, Denver, Colo., Photo: Wings Over The Rockies

more in-depth information.”
In addition to the Denver museum,
Wings Over The Rockies has launched
construction operations on a new
campus located on Centennial Airport
in Englewood, Colorado — one of the
busiest general aviation airports in the
nation. Roughly 19 miles south of the
museum, Exploration of Flight is a 15acre campus that will highlight futurefocused aviation and space galleries.
The Blue Sky Gallery is expected to
open this summer, which will be filled
with dozens of interactive exhibits
and activities. The Black Sky Gallery is
based around cutting-edge space technology and concepts, and is expected to
open in 2019. n
Wings Over The Rockies
Air & Space Museum
303-360-5360
wingsmuseum.org

Reader Service Card #105
GroupTour.com
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Hawaii
Kaua`i

The oldest and northernmost island in the Hawaiian chain is
draped in emerald valleys, sharp mountain spires and jagged
cliﬀs aged by time and elements. But, it is the island’s laid-back
atmosphere and rich culture found in its small towns that make
it timeless.
Kaua`i’s one-of-a-kind culture is celebrated in several
festivals throughout the year — and visitors are encouraged to
participate. Whether a group is looking to try new food, listen
to authentic music or learn cultural dances, there’s a festival to
make it happen. Plan a group escape to Kaua`i and discover
the undeniable allure of the island’s festivals.
Kaua`i Visitors Bureau
808-245-3971

CHEER

LIVE

ENJOY

Raising money for
West Kaua`i Business &
Professional Association
projects, Waimea Town
Celebration commends
history and a tight-knit
community with nine days
of cultural and recreational
events. The event’s 42nd
anniversary will be held Feb.
16–24, 2019. It is the largest
and oldest festival on the
west side of the island.

May Day Lei Day got
its start in 1928 as a way of
keeping alive the centuriesold practice of presenting
people with floral wreaths
to say “aloha.” At Kaua`i
Museum, this annual event on
May 1st showcases Kaua`i
and Ni`ihau lei makers. The
contest was started by master
lei maker Irmalee Pomroy.
Today, her ohana continues
her legacy.

Held on Kaua`i’s south
shore every year in July,
Koloa Plantation Days
celebrates the ethnic groups
that came to Hawaii to
work on sugar plantations
and the Hawaiians who
welcomed them. The festival
is comprised of a slate of
events that showcase history
and diverse cultural traditions.
This year, the event is July
20–28, 2018.

Waimea Town Celebration
808-651-5744
waimeatowncelebration.com

May Day Lei Day
808-245-6931
kauaimuseum.org

Koloa Plantation Days
808-652-3217
koloaplantationdays.com

TASTE

Want to immerse in
all things coconut? The
Annual Coconut Festival
provides entertainment,
cultural displays, shopping,
history, games, cooking
demonstrations and food. The
event is designed to promote,
preserve and enhance the
Royal Coconut Coast, and it’s
always the first weekend in
October.
Annual Coconut Festival
info@kbakauai.org
kbakauai.org/coconutfestival

Top to bottom, left to right: Sunset, Kaua`i, Hawaii, Photo: Hawaii Tourism Authority; Waimea Town Celebration, Kaua`i, Hawaii, Photo: Hawaii Tourism Authority; Kaua`i Museum,
Kaua`i, Hawaii, Photo: Hawaii Tourism Authority; Old Koloa Town storefront, Kaua`i, Hawaii, Photo: Hawaii Tourism Authority; Chopping coconut, Kaua`i, Hawaii, Photo: Hawaii Tourism
Authority
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Mountain Thunder Coffee Plantation
brews tour experiences
While visiting Kona Coffee Country
along the slopes of Hualalai and Mauna
Loa in Hawaii's Big Island, groups can
make a stop at Mountain Thunder Coffee
Plantation. The plantation has grown,
processed and roasted 100 percent Kona
coffee since 1998. Mountain Thunder is
the largest organic coffee farm in Hawaii.
The family-owned-and-operated
business has two locations: Kaloko in
Kalaoa, Kona; and Kainaliu in the heart
of the Kona coffee belt. Both locations
offer free, walk-in tours. The Kaloko
location offers several organized VIP
tours for groups.
All private tours start at the Mountain Thunder Coffee Plantation Visitor
Center, where groups can sip free samples
of Kona coffee and Hawaiian tea while
watching a Discovery Channel feature
about Kona coffee, filmed at Mountain

Thunder. After groups watch the seed-tocup process unfold on screen, they get to
experience it in person.
The three-hour VIP Organic Kona
Coffee Farm, Mill and Roastery Deluxe Tour takes groups on a short walk
through the cloud forest to Mountain
Thunder's coffee orchard, where groups
can pick and taste the sweet red coffee
fruit. Visitors then go to the wet mill to
learn how to pulp the coffee fruit and
how it's fermented and dried. The next
stop is the dry mill, where hulling, sizing,
grading and color sorting take place.
After a break for lunch (provided by
Mountain Thunder), the tour continues
with the Roast Master for a Day class.
During the class, groups learn to roast
their own Kona coffee and chat with a
Hawaii barista champion. All visitors
leave with a half-pound bag of their roast.

Mountain Thunder Coﬀee Plantation, Kailua-Kona,
Hawaii, Photo: Yoshi Canopus; Kona coﬀee cherries

Two other tours, Roast Master for
a Day (two hours) and Organic Kona
Coffee Farm and Mill Tour (2½ hours),
also are available. Aspects of those tours
are included in the VIP Organic Kona
Coffee Farm, Mill and Roastery Deluxe
Tour. All group tour appointments must
be made in advance. n
Mountain Thunder Coﬀee Plantation
808-443-7593
mountainthunder.com

GroupTour.com
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Kansas
Dodge City

Walking the streets of Dodge City, groups can experience
rich cowboy history and easily imagine the Old West. Located in
southwest Kansas, just 2½ hours west of Wichita, visitors step
back in time to a more laid-back lifestyle.
Dodge City Days is a nationally recognized, 10-day festival
with more than 50 individual events, from a barbeque to a
parade and car show. The event’s 58th anniversary will take
place July 26 through Aug. 5, 2018.
Whether visiting during the festival or any time of the year,
Dodge City Convention & Visitors Bureau suggests the following
stops packed with Western heritage and modern excitement.
Dodge City Convention & Visitors Bureau
620-225-8186
visitdodgecity.org

LEARN

SIP

LEARN

The arrival of the U.S.
Army prompted the building
of Fort Dodge, and the rough
and rowdy cattle town of
Dodge City soon followed.
The exciting history is told at
Boot Hill Museum, located
on the original site of Boot
Hill Cemetery. The museum
highlights the city’s glory
days with displays, activities
and entertainment reflective
of the area’s heritage.

Dodge City’s legacy
continues atop “Booze Hill”
with western Kansas’ firstever local handcrafted spirits
and beer. Tour Boot Hill
Distillery (the former Dodge
City Municipal building) to
experience western Kansas’
only soil-to-sip distillery.
Enjoy a tasting and learn
how the site brings new
meaning to sustainability and
transparency in craft distilling.

Hop on a Dodge City
Historic Trolley Tour for
a trip to the 1870s, oﬀered
Memorial Day weekend
through Labor Day. Visit the
locations of the Longbranch
Saloon, Gospel Hill and Front
Street. Tour Fort Dodge and
follow the path of the Santa
Fe Trail. Plot the rest of the
Dodge City visit by adding
locations pointed out on the
tour.

Boot Hill Museum
620-227-8188
boothill.org

Boot Hill Distillery
620-371-6309
boothilldistillery.com

Dodge City Historic
Trolley Tours
620-225-8186
visitdodgecity.org

WATCH

Depot Theater Company
has been entertaining locals
and visitors as Southwest
Kansas’ cutting-edge live
theater since 1984. The
company produces eight
main-stage productions every
season. “West Side Story” is
currently running — one of the
most memorable musicals
and greatest love stories of all
time. The theater is located
in the historic Santa Fe Train
Depot.
Depot Theater Company
620-225-1001
depottheaterco.com

Wyatt Earp statue, Trail of Fame, Dodge City, Kan., Photo: Dodge City Convention & Visitors Bureau; Boot Hill Museum, Dodge City, Kan., Photo: Dodge City Convention & Visitors
Bureau; Boot Hill Distillery, Dodge City, Kan., Photo: Andrea LaRayne Etzel; Sign, Dodge City, Kan., Photo: Kansas Oﬃce of Tourism & Travel; Performance, Depot Theater Company,
Dodge City, Kan., Photo: Kansas Oﬃce of Tourism & Travel
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OZ Museum enchants groups
with 2,000 artifacts
Propelled by magic and adventure,
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by author
L. Frank Baum was a children’s novel
originally published in 1900. The story
has been reprinted on numerous occasions, most often under The Wizard
of Oz, the title of the popular 1902
Broadway musical adaptation as well as
the iconic 1939 musical film.
Groups can be transported to the
yellow brick road at the OZ Museum,
where they discover more than 100
years of Oz history.
“The OZ Museum in Wamego,
Kansas, is the only official Oz museum,” said Kimberly Shepherd, operations manager at the OZ Museum.
“When you step inside the door of the
building, groups enter the sepia tones

of the 1939 film, The Wizard of Oz.
Guests are given a short introduction
to the museum and enter the land of
Oz in color.”
Groups embark on Dorothy's journey through Oz and meet her friends
along the way. There are more than
2,000 artifacts on display, including
props and costumes from the 1939
film, and other interpretations of the
Oz legacy.
“Groups are often surprised at the
size of the collection on display, and the
fact that we have original artifacts from
the 1939 film,” Shepherd said.
Highlights include hand-jeweled
ruby slippers created by artist Jeffrey
Merrell to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the making of the movie;

Ruby slippers replication, OZ Museum, Wamego, Kan.
Photo: OZ Museum

various hand-painted character masks;
rare autographs by original actors playing Auntie Em and Uncle Henry; and
rare Oz artifacts, such as original MGM
1939 movie production notes.
“It is my hope that guests leave the
museum with a greater love and appreciation for L. Frank Baum, and the Oz
legacy he left for generations to come,”
Shepherd said.
The OZ Museum is a non-profit
organization that opened its doors in
2003. It was built with a major grant
from the State of Kansas and with thousands of volunteer hours from locals. n
OZ Museum
866-458-8686
ozmuseum.com
GroupTour.com
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Nebraska
Norfolk

In 1866, a three-train caravan of prairie schooners carrying
44 German families from Ixonia and Watertown, Wisconsin,
arrived at the junction of Elkhorn and North Fork Valleys, where
they were attracted by the rich land open for settlement. These
pioneers were joined by others from Wisconsin and formed the
community that later became Norfolk.
With the Sand Hills lying to the west and farmland to the
east, today’s Norfolk has the charm and hospitality of a small
town, and the opportunities and history of a big city. Norfolk
Area Visitors Bureau recommends the following four attractions
for visiting groups.
Norfolk Area Visitors Bureau
402-371-2932
visitnorfolkne.com

TREK

Spanning a sizable chunk
of America’s outback, the
Cowboy Trail is the longest
rail-to-trail conversion in the
United States. Once part of
the Chicago & North Western
Railroad’s Cowboy Line,
this limestone trail covers
321 miles from Norfolk to
Chadron. Walk or bike the
trail; it’s the most scenic way
to take in the Norfolk area.
Cowboy Trail
outdoornebraska.gov/
cowboytrail

LEARN
Home to the Johnny
Carson exhibit, Elkhorn
Valley Museum has
a working one-room
schoolhouse, the restored
first home of Norfolk, the
Square Turn Tractor, a
research center and a birding
library. Group visits begin
with an orientation and a selfguided tour. Programs geared
toward specific interests, such
as pioneer life, are available
for groups.
Elkhorn Valley Museum
402-371-3886
elkhornvalleymuseum.org

EAT

SEE

Barnstormers Family
Bar & Grill is located in a
historically registered airport
terminal building. The new
bar area is centered around
an airplane theme while
the dining area still reflects
large biplane wings with a
backdrop of pictures from
the early days of the Norfolk
Regional Airport/Karl Stefan
Memorial Field (OFK).

About 12 million years
ago, a volcano spread
a blanket of ash over
northeastern Nebraska. More
than 200 fossil skeletons
from 12 species have been
discovered at Ashfall Fossil
Beds State Historical Park,
about an hour northwest of
Norfolk. Begin a visit with the
interpretive displays and the
fossil preparation laboratory.

Barnstormers Family
Bar & Grill
402-316-4099
barnstormersfamily
bargrill.com

Ashfall Fossil Beds State
Historical Park
402-893-2000
ashfall.unl.edu

Top to bottom, left to right: Sunset, Norfolk, Neb., Photo: Creative Commons; Cowboy Trail, Norfolk, Neb., Photo: Nebraska Tourism; Exhibit, Elkhorn Valley Museum, Norfolk, Neb.,
Photo: Nebraska Tourism; Nachos dish, Barnstormers Family Bar & Grill, Norfolk, Neb., Photo: Barnstormers Family Bar & Grill; Ashfall Fossil Beds State Historical Park, Royal, Neb.,
Photo: Ashfall Fossil Beds State Historical Park
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Stuhr Museum preserves
legacy of pioneers
A 200-acre campus boasting spectacular architecture, gardens and inspiring
exhibits, Stuhr Museum of the Prairie
Pioneer in Grand Island tells the story
of the first pioneers who settled the area.
Groups are welcomed to schedule programs, guides and entertainment.
“We tell the story of townbuilding
through interpretation, which means
we have an 1890s community on our
grounds, complete with historic homes
and businesses, and staffed by costumed
interpreters five months out of the year,”
said Mike Bockoven, director of marketing and public relations at the museum.
“When our Railroad Town is open,
there’s not an experience like it in the
entire state.”
From May 1 through Labor Day,
Railroad Town is where living historians

interpret life in homes and businesses,
but they’re never too busy to stop and
talk about the town and their time. This
year, Railroad Town will interpret life
during the year 1898.
On the museum’s website, a special
events calendar lists scheduled activities. Each visit to the museum is unique,
as the exhibits and events change so
frequently.
“The size of the museum surprises a
lot of people, as does the scope of what
we are able to do with that space,” Bockover said. “Our Railroad Town is only
part of what you can see at the museum.
Also, our main Stuhr Building, designed
by renowned architected Edward Durell
Stone, is one of the most important
pieces of architecture between Lincoln
and Denver.”

Following a $7 million capital campaign, the Stuhr Building was restored
in 2014 and 2015, returning the interior
space to the architect’s original vision.
“Our sincerest hope is that visitors
come away with a better understanding
of what life was like in the 1890s, when
the first communities in Nebraska were
beginning to thrive,” Bockoven said.
“Experiences like walking the wooden
planks of Railroad Town, seeing the
historic homes in their old grandeur,
hearing the clang of the anvil as the
blacksmith goes about his work, all add
up to experiencing this era instead of
just learning about it.” n
Stuhr Museum of the Prairie Pioneer
308-385-5316
stuhrmuseum.org

VISITKEARNEY
visitkearney.org

EXPERIENCE

EXPLORE

800-652-9435

ENJOY!

KEARNEY
visitors bureau

THE SANDHILL
CRANE MIGRATION

THE ARCHWAY

A sight than can only be
experienced in person!

see U.S. history through the
eyes of those who lived it!

NEBRASKA

GET A $100 REBATE WHEN YOU STAY OVERNIGHT!* GO TO VISITKEARNEY.ORG/REBATE.
*FOR 15+ PAID ROOMS ONLY

Reader Service Card #182
GroupTour.com
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Nevada
Elko

With true cowboy charm, Elko is known as “Nevada with
Altitude” as the city sits at an elevation of more than 5,000 feet.
It’s bordered by the snow-capped Ruby Mountains, often called
the “Alps of Nevada.”
There’s no shortage of outdoor activities; within minutes
of downtown Elko, groups can enjoy everything from hiking to
skiing. And those looking to explore Nevada’s roots in mining
and ranching will find plenty of knowledge at Elko’s cultural
centers and museums.
Cowboys from across the nation flock to Elko every January
for the National Cowboy Poetry Gathering, a celebration of the
cowboy lifestyle and the rural West. Next year’s gathering is
scheduled for Jan. 28–Feb. 2, 2019.
Elko Convention & Visitors Authority
775-738-4091
exploreelko.com

LEARN

At the California Trail
Interpretive Center,
groups see everything from
original murals and dioramas
depicting life on the trail to
artifacts that tell stories of
their own. And don’t forget
to “see the elephant,” and
find out what that expression
meant to the 250,000 people
who trekked down the
California Trail between 1841
and 1869.
California Trail
Interpretive Center
775-738-1849
californiatrailcenter.org

DISCOVER

Located in the historic
Pioneer Hotel, the Western
Folklife Center preserves
the rich culture of the
American West. Headquarters
for the National Cowboy
Poetry Gathering, the center
is the site of year-round
entertainment and activities,
including concerts, readings
and workshops. The Wiegand
Gallery features the work of
some of the world’s finest
Western artists.
Western Folklife Center
775-738-7508
westernfolklife.org

EXPLORE

TOUR

Ruby Lake National
Wildlife Refuge provides
visitors with outstanding
wildlife observation in a
tranquil natural setting. The
refuge consists of 37,632
acres of marshes, open
ponds and islands bordered
by wet meadows, grass and
sagebrush-covered uplands.
More than 200 species of
birds use the refuge as a
resting stop or nesting area.

Six galleries occupy more
than 20,000 square feet
at Northeastern Nevada
Museum. The museum
features art and local history
exhibits, as well as extensive
wildlife habitat dioramas. The
collection of artifacts (from
hat pins to stagecoaches)
and the collection of historical
archives maintain and
preserve an enduring record
of the past.

Ruby Lake National
Wildlife Refuge
775-779-2237
fws.gov/refuge/ruby_lake

Northeastern Nevada
Museum
775-738-3418
museumelko.org

Top to bottom, left to right: Casino, Elko, Nev., Photo: Travel Nevada/Sydney Martinez; California Trail Interpretive Center, Elko, Nev., Photo: Travel Nevada/Sydney Martinez; Exhibit,
Western Folklife Center, Elko, Nev., Photo: Darcy Minter; Ruby Lake, Nev., Photo: Creative Commons; Exhibit, Northeastern Nevada Museum, Elko, Nev., Photo: Travel Nevada
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Left to right: Grilled octopus dish, Estiatorio Milos, Lip Smacking Foodie Tours, Las Vegas, Nev., Photo: Lip Smacking Foodie Tours; Desserts, Cucina, Lip Smacking Foodie Tours,
Las Vegas, Nev., Photo: Lip Smacking Foodie Tours; Boozy Brunch dish, Lip Smacking Foodie Tours, Las Vegas, Nev., Photo: Lip Smacking Foodie Tours

Savor best fare of Las Vegas
with Lip Smacking Foodie Tours
Las Vegas is known for taking the bigs
and making them even bigger: a multibillion-dollar gaming industry, no last calls,
mountain views and extravagant shows.
Perhaps the city’s most tantalizing aspect,
however, is the diverse plethora of food
prepared by renowned celebrity chefs.
Lip Smacking Foodie Tours partners
with many of the city’s dynamic restaurants, whisking groups inside a VIP experience to try memorable and luxurious
fare. Whether a day or night adventure,
groups visit up to five of Las Vegas’ top
restaurants, on the Strip or downtown.
“People can be so overwhelmed
by how many restaurants there are,”
said Donald Contursi, president of Lip
Smacking Foodie Tours. “When groups
get here, they don’t want to make the
wrong choice. Why not just take the
highlights from the best places for the

ultimate experience?”
Before launching Lip Smacking
Foodie Tours in 2014, Contursi worked
in the Strip’s bustling fine restaurant
industry for more than a decade. During
which time, he acquired knowledge and
contacts to help build Lip Smacking
Foodie Tours from the ground up.
“I became really passionate about
which new restaurants were opening
and what they do that’s different from
the rest,” he said. “They all have their
own unique character.”
Each tour showcases a diverse selection of restaurants, from acclaimed
French comfort food to modern Japanese cuisine in izakaya dining style.
“We give groups the option to try
signature dishes at several restaurants,”
Contursi said. “Whatever they are famous for, that’s what we serve.”

At each stop, guests savor three to
four appetizers, entrees or desserts for
a complete meal. Along the culinary
adventure, a knowledgeable guide points
out little-known artistic and architectural gems, and fun Vegas facts. Tours
range from 2½ to 5 hours in length.
“Most people have been entertained
at a restaurant before, but very few
people have had the opportunity to visit
five restaurants in one night,” Contursi
said. “If you want to stand out from the
pack with clients, it can’t get better than
this VIP experience — tables waiting
for your group in busy upscale restaurants, and having the chefs come over to
explain the preparation.” n
Lip Smacking Foodie Tours
888-681-4388
vegasfoodietour.com
GroupTour.com
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New Mexico
Farmington

Welcome to Farmington, a basecamp for the Four Corners
region. The city’s breathing landscape, one-of-a-kind culture and
inviting hospitality welcomes groups to create an adventure.
“Visiting Farmington allows groups to step back in time,
walk the paths of ancestral Puebloans and experience the rich
culture of the area,” said Deanna Rothlisberger, group sales
coordinator for Farmington Convention & Visitors Bureau.
“The four distinct but mild seasons make outdoor adventures
especially enjoyable.”
With more than 70 parks, a fully developed riverwalk and live
theater, visiting groups are hard-pressed to get back on the road.
Farmington Convention & Visitors Bureau
505-326-7602
farmingtonnm.org

EXPLORE

DISCOVER

Travel the largest
excavated prehistoric ruins
in North America at Chaco
Culture National Historical
Park. Magnificent great
houses, kivas, rock art
and stunning vistas make
these ruins a must-see for
history buﬀs and outdoor
enthusiasts. Guided tours,
hiking and biking trails,
campfire talks and night sky
programs are available.

Allow Journey into the
Past Tours’ archaeologists
guide the group through
Dinétah Rock Art &
Pueblitos. These small
Navajo ruins were built
between 1680 and 1775.
With more than 200 pueblitos
to explore, and ceremonial
images painted on canyon
walls to see, these ruins
will give any group a truly
enchanting experience.

Chaco Culture National
Historical Park
505-786-7014
nps.gov/chcu

Journey into the Past
505-632-2013
salmonruins.com

LEARN

Start a tour at the
Farmington Museum,
where groups learn the
history of trading posts and
the role they played in early
settlement. Then, enjoy prearranged cultural talks and
live artisan demonstrations
at area trading posts. Shop
for authentic Native American
jewelry and Navajo rugs, or
simply explore the art of the
regional Native American
cultures.
Farmington Museum
505-599-1174
fmtn.org

SEE

Spend an evening
enjoying live entertainment
under the stars amid a natural
sandstone amphitheater at
Lions Wilderness Park
Amphitheater. Previous
productions include Grease,
Fiddler on the Roof and
The Addams Family.
Performances are held
every Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evening from midJune to early August.
Lions Wilderness Park
Amphitheater
505-599-1148
fmtn.org

Top to bottom, left to right: Farmington Convention & Visitors Bureau, Farmington, N.M., Photo: Farmington Convention & Visitors Bureau; Chaco Culture National Historical Park, N.M.,
Photo: Farmington Convention & Visitors Bureau; Rock art, Dinétah Rock Art & Pueblitos, near Farmington, N.M., Photo: Farmington Convention & Visitors Bureau; Trading post, Farmington, N.M., Photo: Farmington Convention & Visitors Bureau; Performance, Lions Wilderness Park Amphitheater, Farmington, N.M., Photo: City of Farmington
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Santa Fe’s Vladem Contemporary
to open in 2020
The New Mexico Museum of Art
is slated to open a second location in
Santa Fe with a focus on contemporary
art. The former Halpin State Archives
Center in the Santa Fe Railyard District
will be converted into the new annex, set
to open to visitors in 2020.
Philanthropists Ellen and Bob
Vladem gave a gift of $4 million to the
project. As a result, the building will be
called the Vladem Contemporary.
The railyard facility will present ambitious contemporary exhibitions, showcase
working artists and celebrate the diversity
of art created in the area. It will continue
to connect Santa Fe and New Mexico to
contemporary art worldwide.
“We now have momentous support
to exhibit and grow our contemporary
collections,” said Veronica Gonzales,
secretary of the state Department of
Cultural Affairs. “The visionary design
of the architects honors the old and
embraces the new. The new Vladem
Contemporary will be a gateway, not
only to the Railyard District and its
thriving contemporary art scene, but
also to the museum’s first location on the
Santa Fe Plaza.”
Mary Kershaw, director of the New
Mexico Museum of Art, said the new
venue’s great industrial aesthetic will
offer a perfect size and scale for contemporary art. It will be used to present

Vladem Contemporary rendering, Santa Fe, N.M.
Rendering: New Mexico Museum of Art

ambitious contemporary exhibitions,
showcase working artists, and provide
space for expanded group programs.
The iconic New Mexico Museum
of Art’s 1917 building on the Santa Fe
Plaza will focus on celebrating the state’s
dynamic collection of 20th-century art
and photography of the Southwest, and
continue to serve as a hub for community events and performances.
At its founding, the museum provided a venue for living artists to exhibit
their work. Santa Fe became a cultural
destination known for the contemporary art of its day in the Southwest. As a
result of the Centennial Campaign, the
museum will operate at a level comparable to its founding in 1917, and in
line with standards expected of top art
institutions today. n
New Mexico Museum of Art
505-476-5072
nmartmuseum.org

BALLOON
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- WEEK OCTOBER 6 - 14, 2018

BOOK NOW:

TourReservation@IndianPueblo.org
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New Mexico History Museum
showcases state’s diverse cultures
In downtown Santa Fe, the New
Mexico History Museum stands at the
center of a diverse campus dedicated
to New Mexico history, education and
research.
The 96,000-square-foot facility

#1 Scenic Railroad

SURPRISINGLY
SIMPLE TO BOOK!

CUMBRESTOLTEC.COM/GROUPS
1-877-890-2737

includes permanent and temporary
exhibitions that span the history of
indigenous people, Spanish colonization, the Mexican Period, and travel
and commerce on the Santa Fe Trail
through World War II to present-day
New Mexico. Docent-led tours of the
museum are available.
“The Land that Enchants Me So: Picturing Popular Songs of New Mexico”
celebrates the era before radio and
television with sheet music of popular
songs about the State of New Mexico,
dating from the mid-19th through the
mid-20th centuries. The exhibition is
currently open and will run through
February 24, 2019.
The Palace of the Governors, the
400-year-old adobe building bordering
the north block of the Santa Fe Plaza, is
the museum’s most important artifact.
The portal, or porch, of the Palace of
the Governors has long been a location
where Native Americans and other New
Mexicans have gathered to buy, sell and
trade goods. The Native American Artisans Program, often called the “Portal
Program,” continues that tradition.
Since the Regents of the Museum of
New Mexico reserved the portal for use
by only New Mexico Native Americans,
the artisans have lined the portal almost
every day to sell sterling silver and
beaded jewelry, pottery and other hand-

Reader Service Card #104

Reader Service Card #102
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crafted wares. Every morning, Native
American artists and craftspeople from
around the state arrive at the palace and
draw lots for the 68 spaces available on
the portal. All participants are required
to follow strict rules to ensure items are
handmade by Native Americans using
traditional materials.
The Press at the Palace of the Governors, the Fray Angélico Chávez History
Library and the Palace of the Governors
Photo Archives also are part of the museum campus. n
New Mexico History Museum
505-476-5200
nmhistorymuseum.org

Docent tour, New Mexico History Museum, Santa Fe,
N.M., Photo: Kitty Leaken

new mexico

Tour excavations of Giusewa Pueblo
in Jemez Springs
Starting Aug. 16, groups can see what
is buried beneath their feet at Jemez
Historic Site in Jemez Springs. In partnership with the Friends of Coronado
Historic Site and the Pueblo of Jemez,
New Mexico Historic Sites is launching
a new program called “Dig Giusewa.”
Running every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday between Aug. 16 and Oct.
6, archaeologists, tribal members and
volunteers will work to systematically
excavate a 5-by-5-meter area just north
of the visitor center.
“The goal will be to document and
preserve a series of pueblo rooms for
public interpretation at the site, while recovering approximately 5,000 to 10,000
artifacts and samples for analysis,” said
Matthew J. Barbour, regional manager of
Coronado and Jemez Historic Sites.
Visitors can tour the excavations on
their self-guided visit through Giusewa
Pueblo and San Jose Mission, or opt
for a more structured experience with
a ranger-led tour at 10 a.m. or 2 p.m.
daily. Notable cultural materials, such as
complete vessels and projectile points,
will be available for group viewing
inside the visitor center.
Over the past 100 years, the majority
of the archaeological and historical research at Jemez Historic Site has focused
on the Spanish mission of San Jose de
los Jemez. Much less is known about the
Jemez peoples living in the surrounding Pueblo of Giusewa. Yet, Giusewa is
among the earliest and longest occupied
villages in the Jemez Mountains. It is an
ideal place to explore Jemez settlement
and origins. Moreover, as a mission site,
Giusewa represents the location of direct
and prolonged contact with European
religion and culture, allowing researchers to explore themes of accommodation
and conflict.
“Afterward, the architecture and
artifacts will be put to work answering questions of Jemez origins and
acculturation,” Barbour said. “These

investigations will guide new interpretative exhibits both inside and outside
the visitor center at Jemez Historic Site,
including a fully restored portion of the
village. The results also will be published
in a number of public interest articles

WHERE

and a special report from New Mexico
Historic Sites.” n
New Mexico Historic Sites
575-829-3530
nmhistoricsites.org/jemez
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273 LUXURY ROOMS AND SUITES,
PLUS A 38,000+ SQ. FT. MEETING SPACE
To book your group or meeting, please contact:
Charles Meeks | 575-464-7780

cmeeks@innofthemountaingods.com

Jo Kazhe | 575-464-7065

jokazhe@innofthemountaingods.com
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Oklahoma
Enid

Stake a claim for group tour fun in Enid, less than a two-hour
drive from Oklahoma City, Tulsa and Wichita. Enid sits at the
crossroads of two major events in the West’s development: the
Chisholm Trail and the Cherokee Strip Land Run of 1893, the
largest competitive event in the nation’s history.
“Enid has the variety in its attractions and events that
appeal to groups,” said Marcy Jarrett, director of Visit Enid.
“There’s heritage, historic homes, one of seven certified
cultural districts in Oklahoma and a movie studio that is a
great location for a catered lunch. And it doesn’t matter what
time of year it is. Enid welcomes your group with open arms
whenever you want to come.”
Visit Enid
580-616-7368
visitenid.org

ACT

Star in a Western micromovie inside Simpson’s
Old Time Museum, where
six Western movies starring
Stormy Lane and Texas
Clapsaddle have been filmed.
Sets include a jail, saloon,
church, bank and hotel lobby.
The museum also houses
a private doll collection
numbering more than 1,800
and other collectibles.
Simpson’s Old
Time Museum
580-234-4998
skeletoncreek
productions.com

LEARN

Feel the Cherokee Strip
Land Run of 1893 unfold
at the Cherokee Strip
Regional Heritage Center.
Groups see how 100,000
pioneers raced for 40,000
plots of free government land.
Outside, step into the only
remaining U.S. Land Oﬃce,
where lucky pioneers staked
their claim. Christmas in the
Village is the area’s premier
holiday attraction.
Cherokee Strip Regional
Heritage Center
580-237-1907
csrhc.org

DISCOVER

EXPLORE

Climb inside cabooses,
engines and a dining car at
the Railroad Museum of
Oklahoma. Listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places, groups discover the
world’s largest collection of
dining car china among more
than 1 million pieces of railroad
memorabilia. Visitors enjoy
elaborate model train sets
larger than their living rooms.

On a Downtown Driving/
Walking Tour, groups
meet colorful re-enactment
characters that made Enid
what it is today in Enid’s
historic Arts & Entertainment
District. Be sure to check out
the butterfly mural at Conrady
Electric. Afterward, see a
concert at the CNB Center or
Enid Symphony Center, or a
play at the Gaslight Theatre.

Railroad Museum
of Oklahoma
580-233-3051
railroadmuseumof
oklahoma.com

Downtown Driving/
Walking Tour
580-233-3643
visitenid.org

Top to bottom, left to right: Sculpture, Enid, Okla., Photo: Visit Enid; Simpson’s Old Time Museum, Enid, Okla., Photo: Visit Enid; Cherokee Strip Regional Heritage Center, Enid, Okla.,
Photo: Visit Enid; Railroad Museum of Oklahoma, Enid, Okla., Photo: Visit Enid; Conrady Electric butterfly mural by Rick Sinnett, Enid, Okla., Photo: CK Photography
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Stroll through tranquility in
Myriad Botanical Gardens
A 15-acre natural escape in the heart
of downtown Oklahoma City, Myriad
Botanical Gardens welcomes groups
of all ages and interests. The gardens’
centerpiece is the Crystal Bridge Conservatory, home to thousands of tropical
and desert plantings. Within the 13,000
square feet, groups can discover 750
varieties of plants, a cascading waterfall
and a sky bridge.
At 224 feet long and 70 feet in diameter, the conservatory is covered by
3,028 sections of translucent, doublelayered acrylic panels. The Tropical Wet
Zone is watered daily; the Tropical Dry
Zone receives water from April through
September, followed by drought from
November through March. The conservatory is ADA accessible to the first and
third levels.
Guided indoor and outdoor tours,
which run 30 minutes to one hour,
expand visitors’ plant knowledge. Tours
are subject to availability and must be
scheduled at least two weeks in advance.
“Groups are sometimes surprised to
learn chocolate actually grows on trees
and when you eat cinnamon, you’re
eating bark,” said Leslie Spears, director of marketing and public relations.
“The natural world is wondrous and we
should take care of it as best we can.”
One of the most treasured autumn
traditions in Oklahoma City is Pumpkinville, when the Children’s Garden
is transformed into “Prairie Pumpkin
Town.” It features thousands of pumpkins, hundreds of gourds, fall foliage and
fun activities.
In the winter, Myriad Botanical
Gardens transforms its plaza into the
Devon Ice Rink. Groups can skate across
5,500 square feet of real ice, and indulge
in seasonal food and beverages.
“Always, always check our events
calendar online to find out what’s going
on,” Spears said. “If it’s summer, you
could join us for a movie or a concert on
the Great Lawn. If it’s spring, you can see

our 30,000-plus tulips. There is a variety
of events for every group.”
Visitors are typically directed to
the pavilion space near the Children’s
Garden for lunch because of its convenience, but food and drinks are allowed

anywhere on the outdoor grounds (but
not inside the conservatory). n
Myriad Botanical Gardens
405-445-7080
oklahomacitybotanicalgardens.com

take your next tour somewhere

new

What tour doesn’t need to stop somewhere new to ensure an experience that’s
fascinating, fresh and fun? In Oklahoma City there’s something new to discover on
every corner. From our gleaming new downtown to the Old West at the National
Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum. From a new appreciation of our spirit at the
Oklahoma City National Memorial & Museum to being welcomed like a new friend
everywhere you go. Add us to your next itinerary and you’ll soon discover that
around here, things are more than just new. They’re OKC new.

Reader Service Card #141
UNI_17-OKC-035_Group_Tour_Magazine.indd 1

8/15/17 3:45 PM
GroupTour.com
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South Dakota
Mitchell

The city of Mitchell was incorporated in 1881, named for
Alexander Mitchell, then president of the Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul Railroad. Today, the city is filled with rich historical
and cultural attractions, including the famous World’s Only
Corn Palace.
“Mitchell welcomes you to find compelling cultural attractions
even the most diverse group will appreciate, aﬀordability in
premiere accommodations and adventure in outdoor activities,”
said Katie Knutson, director of the Mitchell Convention & Visitors
Bureau. “As the largest stop between Sioux Falls and the Black
Hills, your group is sure to find their ‘palace’ in our community.”
Mitchell Convention & Visitors Bureau
605-996-6223
visitmitchell.com

SEE

During the summer
months, The World’s Only
Corn Palace oﬀers free,
guided tours full of “a-maizeing” facts. The palace is
illuminated with thousands
of lights, and each year, it is
decorated with thousands of
bushels of corns, grains and
native grasses. Don’t forget to
meet and greet the mascot,
Cornelia!
The World’s Only
Corn Palace
866-273-2676
cornpalace.com

EXPLORE

Head to the Mitchell
Prehistoric Indian Village
archeological site, where
semi-nomadic farmers and
hunters harvested the area’s
first corn 1,100 years ago.
Experience a prehistoric
dwelling by walking through
an earth lodge, follow the
brick walkway through the
gazebo and have lunch on
the beautiful shores of Lake
Mitchell.
Mitchell Prehistoric Indian
Village & Archeodome
605-996-5473
mitchellindianvillage.org

LEARN

At Dakota Discovery
Museum, explore the life,
culture and arts of the
region’s pioneers and Native
Americans from the 1600s
through the 1930s. Learn
about early settlers, the
impact of the fur trade and
the Gold Rush. Groups can
visit the 1886 Beckwith
House, built for Corn Palace
founder Louis Beckwith.
Dakota Discovery Museum
605-996-2122
dakotadiscovery.com

TOUR

Climb aboard to revisit
America’s rich Western
legacy with a tour of Hansen
Wheel and Wagon Shop.
Watch craftsmen build and
restore authentic horse-drawn
stagecoaches, mud wagons,
hitch wagons, chuck wagons
and sheep wagons. Master
craftsman and historian
Doug Hansen oﬀers historic
presentations, engagements
and various lecture series.
Hansen Wheel and
Wagon Shop
605-996-8754
hansenwheel.com

Top to bottom, left to right: Mitchell, S.D.; Group selfie, The World’s Only Corn Palace, Mitchell, S.D., Photo: South Dakota Department of Tourism; Prehistoric Indian Village & Archeodome, Mitchell, S.D., Photo: Mitchell Convention & Visitors Bureau; Dakota Discovery Museum, Mitchell, S.D., Photo: Mitchell Convention & Visitors Bureau; Hansen Wheel and Wagon
Shop, Mitchell, S.D., Photo: Hansen Wheel and Wagon Shop
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Motorcycle adventures
rev up in Sturgis
Between motorcycles, parks, breweries and museums, groups visiting
Sturgis will have their hands full and
schedules packed.
As the world’s largest motorcycle
rally, the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally has
evolved into South Dakota’s largest
tourism event.
“Sturgis and the Black Hills thunder
with the sounds of motorcycle enthusiasts, numbering in the hundreds of
thousands, from all over the world,”
said Vicky Engelhaupt, trade sales
representative at the South Dakota
Department of Tourism.
Debuting in 1938, the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally occurs each August. Groups
will find streets roaring with bikes,
concerts, building exhibits and vendors
selling everything from tattoos to alligator on a stick.
At Bear Butte State Park, groups will
discover the geological wonder “Mato

Paha,” or sleeping bear, the origin of
many Native American legends. This
formation is one of several intrusions
of igneous rock in the Black Hills that
formed millions of years ago.
“The mountain is sacred to many
American Indian tribes who come here
to hold religious ceremonies,” Engelhaupt said.
The Bear Butte Education Center
highlights the mountain's geology,
history and the cultural beliefs of the
Northern Plains Indians. During summer months, an on-site interpreter is
available for groups.
Located in downtown Sturgis, The
Knuckle Saloon and The Knuckle Brewing Company were voted “best food” in
the Black Hills. Groups from all over the
world gather to enjoy South Dakota’s
longest bar. The saloon also is the largest entertainment venue in downtown
Sturgis as well as a museum filled with

Motorcycle, near Sturgis, S.D.
Photo: Creative Commons

antiques and memorabilia.
“Just about anything can happen at
The Knuckle,” Engelhaupt said. “From
bar bull riding, concerts and car shows
to live music, pub crawls and pool darts,
The Knuckle has it all when it comes to
entertainment.”
For groups interested in military
and Western history, Old Fort Meade
Museum is the top spot to visit. It was
here that the cavalry horse Commanche,
the only living thing found on the Little
Big Horn Battlefield, was retired with
military honors.
Also at Fort Meade, the “StarSpangled Banner” became the official
music for the military retreat ceremony, long before it became the National
Anthem. n
South Dakota Department of Tourism
605-773-3301
travelsouthdakota.com
GroupTour.com
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Texas

Corpus Christi
Located on the Texas Gulf Coast, with miles and miles of
beaches, Corpus Christi is where groups can explore a giant
ship, meet river otters and learn to surf — all in one day.
“We have beautiful beaches, popular attractions, unique
cultural venues, great shopping, amazing restaurants and a
variety of hotels to choose from,” said Paulette Kluge, CEO of
the Corpus Christi Convention and Visitors Bureau. “Our warm
temperatures make us a perfect city to visit all year long.”
Begin making memories in Corpus Christi and the Coastal
Bend region. Southern Texas hospitality awaits at the following
four attractions.
Corpus Christi Convention and Visitors Bureau
800-766-2322
visitcorpuschristitx.org

DISCOVER

SPLASH

The USS Lexington
Museum on the Bay, CV16, is a World War II-vintage
aircraft carrier. Commissioned
in 1943, the carrier served
the United States longer and
set more records than any
other carrier in the history of
naval aviation. Groups step
back in time as they explore
the captain’s cabin, dental
clinic and engine room.

Located on North Beach,
Texas State Aquarium
is home to fascinating sea
creatures. Groups can meet
a river otter, and touch and
feed a stingray. Explore the
aquarium’s new “Caribbean
Journey,” a $50 million
expansion equipped with
interactive exhibits that
will keep the entire group
entertained for hours.

USS Lexington Museum
on the Bay
361-888-4873
usslexington.com

Texas State Aquarium
800-477-4853
texasstateaquarium.org

EXPLORE

Padre Island National
Seashore is the most
important United States
nesting beach for the
endangered Kemp’s ridley
sea turtle. Covering 130,000
acres, this spectacular
expanse is home to the
largest remaining natural
barrier island in the world.
The park protects 70 miles
of coastline, dunes and wind
tidal flats teeming with life.
Padre Island
National Seashore
361-949-8068
nps.gov/pais

REFLECT

Mirador de la Flor
(Overlook of the Flower),
was unveiled in 1997 to
honor Selena QuintanillaPérez (1971–1995) and her
contributions to music and
Corpus Christi. QuintanillaPérez was an acclaimed
Corpus Christi tejano singer
whose music touched people
around the world. Her legacy
is celebrated at the Fiesta
de la Flor music festival
every spring.
Fiesta de la Flor
fiestadelaflor.com

Top to bottom, left to right: Surfer, Corpus Christi, Texas; USS Lexington, Corpus Christi, Texas; Flamingos, Texas State Aquarium, Corpus Christi, Texas; Sea turtles, Padre Island
National Seashore, Texas; Mirador de la Flor (Overlook of the Flower), Corpus Christi, Texas; All photos: Corpus Christi Convention and Visitors Bureau
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Left to right: Displayed cameras, The Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey Plaza, Dallas, Texas, Photo: The Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey Plaza; The Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey Plaza,
Dallas, Texas, Photo: The Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey Plaza

The Sixth Floor Museum chronicles
legacy of former president
One of Texas’ most-visited historic
sites, The Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey
Plaza in Dallas tells the story of the life,
death and legacy of President John F.
Kennedy. The museum is located in the
former Texas School Book Depository
building, where evidence of a sniper was
found after Kennedy’s assassination on
Nov. 22, 1963.
“The museum strives to be an impartial, multi-generational destination
and forum for exploring the memory
and effects of the events surrounding the
assassination of President Kennedy,” said
Laurie Ivy, marketing and communications manager at the museum.
The museum includes a wide array
of historical photos, film footage and
artifacts; much of the exhibit space
looks as it appeared in the 1960s.
Exhibit highlights include a sniper’s
perch, the FBI model used by the Warren Commission, an original teletype
machine that first transmitted news of
the president’s death and Lee Harvey
Oswald’s wedding ring. An interactive
display overlooks Dealey Plaza.
Although docents are not available
for guided tours, a self-guided audio
tour, available in eight languages, is included with admission. An ASL version
is available for deaf or hard-of-hearing
visitors.

“Many visitors don’t anticipate
what a profound experience it is to
stand where history happened and
are surprised by this,” said Laurie Ivy,
marketing and communications manager at the museum. “Although many
of the groups consist of visitors who
were not alive in 1963, most guests
feel a strong personal connection to
President Kennedy by the time they
conclude their museum visit, and they
are surprised to find themselves so
emotionally impacted by the story of
his presidency and assassination.”
The museum’s ongoing Oral History
Project has collected more than 1,700
oral histories to date of those who have
personal memories of the 1960s and the

Kennedy presidency. In addition, a professionally staffed Reading Room, open
weekdays by appointment only, provides
free access to much of the museum’s collections of more than 50,000 items.
“Our hope is that groups leave with a
greater understanding of the socio-political climate that existed in the world and
in Texas during the 1960s,” Ivy said, “and
a greater appreciation for the enduring
relevancy of President Kennedy’s legacy,
such as civil rights, space and technology, the arts and volunteerism.” n
The Sixth Floor Museum
at Dealey Plaza
214-747-6660
jfk.org

Escape the present...
experience the past!

FORT WORTH STOCKYARDS
KEEPING IT REAL
817.625.9715 | www.fortworthstockyards.com
130 E. Exchange Ave. | Fort Worth, Texas
Reader Service Card #135

logcabinvillage.org
817-392-5881
Reader Service Card #135
GroupTour.com
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Utah

St. George
The trails are endless, the views are elevated and the colors
are astounding in the St. George area of Utah. The crown jewel
of it all is Zion National Park, but the excitement extends into
state parks, ghost towns, canyons, coves, cactus gardens,
historical pioneer buildings and 12 golf courses.
St. George reveals a geologic history that stretches back
millions of years. It’s a region of contrasts, from the Mojave
Desert at 2,000 feet above sea level to the 10,000-foot Alpine
wilderness on the ridges of Pine Valley Mountain. To take in
the scenery and history, begin a St. George journey with the
following four attractions.
St. George Area Tourism Oﬃce
435-634-5747
visitstgeorge.com

LEARN

At Rosenbruch Wildlife
Museum & Giftshop,
displayed mammals have
real skin and fur glued over
a hollow body-shaped form,
allowing the public to see
accurate representations
of wildlife. Each diorama is
individually narrated with
visitors’ electronic wands.
The animals serve to educate
and foster concern to protect
wildlife.
Rosenbruch Wildlife
Museum & Giftshop
435-656-0033
rosenbruch.org

SEE

DISCOVER

An American leader in the
Latter-Day Saint movement,
Brigham Young (1801–1877)
spent the last winters of his
life in the St. George area,
enjoying the warm weather
and directing the building
of St. George Temple and
Tabernacle. His followers
built him the Brigham Young
Winter Home, now open to
groups as a museum.

Western Sky Aviation
Warbird Museum preserves,
restores and displays aircraft
for the educational benefit of
visitors. Staﬀ members are
knowledgeable not only about
planes, but history as well.
The museum is committed
to aviation heritage, ensuring
the sacrifices of all those who
flew historic aircraft will not
be forgotten.

Brigham Young
Winter Home
435-673-2517
lds.org

Western Sky Aviation
Warbird Museum
435-669-0655
westernskywarbirds.org

EXPLORE

Have the group grab its
cameras and hiking shoes.
Encompassing 148,000
acres, Zion National
Park oﬀers group hiking
opportunities and rangerled programs. The drastic
elevation diﬀerences provide
many types of habitat, from
grassland and desert to
wetland and forest. This
beautiful, diverse area has a
rich history of human habitat
spanning at least 8,000 years.
Zion National Park
435-772-3256
nps.gov/zion

Top to bottom, left to right: St. George, Utah, Photo: Creative Commons; Exhibit, Rosenbruch Wildlife Museum & Gift Shop, St. George, Utah, Photo: Rosenbruch Wildlife Museum &
Giftshop; Brigham Young Winter Home, St. George, Utah, Photo: Ken Lund; Western Sky Aviation Warbird Museum, St. George, Utah, Photo: Western Sky Aviation Warbird Museum;
Zion National Park, Utah, Photo: NPS Photo
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Watch a classic at
Utah Shakespeare Festival
Shakespeare lovers will want to be a
part of the Utah Shakespeare Festival in
Cedar City. Located on the campus of
Southern Utah University, the festival
presents Shakespeare and plays from
other playwrights every June through
October in three theaters at the Beverley
Taylor Sorenson Center for the Arts.
Catch a play at the festival in one of
the indoor or outdoor theaters. Performances take place in the Engelstad
Shakespeare Theatre, an outdoor replica
of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre; the Randall L. Jones Theatre; and the Eileen and
Allen Anes Studio Theatre.
“The festival is surrounded by
natural wonders and national parks and
monuments,” said Ashley Starr, group
services coordinator for Utah Shake-

speare Festival. “Many groups enjoy
spending a week in the area, exploring
during the day and taking in a play in
the evenings.”
The 2018 season includes performances of Henry VI Part One, The
Merchant of Venice, The Merry Wives of
Windsor, Othello, Big River, The Foreigner, The Liar and Pearl’s in the House.
“In addition to the plays, we offer
free play seminars and orientations,
as well as prop, costume and actor
discussions, and the nightly summer Greenshow,” Starr said. “You can
purchase tickets for our Backstage Tour
and Repertory Magic. Each offers a
unique look at what happens behind the
curtain. With all the programming built
in, it is easy to fill your itinerary with

Mary Poppins, Utah Shakespeare Festival, Cedar City,
Utah, Photo: Karl Hugh, Utah Shakespeare Festival

these available offerings. We also can
book private luncheons, actor receptions
and events custom to the needs of your
group.”
The 2019 season of performances
will be announced in early summer
2018. Discounts are available for groups
of 12 people or more. There are two motorcoach loading and unloading zones
available, with parking nearby. n
Utah Shakespeare Festival
435-586-7878
groups@bard.org
bard.org
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Washington
Spokane

Since its beginnings as a rail hub, eastern Washington
has maintained its natural beauty. And Washington’s second
largest city lives up to its motto: “Near nature, near perfect.”
Spokane is within a one-hour drive of 76 lakes, including the
gorgeous Lake Coeur d’Alene.
But in the mix of all that scenery, Spokane is a vibrant
city with museums, nightlife and a nationally recognized
culinary scene. More than half of the buildings in downtown
Spokane are on the Historic Register, including the art deco
Fox Theater. Create an unforgettable trip by combining the
following itinerary stops.
Visit Spokane
509-363-6831
visitspokane.com

RIDE

TRY

STAY

LEARN

The SkyRide Over
The Falls takes visitors on
a journey over the mighty
Spokane Falls, the second
longest urban falls in the
United States. For 15
minutes, groups enjoy views
of the river from up above in
all-weather enclosed cabins.
While the views are best
March through June, there is
always something new to see.

Green Bluﬀ Growers is a
co-operative of 40-plus family
farms. Nestled in the foothills
of Mount Spokane, Green
Bluﬀ features U-pick fruit,
breweries and local shops.
Visitors travel to the area
to experience a variety of
festivals, including the Cherry
Festival, the Peach Festival
and the local favorite — the
Apple Festival.

The Historic Davenport
Hotel opened in 1914 as a
destination in its own right. In
2002, after the hotel narrowly
escaped demolition, Walt
and Karen Worthy spared
no expense in restoring its
priceless glamour. The hotel
has welcomed an extensive
list of film stars, explorers,
writers, politicians and other
luminaries.

Founded as the Eastern
Washington State Historical
Society, the Northwest
Museum of Arts and
Culture oﬀers changing
exhibitions and programs.
The museum’s extensive
permanent collection serves
as the memory of Inland
Northwest people. Group
admission includes a tour of
the historic Campbell House.

The SkyRide Over
The Falls
509-625-6600
my.spokanecity.org/
riverfrontpark

Green Bluﬀ Growers
greenbluﬀgrowers.com

The Historic
Davenport Hotel
800-899-1482
davenporthotel
collection.com

Northwest Museum
of Arts and Culture
509-456-3931
northwestmuseum.org

Top to bottom, right to left: Spokane, Wash., Photo: Visit Spokane; The SkyRide Over The Falls and rainbow, Spokane, Wash., Photo: Visit Spokane; Green Bluﬀ Growers, near
Spokane, Wash., Photo: Visit Spokane; Elizabethan Room, The Historic Davenport Hotel, Spokane, Wash., Photo: Davenport Hotels; Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture, Spokane,
Wash., Photo: Nick Bramhall
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Tour group, Seattle Bites Food Tours, Pike Place Market, Seattle, Wash., Photo: Seattle Bites Food Tours

Seattle Bites Food Tours
indulge in Pike Place
Market nosh
This year, Seattle Bites Food Tours
is celebrating its 10th year of supplying
tours in Pike Place Market, the oldest
continuously operating public farmers
market and Seattle’s most popular tourist destination.
“We are a small mom-and-pop business and have purposely kept Seattle
Bites small so we can provide the finest
group experience available,” said Mark
Breitfuss, owner of Seattle Food Tours.
“The market has become known for
mongers throwing fish and farmers
selling brilliant, locally-grown flowers at ridiculously low prices. But with
estimates as high as 18 million visitors
to the market annually, it must have
more to offer than just fish and flowers
— and it does.”
During a 2½-hour guided walking
tour with Seattle Bites, guides share the
story of how and why Pike Place Market
was created. And let’s not forget about
the food; talented cooks and chefs from
all over the world share their culinary
skills during an eating odyssey.
Groups get to try generous portions
at eight to nine merchant stops, including fresh gourmet sausages handcrafted by a German master butcher;
Paris-inspired fruit and Nutella crepes;
decadent Alaskan king salmon, fresh
and house-smoked for 12 hours by “The
Cod Father”; mom-inspired chicken
tikka masala from a classically Frenchtrained South Indian chef; and many

other dishes.
“While the food is a big part of the
Seattle Bites experience, we strive to see
that every guest, whether it be your first
or one of many visits to the market, feels
significantly different about the market
after experiencing its fascinating story,”
Breitfuss said. “Even locals are surprised
and thrilled to hear about it.”
Breitfuss said Seattle Bites is the
only market tour to offer audio equipment for ease of listening, which is
helpful during the busy days of summer. The company can customize a
group’s tour around meeting times, and
for specific historical content. n
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Histor y meets modern world in Poland’s capital

A

fter World War II, it
took 15 years for
the residents of
Warsaw to rebuild
their beloved city.
The wartime devastation in Poland’s capital was mindboggling; nearly 85 percent
of the medieval city was razed to the
ground. Undaunted and armed with the
help of art historians using 18th-century
paintings of the town, plans moved into
action to rebuild the city as it once was.
Warsaw was reconstructed with such
precision that it’s diﬃcult to determine
which buildings survived and which
were rebuilt. In many ways, the city was
reborn much like the mythical phoenix.
In recognition of the meticulous
reconstruction, UNESCO added Warsaw’s
Old Town to its list of World Heritage Sites
in 1980. And today, Warsaw is still referred

to as the “Phoenix City.”
“Group travelers are often surprised
when they find out the Old Town is
in reality a new town, meticulously
reconstructed to its former, pre-World
War II majesty,” said Anna Cichonska,
director at the Polish National Tourist
Oﬃce. “Most visitors to Warsaw don’t
realize how green the city is. A quarter
of the city is taken by parks and green
spaces. Warsaw is a modern metropolis,
yet it retains its original medieval
character with ease and grace. A stroll
through Warsaw is an exceptional
adventure in sights and sounds,
arts, history and folklore of a unique
European capital.”

Castle Square

A visit to Warsaw’s Old Town begins
in Castle Square, a triangular plaza

By Elly DeVries

that’s home to a towering column and
the Royal Castle.
During World War II, the Royal Castle
was destroyed during the Warsaw
Uprising of 1944. The only pieces of
the castle that remained were precious
art collections and decorative elements
secretly salvaged and hidden. Now a
museum, the Royal Castle oﬀers guided
tours for groups.
A towering 72-foot statue sits at

Top to bottom: Old Town in Warsaw, Poland; POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Warsaw, Poland, Photo: M.Starowieyska, D.Golik/POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews
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the center of Castle Square. The
statue, one of Warsaw’s most famous
landmarks, depicts King Zygmunt
III Waza, who was responsible for
moving Poland’s capital to Warsaw
from Krakow in the 17th century.

Old Town
Market Place

The Old Town Market Place is a
lively square, lined with picturesque
buildings. The area is protected by
Syrenka, a bronze mermaid statue
armed with a sword and shield. The
Warsaw icon makes a perfect group
photo op. The square is filled with cafes,
restaurants, shops and street musicians,
including barrel organ players.

Royal Route

The 7-mile (11 kilometer) Royal
Route links Warsaw’s three Royal
residences: Royal Castle, Lazienki
Krolewskie and Wilanow Palace.
Following the route, groups pass
historic buildings, parks, churches and
monuments. The route includes a stroll
along Krakowskie Przedmiescie, one of
the most prestigious streets in the city.

Chopin sites

Legendary composer Fryderyk
Chopin, one of Poland’s most famous
sons, spent half of his 39 years in the
capital. Today, his legacy lives on at the
Chopin Museum, housed in Ostrogski
Palace, one of the most high-tech
biographical museums in Europe.
Chopin concerts are held every
Sunday, mid-May through late
September, in nearby Lazienki Royal
Park. Distinguished pianists perform
Chopin’s music in the shadow of the
Chopin monument.
Complete a Chopin journey at
Holy Cross Church, the location of
Chopin’s heart; it is sealed in an
urn that is located behind a plaque
bearing his likeness.

but the real draw is the Viewing Terrace
on the 30th floor. The Palace of Culture
and Science is visible from almost
anywhere in the city.

Copernicus
Science Centre

In honor of the pioneering Polish
astronomer and founder of modern
astronomy, Copernicus Science
Center oﬀers groups a kingdom of
experiments. The glass and steel
building houses six sections and over
400 exhibits. The center features the
only Robotic Theatre in the world,
where the moves of its leading
actors, RoboThespians, are controlled
by compressed air, and their
heartbeats are produced by a 40-watt
loudspeaker. Groups should set aside
five hours to see all the exhibits.
The Nicolaus Copernicus
Monument, one of Warsaw’s notable
landmarks, stands before Staszic
Palace on Krakowskie Przedmiescie.

POLIN Museum of the
History of Polish Jews

POLIN Museum presents a
1,000-year history of Polish Jews and
stands in what once was the heart of
Jewish Warsaw. During World War II,
the Germans turned the once-lively
neighborhood into the Warsaw Ghetto.
The museum completes the history
of the place: the nearby Monument to
the Ghetto Heroes commemorates the
Polish Jews that died, and the museum
is a reminder of how they lived.
Tours and genealogy workshops
are oﬀered.

Palace of Culture
and Science

A visit to the Palace of Culture and
Science, the tallest building in Warsaw,
is a must-see, despite its controversial
history. Commissioned by Stalin as
a gift to the Polish nation, the palace
stands as a reminder of Poland’s four
decades of communism. The behemoth
building boasts more than 3,000 rooms,

Krakow
not-to-miss
Take a four-hour train to
Krakow, the only metropolis
in Poland whose architecture
survived the war years. Krakow
is Poland’s second-largest city
and former capital.
Groups visiting Krakow’s Old
Town won’t want to miss Main
Market (Rynek) Square, a
natural start, pause and finish
location for tours. Visitors
can browse Cloth Hall, a
700-year-old shopping mall with
merchants selling handicrafts
and other local products.
Rynek Underground
museum, located 13 feet
(4 meters) below the market
square, is a high-tech museum
that consists of an underground
route through medieval market
stalls and other long-forgotten
chambers.
Schindler’s Factory
museum covers the German
occupation of Krakow during
WWII and is housed in the
former enamel factory of
Oskar Schindler. Schindler’s
story was popularized by
Stephen Spielberg’s 1993 film,
Schindler’s List. The permanent
exhibit “Krakow During Nazi
Occupation: 1939–1945”
covers the war of 1939,
everyday life under occupation,
the fate of Jews and the city’s
underground resistance.
The historic Wieliczka Salt
Mine, located hundreds of feet
underground, attracts more
than 1 million tourists each
year. The monument features
12 objects on UNESCO’s World
Culture and Natural Heritage
list. Groups can choose from
several guided tour routes that
take them through the labyrinth
of tunnels and chambers.
The mine’s underground
health resort gives groups the
opportunity to sleep overnight in
the therapeutic microclimate of
salt excavations.

Group Tour Media publisher Elly DeVries, Room of Choices, Schindler’s Factory museum, Krakow, Poland,
Photo: Group Tour Media
GroupTour.com
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Poland
Warsaw and Krakow

The Polish National Tourist Oﬃce
provided this six-day itinerary that takes
groups to sites in Warsaw and Krakow

.

Day One

Welcome to Warsaw
Get lost in Warsaw’s historic center,
which was painstakingly recreated.
Today’s Old Town buildings are closer to
the original architecture than ever before.
Visit St. John’s Cathedral to enjoy the
aerial view of the Old Town square. Later,
enjoy a welcome dinner at one of the local
restaurants. Experience the nightlife scene
with the city’s increasingly well-dressed
youth flocking to the countless bars and
clubs of a city that now hums after dark.
Market Square, Krawow, Poland
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Day Two

Day Three

Visit Warsaw’s most interesting,
beautiful and important sites. Among
the highlights of the city are: the Royal
Lazienki Palace and Park, which is the
largest park in Warsaw; the Warsaw
Uprising Museum; the Roof Garden at
Warsaw University Library with beautiful
views of the River Vistula; the Praga
District and Soho Factory with the Neon
Museum.
Other options to choose from include:
a visit to the Royal Castle, Museum of the
History of Polish Jews – Polin and the
Polish Vodka Museum. End the evening
with a visit to a night market.

Travel by train to Krakow to admire
the scenery. Alternatively, choose to
drive and take a short detour to visit
Czestochowa – Jasna Gora Monastery
with the miraculous icon of the Black
Madonna. Upon arrival in Krakow,
follow a local guide for a walking tour
of Krakow’s Old Town. Start at Wawel
Hill, which features the Royal Castle
and a 14th-century cathedral. The tour
continues to the Main Market Square,
making for the perfect place to pick up
souvenirs, especially in the Cloth Hall.
The tour is completed with a visit to St.
Mary’s Church.

Discover Warsaw

Warsaw to Krakow

Day Four

Malopolska Region,
mountains
Explore the beauty of Dunajec
River Gorge. Enjoy unforgettable
leisure rafting on traditional, wooden
rafts among the towering cliﬀs and
the limestone rock formations in the
breathtaking Pieniny Mountains.
Visit Zakopane, a resort town in the
Polish Tatra Mountains, popular among
skiers in winter, and hikers and climbers
year-round. Free time gives visitors a
chance to wander along Krupowki Street,
visit the old church in Jaszczurowka and
photograph the old wooden architecture.
Return to Krakow in the late afternoon.

Day Five

Krakow area
Spend at least half the day at one of
the city’s most important museums —
The Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and
Museum, which includes the German
concentration camps. It is devoted to the
memory of the victims who died at both
camps during World War II.

Day Six

Kalwaria Zebrzydowska,
Wadowice and
Kazimierz District

complex in Kalwaria Zebrzydowska. Visit
Wadowice, the birthplace Pope John Paul
II, where his museum is located.
In the late afternoon, explore
Kazimierz, which is Krakow’s most
unique neighborhood, combining its
heritage as the Jewish Quarter with a
more recent reinvention as the city’s
bohemian headquarters. n
Polish National Tourist Oﬃce
poland.travel
Warsaw Tourist Oﬃce
warsawtour.pl

Visit the Baroque Church, monastery and
the pilgrimage park of the Bernardine

GroupTour.com
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PORT CITY:

MOBILE
Tara Zieman

As one of Alabama’s oldest cities, Mobile brims with
historic traditions and stories to tell. Whether cruisers
are arriving ahead of schedule or extending their trip, the
Azalea City oﬀers groups experiences unlike any other.
Tara Zieman, marketing & communications manager
for Visit Mobile, gave associate editor Kelsey Smith an
inside look at Mobile’s finest.

Q: What makes Mobile an appealing port city?
A: There is always something to celebrate in Mobile. We have events almost every

weekend from performances at our historic Saenger Theatre and food cook-oﬀs in one of our
historic downtown parks and squares to pole vaulting up Dauphin Street and hosting incredible
music festivals.
Mobile is a unique destination because you can have a variety of experiences in one destination. Whether you want to catch a show at Saenger Theatre, kayak the second-largest river
delta in the country, museum-hop around downtown or catch beads like a champ at America’s
original Mardi Gras, Mobile is the place to be.
Mobile’s downtown continues to be the heartbeat of the destination with museums, art galleries, nightlife, boutiques and delicious cuisine, just walking distance from each other. And, the
centuries-old architecture and wrought-iron details aren’t a bad thing to look at, either.

Q: What attractions do you recommend cruisers visit?
A: The Mobile Alabama Cruise Terminal is conveniently located just steps away from the

action. You are just a few blocks away from Gulf Coast Exploreum Science Center, History
Museum of Mobile and the Mobile Carnival Museum.
You should definitely experience the Mobile Carnival Museum to learn all about how we do
Mardi Gras in Mobile. Because food is my favorite topic, you absolutely cannot leave the city
without stopping at Panini Pete’s for beignets.
Also, the ship docks right next to GulfQuest National Maritime Museum of the Gulf of
Mexico, and you are a five-minute ride from the USS Alabama.

Q: What advice do you have for first-time visitors?
A: Mobile is a melting pot of a lot diﬀerent experiences visitors can have in one place. So,

come ready to see, do and eat a lot. And, be sure to take your picture in front of the “Born to
Celebrate” overpass. It’s become a must-have photo op, whether you’re heading to the ship or
getting oﬀ to explore Mobile. n
Visit Mobile
251-208-2000
mobile.org
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Top to bottom: Mardi Gras float, Mobile, Ala., Photo: Visit Mobile; USS
Alabama, Mobile, Ala., Photo: Visit Mobile; Dining along Mobile Bay, Mobile,
Ala., Photo: Visit Mobile; ‘Born to Celebrate’ Overpass, Mobile, Ala., Photo:
Visit Mobile; Carnival Fantasy, Mobile, Ala., Photo: Carnival

SAIL THE EASTERN CARIBBEAN
ON CARNIVAL CRUISE LINE

Carnival Fantasy; Nov. 3–11, 2018

Day One: Depart Mobile at 4 p.m.
Day Two: Fun day at sea
Day Three: Key West, Florida
Day Four: Freeport, Bahamas
Day Five: Princess Cays, Eleuthera, Bahamas
Day Six: Nassau, Bahamas
Day Seven: Fun day at sea
Day Eight: Fun day at sea
Day Nine: Arrive in Mobile at 8 a.m.
Carnival Cruise Line
carnival.com

spotlight

Kristen Loflin tells stories of
Jacksonville-Onslow County,
North Carolina

«

Kristen Loflin is the tourism manager for the
Jacksonville-Onslow Chamber of Commerce in
North Carolina. She is responsible for all things
tourism, including bringing groups to Onslow
County to experience its natural beauty and
many oﬀerings. Loflin talked with freelance writer
Erin Albanese about Onslow County’s biggest
draws — tapping into heritage, enjoying food,
wine, and whiskey, and exploring places that
brim with quaint coastal charm.

Q: How would you describe
your tours?
A: Onslow County is a beautiful and diverse
county. Here, we have several ways to discover
America while exploring every area of the
county. Find your country through patriotism
as you take a tour through military history at
Lejeune Memorial Gardens and hear the story
of the Montford Point Marines, the first AfricanAmerican Marines. Visiting Onslow County will
take you on a journey of our country’s military
history from the past to the present. Find your
country throughout our countryside with the
Wine, Whiskey and Wonderful Eats tour. Taste
and tour Onslow County’s family-owned distillery
and vineyard. Lastly, find your country by discovering the coast’s beauty with a tour to Swansboro. This small, quaint town has local shops
and restaurants for everyone.

Q: What industry trends are
you noticing?
A: Like at many destinations, it’s apparent that
our visitors like experiences more than just a
normal tour. The more interactive, the better. By
having our storytellers — Onslow County representatives sharing the story of each attraction
on tours — it helps visitors become a part of the
story.

What’s the

next
big
thing
for the

Q: What are you most proud of
about your organization?
A: We have come a long way. We are introducing new programs and developing products in
hopes we can increase visitation further. Last
year, we saw almost a 3 percent increase in
direct tourist spending. I hope we can continue
that progression. But I like to bring in visitors
by adding value. We have assisted attractions
in marketing by collaborating with partners
throughout the county and we have started to
see the results. A place has a story. It’s up to us
to be eﬀective storytellers. n
Jacksonville-Onslow
Chamber of Commerce
910-347-3141
jacksonvilleonline.org

Jacksonvilleonslow
chamber of
commerce?

“

Our next big thing is
military-reunion recruitment. We
are focusing on building products and marketing tools to assist reunions as they plan. The
beauty of this initiative is that it
also helps develop our group
tours. Reunions love to discover
the area in between meetings
and banquets. Therefore, we
are building two products at
one time that both assist our
mission.

”

Photo: Eastern Sky Photography
GroupTour.com
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